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your child from 6 to 12



INNUMERABLE books, pamphlets,

and articles have been written—and

rightly—about the infant, the toddler,

and the pre-school child. Only a few

articles and fewer books have been de-

voted to the school-age child, however.

Yet that 6-12 period is as important as

the years that have been passed. The

6 to 12 child is still close to his parents.

He still appreciates attention, love, and

sympathy. He is striking out for himself,

making friends, exploring his world. He
is on the way to becoming a self-directed,

self-motivated individual.

Distressed at the lack of the written

word about that important school-age

period in their children's lives, parents in

ever increasing numbers are seeking

help in the guidance of their school-age

children.

As a means of helping fill their requests,

Your Child from 6 to il, is offered.

Federal Security Administrator.
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some things you won't find in this bulletin

X here are many more things that we don't know than we do

know about children. This is hard on us parents, because instead of being given

directions about how to "get" our children to do this or that, or being told at

what ages we can expect certain developments, we have to work more or less

in the dark. How pleasant it would be if we had definite rules as to how to develop

to the full our children's inborn abilities! And yet perhaps one of the most intriguing

things about being a parent is the mystery and unpredictability surrounding these

unique beings entrusted to our care for a few years. Maybe we are just as happy,

and they a lot more so, because we don't have any magic formula by which to

direct their lives.

Yet there are many kinds of knowledge that would help us out enormously when

it comes to the everyday problems of family life. If only we knew how to get children

to want to do the things we feel pretty sure they'll profit by learning, such as keeping

their rooms neat, and doing their home work on time!

Such methods of influencing behavior will have to wait until we know a great deal

more than we do now—about ourselves as well as about children. Man has uncovered

more of the secrets of the universe than he has of the secret doings of the human

heart and mind; it's much harder to delve into the ways people act and think and

feel than it is even to find out what's going on among the stars.

But thoughtful parents try honestly to put to use what knowledge we now have.

We can add to what we know by close observation of our children, and so let them

inform us much about their needs and what can be expected of them. Each time

we learn this way we take a step forward along the road to better parenthood.

This bulletin was written by Mrs. Marion L. Faegre, under the direction of Dr.

Katherine Bain, Director of the Division of Research in Child Development. Use

was also made of many helpful suggestions from other members of the Children's

Bureau staff. Sincere thanks are due to the members of our Pediatric Advisory

Committee, and to the professional persons and parents who also reviewed the

manuscript.

Chief, Children's Bureau.
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your child

from 6 to 12

What 6- to 12-year-olds are like

TO thoughtful parents, the school-age

period of children's development is even

more interesting than the appealing years

of early childhood. Boys and girls are

trying out their own abilities and inter-

ests, and are gaining in self-confidence

and self-reliance. While they still need

and count on the friendly care and back-

ing of their parents and others in the

family, they manage more and more of

their own affairs. The feeling that the

loyalty and service they give their family

is appreciated is highly enjoyable to them.

During this period, while a child's per-

sonality is becoming increasingly com-

plex, it becomes more of a challenge to

understand him. His growing independ-

ence and ability to think and reason for

himself are sometimes disconcerting. It

upsets our notions of our superiority just

a bit when our children begin to question

our opinions, and to have very definite

ideas of their own.

"I'm quite as big for me," said he,

"As you are big for you."

This is really what scares many an

adult off. While a child is very young

and also very ignorant we older people

feel secure in our bigness and power. We
feel important in contrast to the child's

smallness and helplessness. We enjoy

his naive way of looking at life because

we can say to ourselves, "Oh, we know
all about that!" But as children grow

out of complete dependence, they begin

to think and reason for themselves.

We tend to be less observant of school-

age children because their development

is far less spectacular, in many ways, than

that of the young child. Physical growth

has slowed down greatly. Mental

growth goes on so quietly we take it for

granted. While a child is learning to

talk everything he says is novel and ar-

resting. Once he gets into middle child-

hood his ability to understand things and

to express himself has progressed so much
that what he says no longer seems so re-

markable. His reasoning is much better;

he no longer argues amusingly that butter

is made from butterflies because the two

words sound alike; he stops believing that

trees make the wind blow.

Nor is his health a cause for quite such

vigilance as earlier. Once a child has

passed through the preschool years, the

time of greatest danger from childhood

diseases, his parents become a little less

watchful and anxious. He can take care

of himself much of the time; they no

longer feel worried every minute he's out

of their sight.

Children are self-starters

In short, he is on the way to becoming

a self-contained, self-directing, self-moti-

vated person. Still close to his parents,

still appreciating attention, love, and sym-

pathy, he is striking out for himself, mak-
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ing friends, showing individual tastes, ex-

ploring many fields—a lively, eager, able,

light-hearted, and often maddening crea-

ture. He is tremendously interested in

the things and life about him. As he ap-

proaches the teens he will become inter-

ested in himself, but now his thoughts are

mostly turned outwards toward the prac-

tical, material world.

Does this sound as if all children are

alike? Of course they're not. They're

as different and varied and surprising in

their individuality as in their looks, but

there are ideas, feelings, ways of acting

and looking at things which they all go

through at certain stages in their growth.

Bodily skills are added fast

Once a child has acquired good control

over his body, he has a great deal of en-

ergy to expend on learning skills and add-

ing to all manner of abilities that were

only partially perfected before.

Little girls of 6 to io, for example, de-

light in hop-scotch and jacks, which call

for more precise muscular adjustment

than the large-muscle activities of their

early childhood. The intricate rhythm

of skipping rope, fancy stunts on a bicycle

or on roller-skates all involve bodily con-

trol that was not possible at 4 or 5. Learn-

ing to whisde, to turn handsprings, to

balance a pole on the open hand, to

bounce a ball in time to a special pattern

of bodily movements—all these kinds of

skills delight the boy and girl who are

coming to have more and more control

over their muscles. Learning to write

requires very exact adjustments and co-

ordination between hand and eye. (Re-

member your struggles not to get the tail

of the "y" too far below the line, and to

keep the "e's" from looking like "l's"?)

Increasing ability to use the fingers makes

later childhood a time in which such

things as playing a musical instrument

or typing should be getting under way

if they are to become highly developed.

Children can't get enough of games

that emphasize physical alertness. Chas-

ing, climbing, dodging are a never-ending

joy. Swinging, on a proper swing if

that's all that's handy, better on a grape-

vine discovered in the woods, frees them

from being earth-bound clods. Tag, run-

sheep-run, "cops and robbers"—anything

in which there's the thrill and excitement

of avoiding capture appeals to the "wild

Indian" stage of the early school years.

Nature's door is wide open
Caves and tree-houses, dams and pools,

fires to roast potatoes in, trees to climb and

swamps to explore—nature's resources

seem made to be exploited by children.

Imagination is at a high peak; the early

school-age child becomes what he has

read about or heard of or listened to. He
re-creates the life about him; boys build

houses, girls set up housekeeping in them.

Animals are children's close kin. Chil-

dren know
".

. . how to handle puppies, with pro-

pitiatory pats

For mother dogs, and little acts

of courtesy to cats."

A boy and his dog are attached to each

other by invisible, unbreakable ties. The
tenderness with which an injured bird or

a motherless lamb is cared for shows us

what wonderfully responsive creatures

our children are. They may not have as

good a chance later to learn

"How the tortoise bears his shell,

How the woodchuck digs his cell,

And the ground-mole sinks his well";

Children's joy in the world of nature

is matched by their delight in putting

their hands to work.

The school-age child constructs things

with initiative and fervor. Carts, kites,

airplanes, boats are undertaken with

varying degrees of success according to



children between 6 and 7

Physical growth and skills Has six or seven

wrist bones. Has one or two permanent teeth. "Knock-

knees" of preschool period have disappeared. Very active;

sitting still is an effort; wriggling especially noticeable at

table. Absorbed in running, jumping, chasing, and dodg-

ing games. Enjoys any sort of wheel toys. Likes to bathe

self, with help on ears, neck, and back. Can dress self with-

out help, even to tying shoe laces, but is inclined to dawdle.

Social progress Thoroughly enjoys group play,

but groups tend to be small. Boys and girls play together.

Boys begin to wrestle, have fist fights, often with good friends;

must prove their masculinity. Parties greatly in favor, but

behavior is unlikely to be decorous. Able to use telephone

competently. Teacher's opinions and ideas very important.

Rapid alternation between "good" and "bad" behavior.

Intellectual growth and activities Commonly
uses upward of 2,500 words. Delights in imaginative dra-

matic play; may carry on long conversations with imaginary

person after going to bed. May believe radio characters

are real. Knows comparative value of the common coins.

Knows own address, parents' names, how to cross street.

From now up to the teens adventure programs on radio

much liked. Name-calling, vulgar talk common. Belief in

Santa Claus may be fading. Knows number combinations

making up to 10. The beginning steps in learning to read

greatly delight the child.

the skill present at different ages and in-

dividual cleverness in the use of the

hands. Girls cut out paper dolls by the

dozen, make dresses for them by the

score. Weaving, knot-tying, carving,

all have their devotees.

Not only is this when children prove

and improve their physical skill, it is a

time for trying out everything under the

sun. Eight- or nine-year-olds have a

greater variety of play interests than chil-

dren of any other age. Later on, after a

child has explored a great many possi-

bilities it becomes necessary to spend

more time on well-liked ones if he is to

become good at them. But now—now
there's time for everything.

Their motto

:

Try anything once

Experimentation leads children every-

where. It urges them into using every

one of their senses. They discover the

sweet taste of the growing ends of grass

blades, and sample pungent, tangy pine

needles. They make leaves squawk, tear

apart paper-thin birch-bark layers. They

rub the leaves of mint and sniff its fra-

grance, and say "phew!" to the "cow-pie"

they almost stepped in.

They burrow into the haystack, climb

on top and come hurtling down with dust

in their hair. They run, panting, after

the fire engine, hoping the fire will be a
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big one. When the plumber comes to

the house, they're right under foot, watch-

ing. And when a street is being paved,

every operation is followed by fascinated

eyes. They can't wait for it to come time

to go barefoot, when they can "squdge"

mud between their toes, or feel the cold

tingle of dew-wet grass. They like to

bite and suck and chew on anything, from

slippery elm to bubble gum and pencils.

A rain-filled gutter cries out to be

stepped in, rubbers or no rubbers. Soap

is something to work up a lather with,

rather than something to get clean with.

They love the rites and rhymes and

tricks that are handed down perennially

by older children, like "wire, brier, lim-

ber lock" and "Adam and Eve and pinch-

rae." They like to believe that without

question they'll get their wish on the

"first star."

Guessing games, riddles, conundrums

and jokes all have their day. Code lan-

guage is rattled off by two 9-year-olds as

fast as they can talk. Charades are a gold

mine of fun. Dressed up in mother's

cast-off dresses and high-heeled shoes, lit-

tle girls pay very formal calls, or have

baby parades with their doll carriages.

Table games consume lots of time; al-

though there's a painful period until chil-

dren understand that someone must be

the loser. Hard to take at first, this is an

important kind of learning, and paves the

way for team play later. Sending away

for samples, saving box tops or coupons,

making collections of anything and every-

thing, and jealously hoarding these non-

descript treasures; following the iceman

for pieces of ice to suck; haunting the

back premises of grocery stores in the

hope of getting boxes to build with;

pouncing on the evening paper so as not

to lose a minute in looking at the fun-

nies—these are almost as characteristic of

our 6- to 12-ers as eating is.

"Bed and board"

Sleep is something made for babies or

aged parents, a terrible waste of time for

those whose days are far too short to get

everything in. Energetic children- hate

to be inactive, unless they've an absorbing

book, a piece of string to play cat's cradle

with, or some other way to occupy their

fingers.

Sleeping may be a bore, but eating is a

joy forever. Preferably, children think,

eating should be done in a hurry. If

food tastes extra good, why, naturally

it should be gobbled; if it's something

you don't like but have to eat—gulp

it down fast, after you've left it on your

plate till the very last. And as for the

folly of eating at set times—who ever

invented such nonsense? Meals are all

very well, but how are children going

to last between them, when they're tear-

ing all over the neighborhood, doing im-

portant things like riding bicycles, climb-

ing trees, or planning a show? A 10-

year-old is absolutely empty, caved in,

after school.

The 6- to 12-year-old has quite a differ-

ent attitude toward clothes than he did

when younger. He is much more con-

scious of what other children wear, and

wants to look like them. To be different

is as hard on a child of this age as it is

on a man who feels too short or a woman
who thinks she is too fat. Shoes, caps,

dresses, or hair-do's unlike those worn by

most children can cause acute humiliation.

As for older and younger children in

the same family—what a gulf exists be-

tween them at school and at play! "We
don't want you tagging along! Scram!"

is the attitude of the older ones who like

to think of themselves as far more grown

up than their little sisters and brothers.

But older brothers and sisters often

display a tenderly protective care over lit-

tle ones that is beautiful to see. It gives
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children between 7 and 8

Physical growth and skills Adds from 3 to 5

pounds weight yearly. Slow, regular growth in height.

"Nervous habits" like nail-biting, tongue-sucking, scratch-

ing, pulling at ear common, but show no increase from 6 to

12; more frequent in girls than in boys. Less impulsive and

boisterous in actions than at 6. Jumping rope, hop-scotch,

and jacks popular with girls.

Social progress Recognition of property rights

sketchy. Competition in school, at play, begins to be present.

From now on becomes more interested in dressing and acting

like his friends. Choice of friends uninfluenced by social or

economic status. Demands of the environment make learn-

ing to use money desirable. When angry at parents may
toy with idea he is not their child. Awareness of differences

between his home and those of others increasing.

Intellectual growth and activities Child's

ability to make things is not up to his ideas of what he

would like to do. Can count by i's, 2's, 5's, and io's. Can
grasp the basic ideas of addition and subtraction. Can tell

time; sometimes knows what month it is. Ability to run

errands, make purchases, take responsibility generally on
the increase from now on. Often argues about what he is

expected to do. Curiosity about differences between the sexes

and how babies come indicates increasing interest in reality,

and suggests importance of giving truthful information.

us intimations of their boundless possi-

bilities for consideration and gentleness,

which will be developed to the full when
they themselves are parents.

Along about 9 or 10, boys begin to be

intolerant of girls, and girls to turn up
their noses at boys. Oh, each sex is all

right when it comes to games that need

a number of players. But girls are scary

things, say the boys, who like to make
them shriek by holding dead mice under

their noses, or grabbing their ankles un-

der water. And boys are rough, and
careless, according to girls. Do they ever

comb their hair? But underneath this

exaggerated contempt for each other lurks

an attraction that before very many years

will become strong.

Brothers and sisters are allies one min-

ute, scrappy as alley cats the next. There

are times when each seems to get delight

out of tormenting the other: Ned gets

Polly at his mercy and tickles her. She

in turn tattles on him in a most disagree-

able way. But let an outsider pick on

one or the other and right away, Ned or

Polly is up in arms defending the other.

At this stage either one of them is prob-

ably quite willing to skip the daily bath

in order to have more time to play. Or,

they both claim the bathroom at the same

time when they do decide to bathe!
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How family life is different today
Why is it considered more of a prob-

lem to raise children nowadays than it

used to be? Many parents are puzzled

to know why there is so much spoken

and written about the bringing up of

children. "Our parents raised us with-

out so much fuss over whether they were

doing everything just right. Why is it

necessary all of a sudden to make such

a to-do about being parents?"

It's a very natural question. For the

changes that have made raising a family

a different matter from what it was only

relatively few years back came about

gradually. We accept them so matter-of-

factiy that we don't realize our children

are living in another world from that in

which we grew up—not to mention the

unclimbable walls separating their world

from the world of their grandparents.

If parents have more problems now it's

partly because they are so much more

aware of children's needs and possibil-

ities, but are confused as to how to go

about meeting the needs and providing

for the expansion of the possibilities.

Living conditions are changing

For one thing, fewer people live in the

country. Bringing up children in town

on a small lot or in a city apartment means

opportunities for activity are cut down;

the freedom that rural children enjoy is

missing. Dammed up energy must find

a way out; the town child's "fun" may

easily result in his getting into mischief,

because his acts may infringe on the peace

and quiet and property of close-up neigh-

bors. The city boy and girl can't even

sing and whistle and shout as much as

their country cousins. In an apartment,

they may hav,e to change to slippers the

minute they come inside, so that their

clatter won't annoy the family below.

Families are smaller

Another new problem that parents face

nowadays is the likelihood that their child

may not have as many brothers and sisters

as they had. The proportion of people

who have no children has risen so sharply

that there may be few children to play

with in a given neighborhood. In 1910,

less than 10 percent of families had no

children, while in 1940, the proportion

had risen to over 15 percent. More chil-

dren nowadays have only one or two

brothers and sisters, and thus grow up in

a very different atmosphere from that

surrounding the child who is one of sev-

eral, and to whom it would seem unnat-

ural to have so much parental attention

as many children get today.

Inventions alter family life

Still another change that makes par-

ents' teaching of their children different

from what they were taught in childhood

is the great number of inventions that les-

sen household toil. Washing machines

(or laundries that do the whole job away

from home), vacuum cleaners, oil burn-

ers, tractors, electric refrigerators and

other inventions have decreased the num-
ber of jobs that children have to help

with. Not so many years ago it took

three people to do the cleaning that one

person can now do alone. No longer do

so many children have to beat rugs, bring

in ice and carry out ashes. For every

child who shovels snow there may be an-

other whose apartment house janitor does

it for him. The baker sometimes calls

with bread, even in the country.

Children whose families haven't con-

veniences and luxuries are exposed to

those whose life is more comfortable, and

so their lives are affected by their knowl-

edge of what they are missing.
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Physical growth and skills Ten or eleven per-

manent teeth. Growing interest in games requiring coordina-

tion of small muscles (hitting moving target, shooting mar-

bles, catching with one hand, etc.). Ability to write pro-

gressing, but fine muscle work is still difficult and taxing.

Can swim well, if there has been opportunity for learning.

Can bicycle and roller skate expertly. Bathes self, but

sketchily.

Social progress Evidence of modesty may be in-

creasing, due probably to social pressures. Group projects

becomes absorbing, but child is not yet entirely capable of

team play. Recognition of property rights well established

if training has been sound. Manners often better away from
home than at home. Is becoming more selective in choice of

friends. Doll and paper-doll play mimics family life.

Intellectual growth and activities Begins to be

interested in what happened in the distant past (likes to

make Indian costumes, utensils, etc.). Fairy tales are great

favorites with both boys and girls. Can tell day of month
and year. Can make change for small amounts. Begins

to read the funnies, a favorite occupation from now on.

Listening to radio one of main interests, but begins to be

skeptical of "realness" of programs. Sense of humor marked,
especially in bright children. Experience has opened the door

to interest in the world at large. Far-off places, ways of com-
munication now have real meaning.

In cities, a problem often comes up
when a mother and father try to give their

youngsters the benefit of the work around

the house that was a natural part of their

own young life, and that they feel pretty

sure was a good part. What can take the

place of that learning? To be sure there

are still meals to get, dishes to wash, and

errands to run. But where before the

necessity for all hands to pitch in was
plain to be seen, so many things can now
be bought or done outside the home that

many city children get little practice in

cooperative living.

The mother of a little girl who wants a

new dress for a special occasion may say,

"All right. I'll have time to make one if

you keep the house looking neat all

week." The child's reply may be "Oh,

why don't you buy me a dress, instead?"

The advertising she sees seems to make
buying easy and "making" unnecessary.

Recreation moves outside

Along with the bread-making, laundry,

and sewing that have gone out of many
homes have gone some of the home-made

ways of having fun. As cities grew, com-

mercial amusements sprang up to take

advantage of the increasing amount of

free time town dwellers had. Movies,

roller-skating rinks, bowling alleys, night

baseball games, offer thrills to millions of

children who, a generation or two back,

would have been content with a phono-

graph, ice skating on the creek, and only
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an occasional fling at an amusement park

or a county fair. In a way, the radio

gathers the family together at home, on

occasion, and television is another magnet

that draws families back into their homes.

Changes in size of family, living con-

ditions, and changes due to labor-saving

machines are all external things. And

yet they affect people's inner lives, their

ways of thinking, feeling, and acting.

Life in an apartment or on a rented farm,

with frequent moves, means changes in

relations with other people: there is less

need to care about and be thoughtful of

others, when we don't even know our

neighbors' names.

Having a movie only a block or so

away means that youngsters feel a strong

pull to see the films they hear talked

about, no matter how pleasant their home

life is. Children who live on farms are

affected by the spread of commercial

amusements, too. How many country

boys and girls who leave home to work

in cities have been tempted to do so by

the life they have seen on the screen?

Earlier outside influences

A child now gets out into the stream of

things earlier—in fact, the world comes

right into our homes, by way of the radio

and magazines. The latest song hits,

however unsuitable, are on the lips of

6-year-olds. This means that his parents

are dealing with a child who is much
more "knowing" than they were at his

age; who has at least a surface acquaint-

ance with the ways of the world.

So fathers and mothers are up against

very different problems, and a wider va-

riety of them than they used to be. Im-

portant as it has always been to under-

stand our children, there are pressures

on us nowadays that didn't exist earlier.

To meet them calls for great skill.

Fathers see less

of their children

Conditions within homes have

changed, too, with changing pressures

from outside. Fathers have less time at

home; many live farther from their work,

and few have their shops or offices in their

homes. This means that a great part of

child training falls on the mother.

But even mother is not always in the

home. A larger and larger percent of

women work outside, most of them be-

cause they have to, some because they

want to provide advantages for their

children. How does this affect family

life?

When the children in one family are

put more upon their own responsibility

because their mother works outside, they

are not the only ones affected. If Jane's

mother lets her go to the movies three

times a week, so that she'll not be roaming

the neighborhood after school, Mrs.

Brown's Sally is going to want to go with

Jane, even though her mother is at home.

Every change that affects any family

affects our family, too.

The democratic family

The problems parents encounter, then,

multiply as life becomes more compli-

cated. No one can live apart from the

speeded-up and closer-knit world.

Whether they like it or not, parents be-

long to the "one world" of which we
can't lose consciousness a minute. Theirs

is the privilege of providing a kind of

family life that will prepare their children

for living in a world where their fate

hangs on their being real world citizens.

What kind of family life will encour-

age this?

The family is a tiny world in itself, in

which children receive practice and prep-

aration for wider living. Unless the fam-

ily life is wholesomely democratic and

8
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Physical growth and skills Slow growth in

height. Last wrist bone appears in girls. Teeth straighten-

ing, if needed, can be begun. Can care for physical needs

like baths, hair combing, etc. Uses tools increasingly well.

Many children at this time and later need more rest and

sleep than they get, because constantly "on the go," and

interested in so many different kinds of play. Disdainful

of danger, but gets into plenty of it.

Social progress Sex differences in play interests

begin to be marked. More different kinds of play engaged

in than ever again. Antagonism between sexes noticeable

for next several years; longer for boys than girls. "Gang"

and club enthusiasm noticeable, with hostility toward other

groups; exclusion an important feature of clubs, which are

short-lived. Visits alone away from home; may go to camp.

Some of spontaneity of relations with adults may be giving

place to reticence, even to hostility, shown by having secrets.

Intellectual growth and activities Can grasp

easier multiplication and division facts. Differences in boys'

and girls' reading interests begin to be noticeable. Bright

children begin to use card indexes at library and read full-

length books. Begins to have friends outside immediate

neighborhood. Interest in fantasy and make-believe on the

decline. Comedians, news broadcasters, drama in general

more and more appreciated on radio; boys like programs of

greater violence than girls. Interest in how things are made,

produced, etc., is increasing. If interest in a special field

—

science, nature, or mechanics—has developed this may begin

to crowd out some other play activities.

cooperative, how can children learn the

skills that will ready them to take part

in a society that can continue only

through the combined efforts of all to

make it work? The present struggle to

find ways of bettering relations among
nations may make us blushingly con-

scious that family relations, too, could

stand improvement. We should become

more aware of how family life can serve

all the individuals it is made up of, and

determine to make our family life a fine

example of this.

What does democratic family living

mean? It means a way of life in which:

Parents care so deeply for each other

that they are just as anxious for their part-

ners to gain their wishes as to get what

they want for themselves. The needs of

all, grown-ups and children, are con-

sidered and met just as far as possible.

Father and mother and children all have

a voice in decisions that concern them,

and parents and children alike are serv-

ing as, or learning by practice how to be,

good community members.



your child from 6 to 12

What successful parenthood involves

We were people before we were par-

ents. The kind of people we are im-

presses itself so deeply on our children

that the best of efforts don't amount to

much if our own personalities get in the

way. In other words, we must under-

stand ourselves, our own longings, frus-

trations, and good points before we can

hope to do a bang-up job as parents.

Children will overlook a lot in a mother

and father who really love them. They

can stand being scolded, or even pun-

ished, by a mother who is warmhearted,

and enjoys her children. They will

thrive better under her care than under

that of a patient, outwardly devoted

mother who is inwardly cold, selfish, and

resentful, or of one who is constantly

afraid of doing the wrong thing.

Family jokes are one of the finest means

of enabling children to feel comradeship

with their parents. Laughter eases strain

and apprehension. Even a rebuke, given

in a way that causes a child to laugh at

himself, contributes to his- sense of secu-

rity since he feels bigger than his mistake.

Laughing together provides many of the

warmest memories of home life.

Ir's a good thing parenthood comes

fairly early in life. Young people haven't

had time to get quite so hard and set in

their ways. But each generation reflects

the effect of the last on its offspring; we
can't get away from that. A parent

whose personality is very masterful some-

times overawes his children into socially

acceptable behavior. We may not have

the faintest idea that we are "dominat-

ing"; we may be only unconsciously

adopting toward our children ways that

were used by our own parents. It seems

natural to give orders, to have our opin-

ions respected, to have John and Ann
jump when we call. If we were used to
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the same kind of father- or mother-be-

havior we may not see that we are mak-

ing our children afraid to express them-

selves, and more yielding and submissive

than will be good for their relations with

other people. We all need to take stock

once in a while, and to keep in mind that

allowing children to develop into the fine

human beings they can become is as im-

portant as directing them.

Of course there are mild, gentle, sub-

missive parents, too. Their lack of

strength may result in their children's

acting stubborn and balky when they try

to get their way with others as they have

with their yielding parents. Ordinarily,

these tendencies are somewhat evened up

by the fact that children have two parents;

they learn to balance their behavior in

relation to two different temperaments.

Art's father may be easygoing, his mother

somewhat dictatorial. The boy adjusts

to and is influenced by both. And, luck-

ily, he influences them, too.

Do we really accept

our children?

Most important of all to a child's future

personality is a feeling of being approved

of, accepted, and enjoyed by his parents.

Children who grow up in an atmosphere

of security have confidence in themselves.

They can face both the present and the

future without the perplexing doubts that

trouble children who don't feel this sure-

ness. How can Barbara feel accepted if

her mother constantly laments her daugh-

ter's straight hair or her freckles? Won't

Leo's belief in himself be less sturdy if

his father is impatient over his difficulties

with arithmetic?

Children need the assurance of feeling

that their parents are proud of them; of

knowing that no matter what scrapes they



children between 10 and 11

Physical growth and skills Rapid increase in

weight may begin in girls. Has 14 or 16 permanent teeth.

Willing to work hard at acquiring physical skills; emphasis

fig is on excellence of performance of physical feats. Interest

in hazardous activities points the need for safe places to

play. Boys more active and rough in games than girls.

Social progress Organized and competitive games
more and more prominent. Team-work, submission to fixed

rules in play now possible. Occasional privacy becomes im-

portant; a room of one's own, secret caches for personal

property are greatly desired.

Intellectual growth and activities Ability to

plan ahead is increasing. Gathering factual information im-

portant, especially among boys. Uses numbers beyond 100

with understanding. Begins to understand and use simple

fractions. Able to discuss problems, to see different sides

of questions. Interested in other people's ideas. Likes to

set up rules and bylaws for clubs. Steadily growing capacity

for thought and reasoning makes creative companionship with

parents ever more desirable.

get into father and mother are the ones

they can turn to for understanding and

help, and that though their behavior may
be disapproved as unwise or unsuitable,

their parents will not stop loving them

because of it.

Among the studies that give us hints

about how to be of help to our children

are some that show how valuable are op-

portunities for using initiative. Having

such opportunities means, first of all, the

absence of rigid, repressive discipline.

To be able to do things on his own, with-

out being criticized for lack of expertness,

gives a child a sense of personal dignity.

Tom is likely to do a better job of clean-

ing the basement if his father says, "Make
your own plan of how you're going to re-

arrange these shelves after you've washed

them," than if he stands over him and

directs every move. Of course Tom's

father thinks his plan would be better!

But he knows Tom thinks his plan is

best, too, and he wants Tom to get the

job done and enjoy doing it. He'll be

readier to take on the next job!

We want children who are lively and

original, not just carbon copies of the

"average" child! What we have is at

least partly up to us—to our way of han-

dling our children. If we put them on

their own a lot and allow them to use

their initiative, we're likely to see the

results in their original ideas.

Your face will probably be red some-

times, when your children's ingenuity

takes the form of freer activities than

your neighbors allow their boys and girls;

when their investigations lead the neigh-

bor's children to come home with wet

feet (from boating experiments) or torn

clothes (from tree climbing), acquired

while very willingly following the leader.

But take heart. Though you may be

looked upon dubiously for a time by peo-

ple who want children to conform, to do

11



your child from 6 to 12

everything exactly as they are told, your

courage will be rewarded. Your chil-

dren will develop judgment, along with

height and weight. Always presuming,

of course, that they have been taught such

basic things as property rights.

If stability is one of our goals, then op-

portunities for experiences that encourage

some freedom of action must be part of

our parental plan. The values of differ-

ent experiences are hard to measure when

we are close up to them, especially if they

are annoying or embarrassing to adults.

The mother who is very dependent on

what other people do or think wants her

children to wear the "right" clothes, do

the "proper" things. But if overalls are

what Jerry wants to wear, who are we

to deny the possible values of his decision?

The opposite of giving children chances

to use initiative, that is, being too watch-

ful and solicitous, may keep children so

immature that their school adjustment is

affected. It will pay, though, to keep in

mind what have been called children's

natural powers of recovery from adults'

well-meant misdirection.

Each child will be "himself," no matter

what we do. Our part is to observe early

and try to understand what special innate

tendencies each one has. When we
\noiv Johnny we can tell better how to

help him develop some of his natural

inclinations, and soften others that seem

less useful.

How discipline and
punishment differ

Sometimes, of course, a child's de-

cisions, while not made in deliberate dis-

obedience, are so hasty and based on so

little experience that trouble results.

Often that trouble is enough to make the

child think twice before doing a similar

thing. Isn't this one of the purposes of

punishment? But in this case we are

relieved of having to inflict it ourselves!

However, consequences can't always be

relied on to bring the regret that will pre-

vent an act's being repeated, or to make a

child more thoughtful. An 8-year-old

who eats more candy than we have said

he should have won't always have a stom-

ach ache. For the io-year-old who "for-

gets" to come home after school to change

to old clothes there are no sure-fire conse-

quences. If Ann tears her good dress,

and has to wear it patched for months,

she may learn to be more careful to

follow family rules. But we can't count

on that sort of thing happening, so

sensible parents try to build a desire in

their children to behave in ways that

work out well for them and everyone

else.

Children need to have some rules to

guide them. Not dozens, which restrict

their activities in all direction, but a few

clear ones, such as the times when they

are expected to show up at home, the

boundaries within which they should

play, the home duties that are theirs. It

is more comfortable to know what one

can and can't do than to be uncertain.

Children must
understand our aims

If our plan is to work, our children

must understand the rules. If we punish

hastily and thoughtlessly we may only

make a, child sulky, instead of sorry.

Scolding Ann for having stayed too long

when she went to play with Mary, with-

out even giving her a chance to say

whether she tried to phone home, may
make her resentful. Denying her the

privilege of going next time, if she's late

after having been warned, is more logical;

it may make her try to be more cooper-

ative in the future.

Denial of privileges can be done in such

a way that a child sees he is being treated

according to the immature way he has

12



children between 11 and 12

Physical growth and skills Last wrist bone ap-

pears in boys. Girls falling behind boys somewhat in physi-

cal strength and endurance; can no longer compete with

them on equal terms. Menstruation occurs in a few girls.

May be strongly individual in liking for different games and

play involving motor skills.

Social progress Membership in clubs and groups

increasing in importance. Enjoy taking part in school,

neighborhood, and community affairs, like "drives." Team
games are very popular. Shyness, if present, may be becom-

ing more noticeable.

Intellectual growth and activities Begins to

be critical of own artistic products. Can understand human
reproduction. Understands need of care in using. towels,

glasses, public toilets; also importance of using handkerchief

to cover coughs and sneezes. May for some time have been

interested in earning money. Small earnings will allow him
some independence in spending in connection with hobbies.

acted. He can be helped to understand

why he has to forfeit the right to decide

for himself this time. Unfortunately,

we can also do it harshly, leaving a child

thinking we are mean and vindictive.

We often punish without knowing it.

Our displeasure is so plain that words are

unnecessary; a look is enough to let a

child know that this is something about

which his mother or father feels keenly.

Psychological punishment, in which we
show our disappointment or disapproval,

is pretty generally practiced. It can be

helpful, or it can be terribly damaging,

depending on the way it is done. To
show our disapproval of a child's disre-

gard of the rights of others is not only

legitimate but necessary. To cloud his

happiness all day by overblaming him
and harking back to the incident is an-

other matter. To be denied his parents'

esteem is strong medicine and should be

used accordingly, in tiny doses. Not too

close together, either. When disapproval

is shown, a child needs to be taken back

very promptly into the warmth of his par-

ents' regard.

It is often remarked that we should

make it clear to a child that we disapprove

of his misdeed, not of him. We can say,

and mean it, "You are a fine person. This

thing you did was not worthy of you.

Be yourself and you'll be O. K." We can

show that we think he'll do better next

time. The point is to strengthen his be-

lief in himself.

Believing in a child, and constantly lov-

ing him, will do away with the need for

much punishment. If a child hasn't his

parents' backing he has to hunt up some

kind of safe retreat from the hurt of dis-

belief. Study of children indicates that

much punishment may tend to make
them turn away from reality to a world

of dreams, where they can find comfort in

pretending these cruel parents aren't

really their own.

If withdrawal of approval serves as a

13



your child from 6 to 12

punishment, so does giving of approval

become a reward. People sometimes talk

disapprovingly of rewards for good be-

havior, meaning, of course, material re-

wards like presents or money. Children

who are really in harmony with their par-

ents don't need such rewards, and it is

too bad to introduce them.

It's quite a different matter to say,

"You've been such a help at home all

week that there's extra time. Let's go to

the movies together," or, "You picked out

the vegetables you bought so carefully you

can have what you saved to put in your

bank." Unexpected, unplanned rewards

in the form of pleasant surprises help to

keep a child's morale high.

There is one form of reward none of

us can get along without—sincere appre-

ciation. We mothers get it in the form

of cries of delight when we bake a choco-

late cake, or the look in the eye of a hus-

band who finds his pet tie freshly pressed.

Rewards are what we make them. A
parent who doesn't dare step in the door

after being down town without an offer-

ing of candy or a toy has made something

bad of them.

Promises to reward are a risky business.

"A dollar, if your report card is better

next month" may bring results, but not

always the kind we want. It may bring

cheating; it may bring dismay to a child

already doing his level best; it may even

bring a slump in the marks because the

child gets tense and frightened trying for

the reward that for him has to take the

place of real encouragement.

Physicians judge that about one-third

of all the people who consult them have

nothing actually wrong with their bodies

as far as the physicians can tell. There

is no doubt, though, that these people

suffer. They have all kinds of things the

matter with them, but they are not defi-

nite physical ailments. Rather, their

trouble is in their emotional life.

How did they get that way? Some-

how, somewhere along the road of their

experience they have picked up a load of

fear and worry and anxiety that has finally

grown so big as to be unbearably heavy.

The person is ill in spirit no matter how
husky his frame. Sometimes these anxi-

eties are associated with things that hap-

pened away back in childhood, with situ-

ations that could have been straightened

out if the parents had only known what

was bothering the child. If we more of-

ten passed over little things in a child's be-

havior we wouldn't run the risk of having

him worry unnecessarily about whether

he is respected and accepted.

Sometimes, of course, what children

worry about are things their parents have

had no hand in. Such happenings can be

counterbalanced by the gaiety, humor,

and atmosphere of happiness that pre-

vails at home.

An example of the way in which a par-

ent can unconsciously contribute to a

child's tendency to be overly concerned

about himself may occasionally be seen

in reactions toward illness. Mrs. A, for

example, may lay great stress on illness.

She is constantly worrying over the slight-

est symptom, popping her child into bed,

and calling the doctor needlessly. It

would come as a great shock to her to

hear that she may be doing this because

she resents her child and doesn't actually

like the responsibility involved in his care;

that what on the surface looks like love

and deep interest may really be an effort

to suppress her annoyance at having to

care for a child. Is she not "grown-up"

enough to want responsibility? As a

girl, did she have too much of the care

of her younger brothers and sisters?

That, if true, is sad enough. But see

what it may do to her child. It may
make him all through life use illness as a

way of getting attention. Sensing but

not understanding his mother's feelings,

14



children between 12 and 13

Physical growth and skills Games involving

whole body activity, like run-sheep-run, on the decline.

Capable of carrying out good personal hygiene habits.

Muscles have grown to represent 40 to 45 percent of body

weight. Parts of the hip bone unite in girls. Has 24 or

26 permanent teeth. May show self-consciousness about

trying to learn new feats of physical skill. If too unlike

mates in size or maturity, boy or girl may be conscious of

awkwardness; girls may be quite conscious of their maturing

figures. Choice of activities more and more influenced by

individual preferences. Many, from now on, tend to be

spectators at many games and sports.

Social progress Social contacts constantly widen-

ing; independence in choice of friends more noticeable. If

conditions surrounding child are unfavorable, beginnings of

juvenile delinquency may occur. Lack of experience and

practice in motor skills may have resulted in child's becom-

ing an onlooker instead of an active participant in games.

As puberty approaches, child may crave periods of being

alone. Boys admire other boys who are skillful, bold, and

daring. Girls, to be looked up to, must "conform," be

feminine and ladylike.

Intellectual growth and activities Can add and

subtract decimals. Ability to reason is markedly on the

increase. Understands abstract ideas like "justice," "hon-

esty," etc. Can postpone satisfactions; emotional outbursts

when his desires are thwarted are becoming infrequent.

Similarity of interests and mental age increasingly influence

the choice of friends. Interest constantly growing in the

culture in which they live—the contributions of the past,

how science affects it, etc. Awareness of moral codes (shown

by interest in living up to those embodied in Boy and Girl

Scout work). Religious interests prominent in many chil-

dren, but religious ideas usually still accepted uncritically.

As adolescence approaches, sympathetic understanding by par-

ents is of prime importance to successful adjustment.

he uses a device, sickness, to get her to

make a great fuss over him.

Another example of how a parent's per-

fection-seeking attitudes sometimes ham-

per a child is in connection with social

pressures that we take too seriously. We
overimpress upon children how necessary

it is to be clean and presentable, how some

things are or are not "done" ("don't

794298°—49 2

belch"; "say 'thank you' "), losing sight

of the child's immaturity, and need to

pick up these bits of learning gradually.

When the emphasis
is misplaced

It is very easy, in our zeal for giving

good training, to attach too much im-

portance to some things, or to the wrong
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ones. Just as our frowning on belching

would seem queer to those Orientals for

whom this is socially acceptable, so it

would seem absurd to us, if we stopped

to think, to encourage a child to think

of his genital organs with disgust. And
yet that is what many a mother risks

doing when she expresses disgust over a

little child's dabbling in his urine or bowel

movements.

What has this to do with a 6-year-old

or a 12-year-old? Just this. The "for-

gotten" happenings of childhood have

been stored up, not in his memory, where

they may easily be brought to light, but

deeper, in his feelings. If he has been

made to feel guilty over this, or any other

idea that his parents imparted forcibly, he

may feel unnatural and unnecessary re-

straint throughout his life. In many

women who are frigid, to whom sexual

intercourse is distasteful, this feeling may

have had its start in the emphasis placed

upon the disagreeable nature of the body's

waste products. Because of the location

of the genital organs-, the feeling has come

to be associated with them.

A child may become oversensitive to

dirt and germs. He takes so seriously

chance remarks about them that he can

scarcely enjoy a meal away from home.

He must in adult life scrub the restaurant

silver before eating, and search his plate

or glass for thumb marks. Another

child, hearing that milk is a frequent

carrier of infection, becomes so disgusted

that he declares, and believes always, that

he "doesn't like" milk.

We call people who have such aver-

sions "fussy," a term that doesn't go below

the surface. Really, their fear or distaste

is deep-seated and unhealthy.

A child whose parents make too many

demands is likely himself to become

conscious of and ready to criticize the

mistakes and shortcomings of others.

Overanxiety about whether one is living
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up to the expectations of parents may re-

sult in odd behavior that seems to have

little or no relation to the underlying

trouble. If we want our children to ac-

cept and enjoy other people we ourselves

should accept them as children. To try

to make our children over into something

they are not, to urge on them an ideal

pattern of behavior that we have some-

how set up in our minds is unfair. For-

tunately, most parents like their children

too much to try any such tactics.

Influences of happy
home surroundings

There would be little point in trying to

describe an ideal home, because such

widely different kinds of environment

produce splendid results. One thing we

are pretty sure of, though, is that what

children need for happiness (aside from

the kind of parents they have) is a place

where children can be children. This at

once rules out a house that caters only to

grown-ups. If great importance is at-

tached to unscratched furniture, then the

child must be limited so much in his

actions that he misses much of the fun

of being a child. The exchange of the

old-fashioned chilly parlor for the living

room of today is a symbol of our altered

feeling about family needs.

Actually, the atmosphere of a home
matters quite as much as the size. There

are happy families living in trailers, and

there are keenly unhappy ones with more

rooms than they know what to do with.

Our society has paid little attention to

the need for privacy for individual fam-

ily members. Houses and apartments

have grown steadily smaller. They're

easier to care for, but people have to rub

up against each other too much. A good

deal of ingenuity has to be used to see

that children, as they grow older, can

retire from the family group when they

want to. When space is very limited it



what successful parenthood involves

becomes extra important for each child to

have some place of his own, even though

it's only a desk in a corner, or some

shelves or drawers beside his bed. If

there is no basement work room, the

kitchen will often have to be set aside

for such use. It takes a lot of patience

and self-control to live squeezed up to-

gether like seeds in a pod.

Housing is one of our really desperate

problems. It is ironical even to say that

each child needs a room of his own when

millions of families are living in wretched

conditions of overcrowding, are barely

existing in shacks and trailers, and in

miserable old houses that should long

since have been pulled down. How can

we expect to raise mentally healthy chil-

dren when we force whole families to live

in a single room, sharing toilet facilities

with perhaps 20 other families?

However, there are brighter sides to the

picture. More and more families, when

they build, buy, or rent a home of their

own, move to the edge of town, or out-

side, because they recognize children's

needs of space and air and freedom.

Housing developments are providing

playgrounds. The family car has made
possible a great increase in family en-

joyment through jaunts and trips. Such

shared pleasures may help to take the

place in children's memories of a family

home, lived in for many years.

Parents can do a lot toward inspiring

traditions that will endure, like family

celebrations of holidays, birthdays, and

other special occasions. These may help

to substitute for the security built up by

long-continued life in one community.

Because of the earlier exposure of chil-

dren today to outside influences like radio

and pictures that come into their homes

from the very earliest years, some ways

must be found of emphasizing the values

that can come only through family life.

The emotional satisfactions of home must

be great if they are to compete with the

forces that are pulling families apart.

Only the family can give children what

they need as a start toward becoming fine

human beings. The responses a child

learns in his family set the tone of his

feelings towards people. Even when he

is reproved or punished it will not be in

the coldly impersonal way of the outside

world. He senses that it is because his

parents care about him, that it is because

his welfare means so much to them that

they correct his mistakes and wrong-

doing. If he is wanted and cherished'

here he can face life with greater confi-

dence, even when his skin color or his

name is "different."

When you see the eagerness with which

children set out for a Sunday hike with

their father you wish it could happen

oftener. When he plays games with

them, whether baseball or rummy, a man
has a chance to learn what his children

are like. Working with them shows him

one side of them, playing with them an-

other. The more, and the earlier, a fa-

ther enters into the life of his boys and

girls, the better he is able to understand

them, and contribute to their growth.

What he gives them by his companion-

ship is specially welcomed because fem-

inine influences so largely prevail in

American homes and schools. What
they give him is beyond measure, as

fathers will agree. A man who is bring-

ing up a family of children is constantly

being surprised at the way they are influ-

encing his personality.

How can we provide stability?

Some of us can remember a time when
family life was more stable than it is to-

day. To the millions of children and

young people who have no chance to put

down roots in any one place we owe a

great debt. Somehow we must create for

them something to take the place of more
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permanent and secure ways of life.

Nowadays, even in a neighborhood in

which many families own their own
homes, only i child out of 15 or 20 may
have lived in the same house ever since

he was born. In a great city, many fam-

ilies move every year, or even oftener.

With increasing numbers of tenant farm-

ers, farm families, too, are on the move.

Under these conditions family treasures

and heirlooms—what H. L. Mencken
calls "the sacred rubbish" of the family

—

are largely lacking. How can we give

children a sense of "belonging," a sense

of the enduring nature of family life?

If there are few familiar, cherished pos-

sessions, symbols of his family's life in

the past, does a child miss some stimulus

that comes to him through pride in his

ancestors ? American families have come

here from all over the world. But to be-

come Americans does not mean that we
should let our family traditions fade out

of mind any more than we would let the

precious strip of embroidery made by a

great-grandmother fade.

Perhaps the fact that there are more

grandfathers and grandmothers alive to-

day is one thing that helps children feel

the on-going nature of family life. Grand-

parents should be encouraged in story-

telling about their youth, and in recreating

the past for children through old songs.

Parents who have to move from place

to place can make a wholehearted effort

to be warmly friendly to their children's

new acquaintances. Boys and girls

whose ties are frequently broken need to

have a home that invites the making of

new ones.
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But new ties can't be formed unless

new neighbors are generous and friendly.

Those who are secure and established in a

community may thoughtlessly fail to ac-

cept newcomers. Especially when mi-

gration means a mixing of people who
have very different backgrounds and cus-

toms, the more settled community mem-
bers may turn up their noses at ways with

which they are unfamiliar. Their chil-

dren can easily develop feelings of being

"better" than their neighbors. The chil-

dren of both groups are hurt by such un-

friendliness, but the bruises show more on

those who are inspected critically, on the

children who are made to feel that they

don't fit in.

Who can ease such hurts or prevent

them? Those families that have been

less buffeted about have an obligation to

do something constructive in their neigh-

borhoods. Such parents can do a lot to

back up the efforts of schools, which are

finding many ways of encouraging real

brotherhood. All groups have much
with which to enrich the lives of other

groups. By sharing with each other our

music, art, dancing, special foods, and

other traditional folkways we add to our

enjoyment and understanding.

Most of our schools are trying their

level best to dig out the ugly prejudices

that are the result of narrowness and

ignorance. We parents need to find out

more about how we can help. For one

thing, we can guard our words. Expres-

sions that belittle others, used because we
hear them so commonly rather than be-

cause we believe them, should be kept

strictly out of our speech. Love of our

neighbors should be shown in our every-

day living, in our acts—such as the way
we vote—as well as in our words. Be-

cause harmful fears and suspicions of

peoples, races, religions, and political

ideas are harder to get rid of than poison

ivy, we need to give our help to all the

agencies that are working out methods

of fighting evil forces. Each individual

family that does all in its power, even

though the visible results seem small, is

having a hand in the education that may
help to save us from disaster.

Many of us suffer from a false notion

about "the good old days." In the first

place, they were not good—for enough

people. In the second place, they are not

going to return. Let's not try to escape

our obligation to our children:

We must bring up our children so that

they expect and like to work out their own
problems, instead of yielding to others
who may try to force them into accepting
ready-made solutions. We must at the
same time help them to see the need of
being able to work with others toward
common ends, and not to be too stiff-

necked to accept new ideas and ways of
living.

Most of us parents can hear echoes out

of our childhood urging us to "be good."

We even make those echoes ring over

again, without thinking, when we say to

our children, "Be a good boy!" or, "Have
you been a good girl?"

If we stopped to ask ourselves what we
mean by such cautions, we'd have to ad-

mit that they are tinged with a dread of

bad behavior! They are really a sort of

warning to a child not to do anything we
might be ashamed of or blamed for!

Parents are only human; they dislike to

have anything happen that will reflect on

them. When their Louis or Paul breaks

a neighbor's window or scratches his car

fender, they feel that it's not to their

credit as parents, so it hurts their pride.

It's not strange that we look on our

children as extensions of ourselves, and

want their doings to make us show up

well. But it is strange that we are so

blind about it, always fooling ourselves

into thinking that what we do is for our

children's good, when really, deep down,

it's as much, or more, for our satisfaction

or our reputation.
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"Goodness" is a byproduct

Actually, children turn out better if

less weight is placed upon "goodness"

than on seeing to it that conditions under

which they live are such that "goodness,"

happiness, and all-around fine adjustment

will be the natural results. Strain and

tension come in when our attitudes show

distrust of a child's good intent.

If we're too eager for our children to

be "good" we easily fall into habits of be-

ing critical. Because obedience used to

be so much stressed, we unconsciously fol-

low along, forgetting that what we really

want is for children to develop standards

of their own that will stay with them,

rather than to be little puppets that are

jerked on a string in tune with someone

else's ideas. Children who are brought

up to respond like clockwork to rules we
have laid down have little chance to gain

the strength that comes from self-han-

dling of problems.

If Hilda follows her parents' dictates too
passively, she may place too much reliance

on the judgment of her new friends when
she goes away from home for the first time.

Marie, whose parents gave her more
chances to think for herself, profited by
some of the mistakes she made (like the
time she had to wear for several years a
coat she'd insisted on getting, but soon
tired of). By the time she's on her own
she's developed pretty good judgment,
and doesn't have to ask her friends' ad-
vice about every little thing.

Why encourage
independence ?

Besides the absence of training in self-

reliance that goes with too much pressure

on "obedience" there is the possibility that

a strong-willed, bright child may be

tempted into an outer show of submis-

sion while inwardly he rebels. This is

almost bound to cause unhappiness later.

For when such a child reaches an age

when stirrings toward independence are

very urgent he may suddenly break down
the fence of his parents' restraint. His

father and mother are puzzled and hurt.

He has kept his feelings to himself; they

have had no notion of the inner conflict

under his hitherto submissive behavior.

Ted, whose parents have had "no trou-

ble at all" with him, suddenly at the age
of 12 takes to going with boys his folks

disapprove of; or he doesn't turn up after

school until long after the usual time, and
refuses to give any explanation of where
he has been. He has come to the conclu-
sion his parents can no longer "make"
him do the things he has been submitting
to; the boys his family thinks are "a good
influence" may want to play football while
he prefers to build radio sets. He may
have found a boy they don't know whose
lively mind and interests match his own.

What seems like sudden rebellion is

really the breaking out of a fire that has

been smouldering a long time.

It can happen that parents, with the

best of intentions, make a child become

deceitful in efforts to escape domination.

Eleven-year-old Edna, more mature than
most girls of her age, tells her mother she
is going to Ruth's house to study, when
really she is at the drug store with Elinor,

an older girl who has a glamorous attrac-

tion for her because she knows how to
joke and fool with the boys. It's no use
for Edna to ask if she may do this; she
knows well enough her mother would be
shocked at the mere idea of her being
interested in boys. In another case, Chuck,
whose father has told him he was too
young to have a gun, saves up money for

one which he keeps at John's house.

This is not to say that Edna's parents

should let her run wild, or that Chuck's

should weakly give in to his every request.

Rather, they need to be aware of the

changes that are bound to come with de-'

velopment, and of how absurd it is to

expect to rule all their children's doings.

Both sets of parents, and the rest of us,

need to remember that some sort of "pro-

test" behavior is necessary during the

growing-up period. Even youngsters

who are thoroughly happy in their home
life, who need not struggle for independ-

ence, "feel their oats" on occasion, and

kick up their heels accordingly.
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Why "character"
can't he taught

We all want our children to grow up

law abiding and honest, with high moral

standards and character. But to believe

that there is any special training magic

that will produce "character" is to be dis-

appointed. We can't bring up a child of

whom we will be proud by following any

set of hard-and-fast rules.

What we can do is to make it more

satisfying to our children to do right than

wrong, we can give them plenty of en-

joyable practice in doing acceptable

things. We can try to keep from shap-

ing their attitudes by pressures coming

from our own sometimes very set ways

of thinking or acting, like social or po-

litical prejudices. We can be so fair in

our treatment of them that they will not

be pushed into doing wrong through fear.

Take cheating in school, for example.

Why do children cheat? For a great va-

riety of reasons. Because they think their

teacher is unfair; because they want to

make as good a showing as some other

child; because they are afraid of punish-

ment for failure, among others. A child

may cheat in spelling, because spelling is

hard for him, and yet have no inclination

at all to cheat in arithmetic, because that

comes easy to him. One may cheat in a

game who would not think of doing so

when money was involved. Honesty, or

dishonesty, appears in specific situations.

It is not a large, general way of behaving

applying to everything a child does.

A child's home is the first influence on

his moral development, and the one that

never lets up. There he is exposed to

four different kinds of help: the example

of his parents; their preaching and urg-

ing; reproof and punishment when he

does wrong; and the pleasant and stim-

ulating effects of actions that result in his

getting warm approval. There, in the

home, the underlying capacities of the

child need a chance to develop. We must

be as careful not to get in the way of

character development as we are about

directing it.

How children
learn moral laws

Learning to be honest and upright fol-

lows the same pattern as other kinds of

learning: it takes place when children

find satisfaction in doing right (whether

the happiness their parents show, or their

own joy at having lived up to what was

expected of them); when they find that

poor behavior brings sorrow or pain (but

this can be carried too far, as when a child

lies because he has suffered severe punish-

ment and fears it will be repeated); or

when the consequences of desirable be-

havior are pleasant.

When parents are careless and lax and

have no consistent plan of guidance, con-

ditions are right for children to "get by"

with things they know are wrong. The
importance of our own personal moral

habits and attitudes can't be overlooked.

Because we get at the child first, and he

unconsciously accepts our ways as "the"

ways, we parents have an enormous ad-

vantage over any future influences.

Also a very grave responsibility. We
have to be careful that the things we stress

are the really important ones. A boy

may grow into manhood with perfect

table manners, but with very little sense

of keeping his obligations to the very

same people he is polite to. If his mother

has emphasized the one and neglected the

other, can he be blamed for acting as if it

were more important to jump from his

chair every time his mother comes into a

room than to keep his word to her?

By the time children are passing

through the elementary grades they are

being deluged, of course, with all manner

of other influences. Other children are
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probably next most important to parents

in helping to form a child's character.

Because they want to be liked and ad-

mired, children follow the leader a good

deal; the influence of friends on conduct

is very marked in the schoolroom and in

group play. But what one does when

influenced by the spirit of the group may
not match up with his behavior when

away from the crowd. Jim may join his

neighborhood gang in throwing stones

at street lights when he would never think

of doing such a thing by himself.

That the effect of such follow-the-

leader behavior is often short-lived may be

a comfort to parents who must, tempo-

rarily perhaps, have to live in a neighbor-

hood where the children's morale is not

high. It has been found that as the group

changes, standards change, too; so tem-

porary contacts need not necessarily be a

cause for great alarm providing a child's

home background is good. Natalie is not

going to turn into a pickpocket because

the little girls she plays with in the second

grade give her the idea of taking home
colored chalk from school. Jack's par-

ents may be taken by surprise when he

is reported as one of a group that has been

scrawling filthy words on the school lava-

tory walls, but it doesn't mean that he's

going to be a sex pervert.

If some of Jack's and some of Natalie's

companions keep on doing wrong things

it will be largely because of the way their

acts are looked on at home. Her mistake

is an isolated one for Natalie, because her

ideas about honesty are clearer after her

parents' discussion of how careful we
must be not to take things that do not

belong to us. Another child's mother

may smooth over the dishonesty, saying,

"The school has lots of chalk, anyway
we're taxpayers." Jack's escapade may
be used well, or poorly, as a ground for

home teaching. His father can explain to

him how natural boys' curiosity about sex

is and how smutty words or stories, used

in the hope of impressing others, are often

a confession of ignorance, thus making

the whole thing seem silly and "young"

rather than "bad." Or, he can punish

his son harshly, leaving him with the

feeling that sex is dirty and disgraceful.

We come back over and over to the

home as the most important influence in

a child's life. The home interprets what

a child picks up outside, solidly backing

up his outside learning when it is good.

When family standards and ideals are

high, the child is more likely to question

ways that don't measure up to them.

It's the moral "climate"
that matters

Parents who demand special favors,

who use roundabout methods of getting

what they want, such as accepting "rake-

offs" or seeking out the "right people"

who can save them money by outwitting

the law, are doing their children great

harm. The children may, because of this

experience, sink into the habit of excusing

themselves for sharp or crooked practices,

with the idea that their needs are special,

that favors are their natural right.

Attitudes, once absorbed, are as hard to

remove as it is to get ink out of a blotter.

Because we parents are largely unaware

of our prejudices and special slants of

thinking, we pass them on in ignorance

of what we are doing. When they dis-

agree with what a child is learning out-

side, he becomes confused; like the child

who said, "When I'm at school, I believe

the way my teacher says we should. But

when I go home, what my parents say

seems right."

We have to be especially careful about

our very human tendency to build our-

selves up at the expense of others, which,

if we are insecure, we are sometimes be-

trayed into doing. If any group in a

community is very much in the minority,
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those who belong to the larger groups

sometimes belittle the few as "different."

Whether the group be newcomers to

America, people of an unfamiliar relig-

ious faith, are "capitalists" or "labor

groups" or belong to another race, the

damage to our children of accepting hasty,

ignorant opinions about them is the same.

"Helping children to enter imagina-

tively into the lives and feelings of others

is at the basis of all good character-educa-

tion in both home and school," says S. R.

Laycock. "To come to treat all other

human beings as one's brothers involves

the keen realization that other human
beings have the same needs and the same

capacity for feelings as oneself."
1

If we can bring about in our children

such feelings of well-being and such a

sense of perspective and fairness that they

are not always having to measure them-

selves against others, we shall have gone a

long way toward strengthening their

moral fibre. What we want is for them

to hate injustice and wrong, and to love

truth and honor. We cannot expect to

keep illogical emotional reactions entirely

out of their lives, but we can help them

at least to be flexible in their thinking.

Our children will have courage to lift

up their voices for causes that are good

and just—but that may be unpopular

—

only if we imprint on their minds clear

images of what "good" is. Such images

will largely be reflections of our own

behavior.

1
S. R. Laycock in "The Mental Hygiene View

of Character-Education in Schools" in Under-

standing the Child 16:15-20. January 1947.

How families influence their

children's social adjustment

When a child's relation with his par-

ents is warm and happy, he has a good

chance of making easy, pleasant contacts

outside his home. But families may be

very happy in their relationships within

the home and still not provide the kind of

atmosphere that helps their children to

make good adjustment outside.

What might be called the in-growing

family is an instance of this. Parents can

become too absorbed in their children to

see that family life should be a part of

something larger. We can enjoy our

children and each other so much that we

cut ourselves off from valuable experi-

ences outside the family. Sooner or later

will come regrets. The children will

grow restless. They won't want to con-

tinue this close-knit companionship for-

ever. Home may begin to seem like a

cage even though now it is hard for them

to know how to get along outside the

cage. Jane loves, while she is little, to

go on trips with her parents, to be in-

cluded in every plan they make. But as

she approaches adolescence, when she be-
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gins to need close friends and crave social

life that includes boys, she may be at a

loss to know how to squeeze her way into

the school circle that seems to be having

such fun.

There is another kind of family, happy

in its own relationships, but timid about

social contacts.

Mona, though very bright, finds it an
ordeal to speak in class. Hers is more
than the natural shyness so common
among children, and so endearing. She
is so bashful that she has few friends.

Other girls mistake her shyness for stand-
offishness, and so don't go out of their way
to be friendly. Her failure to enter into

things is in all likelihood copied from her
parents; they don't entertain much, rarely
mix in crowds, and have strongly individ-
ual interests with which they are content.

We may be tempted to say that Mona
inherited her shyness. It is just as prob-

able that it is only her lack of exposure

to social life which has kept her from

learning ways of easy companionship and

adaptability. Environment has been as

much, if not more, responsible than

heredity.

The family in a larger
family—the community

We must look to our own ways if we
are interested in seeing our children fit

comfortably into the world in which they

are going to live. If we simply assume

that they will find their place as a matter

of course, both they and we may be

disappointed.

The part we take in community life will

have a good deal to do with the way our

children are accepted. Children who are

"leaders" at school, who are looked up to,

are more likely than not to come from

homes where their interests are encour-

aged, and where family members have

interesting lives.

Parents can make the mistake of being

too anxious for their children to show up
well. A child is unfortunate whose

mother sends him or her to school con-

spicuously well dressed, or who gives such

elaborate parties that other children are

afraid to invite her little girl to their

simple ones. A parent—usually a

mother—who makes too earnest efforts to

increase her child's popularity may end

by having her child disliked.

To see one's child really left out hurts.

Studying such a child's personality may
be rewarding. If Jack is unpopular be-

cause he's a poor sport, his parents need

to ask themselves if he got this way be-

cause they made things too easy for him.

Is Winnie bumptious, because, unthink-

ingly, her parents have given her a false

idea of her ability or importance? Per-

haps they have praised her when her

efforts didn't warrant praise.

When we keep the doors open

There's one way in which parents can

weight the scale in favor of a child's good

social adjustment—by making their home

a friendly place. They can make it a

center where there are opportunities to do

interesting things; where the kitchen is

not too tidy for corn-popping; where the

grown-ups laugh with the children, or

turn the lights low and tell ghost stories

with lots of places for shrieks in them.

Being treated with respect keeps chil-

dren's morale high. Interest in each

other's activities is one way of encourag-

ing social growth. This implies sharing

discussions of things that matter; a father

who never talks about his business affairs

at home can hardly expect his children to

talk about their affairs.

We can take a more intelligent interest

in children's doings if we know some-

thing of what is going on in their inner

lives. Then, instead of being annoyed

by Mary's absorption in movie stars, we

will recognize her need of models to copy,

and perhaps be able to help her to find
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worthy ones—in books, girls' organiza-

tions, and friends.

Knowing what children are like at

different ages will help us to be more

understanding about the differences in

social maturity of boys and girls. We
won't be so impatient over Fred's greater

interest in his baseball nine than in the

dancing class his older sister found de-

lightful at the same age.

One feature of family life which is re-

lated to good social adjustment has been

the subject of little thought. This is the

age of the parents. Particularly among
those parents who married late, or whose

children came late, some attention should

be paid to seeing that the children have a

normal social life. Not all older people

are set in their ways and averse to change.

But it sometimes happens that parents,

fast reaching the point where they enjoy

peace and quiet, tend to frown on boister-

ousness, noise, and what seems to them
the "silly" behavior of childhood.

Without meaning to they may discour-

age their children from bringing their

friends home. They are more apt than

younger parents to be overanxious about

their children's safety. By their hover-

ing, protective attitude they may deny

their youngsters experiences they need.

Amy's parents hang back from letting her

be one of a foursome of girls and boys

who want to go to a movie together, not

realizing that at n she is as mature in

many ways as her mother was at 14.

To be accepted, children
need to "act their age"

Few things interfere with a child's ac-

ceptance by his peers like immaturity.

One who is immature emotionally, who
cries or is angered easily, may get a cold

shoulder. Nothing is worse, in a boy's

mind, than to be called a "sissy." A
child's urge to grow up is sometimes at

war with his parents' urge to keep him

under their thumb. His efforts to estab-

lish himself may be in part rebellion at

this.

What an inescapable stage that of fist

fights seems to be! And how parents

deplore it! But fighting is a way of prov-

ing that you are no longer a baby, no

longer dependent on "mama." Strength

and toughness are traditional possessions

of boys and men. Tommy has probably

been told dozens of times that "boys

don't cry, they are brave."

How better can he show his toughness

than by having fights? He has to im-

press himself on other boys in some way.

The ones who can run fastest, climb high-

est, throw a ball the farthest are likely to

be the most admired. The one who
shows he can "take it" in a fight is re-

spected by his companions.

Then there is the fact that some bigger

boys "pick on" small ones in order to

show they are smarter and tougher, and

in general prove their superiority. The
small ones pick on each other. The more

secure and sure of himself a child feels,

the less his need of asserting himself in

this way; but most boys, even those who
have little or no impulse to boast of physi-

cal supremacy, will be called upon sooner

or later to hold their own, and show that

they are unafraid physically.

A child who has been forbidden by his

parents to fight is in a dilemma. If he

obeys his parents he will be considered a

coward; if he disregards them he will be

scolded at home.

If we can remember that this primitive

way of settling disputes is a phase that

passes quickly, and that it takes stout

courage to stand up to physical pain, we
shall be less likely to set up conflict in our

child's mind by showing that we are dis-

turbed by fighting.

Only occasionally does it seem wise for

parents to step in. If they constantly put

their oar in they may make their child
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suffer much more than he would from

any physical hurt. It will not be to his

advantage to learn to lean on someone

else's help in settling matters, he should

take care of himself. Even in handling

the case of the typical "bully" who habit-

ually lords it over children younger or

weaker than himself, it is as necessary to

find the reasons for the offending child's

behavior as it is to protect the others. To

stop him puts only a temporary end to the

trouble. To probe into the reasons why

he wants this kind of relationship is more

constructive; for by uncovering the roots

of the bully's problem it may be possible

to do away with the cause of his behavior.

The child who is popular in school is

one who is somewhat aggressive, in the

socially approved sense of the word. This

implies parents who aren't so dominating

that they have flattened all the life out of

their child. Those who are popular in a

group have been found to be the ones who
are enthusiastic and lively. They stand

out because they have strong personalities.

But in child-to-child relations other

things count, as well. Children in the

middle grades who are good looking, who
look neat, who are happy, friendly, and

smiling are apt to be well liked. The
latter qualities probably make more dif-

ference than looks.

Peter, for example, may be a very lovable
and interesting child, but if he is so quiet

that no one in his school room knows
what an expert swimmer he is, he's not
likely to be much admired. If May is so

conscious of the braces on her teeth that

she tries to keep from smiling or laughing,
the other children won't have a chance to

learn how friendly she really is.

Children who play fair, who are "good

sports," are welcomed and liked by other

children. Parents have a lot to do with

developing this kind of behavior. If we
take a child's part on every occasion we
deny him the chance to learn to take small

defeats and unfairness as a part of life.

Sooner or later he is going to run up

against situations beyond his control

where he will have to accept unfair treat-

ment. He should be able to do so with-

out sulking or self-pity.

Parents can build up a child's belief in

himself. Each time he becomes good at

something his ability to succeed at other

things is strengthened.

Viola, who has had no chance to learn

to swim, may hesitate about trying in a

group of children who are old hands at

it. But if she is good, say, on roller

skates, or has some other physical skill,

her general self-confidence will help her
over the hump.

By the time children are 12 a change

has taken place in what children look for

in each other, studies tell us. A boy can

now look as unkempt as he pleases and

still be rated "tops" as a companion if he's

good at group games and is a "regular

boy." But it is more important for girls,

by this time, to "conform." If they are

ladylike and demure, careful about their

appearance and intent on following the

Emily Post pattern they are much more

sure of being liked by other girls, pro-

vided they are also friendly. (How
much are these notions as to what is im-

portant influenced by stress placed on

them at home ?

)

"Belonging" is all-important

When a child goes to school, he feels

lost indeed among a group that contains

so many older children, unless he can be-

come a part of his own age group. He
needs to be accepted by his roommates,

must have a feeling of "belonging" if he

is to be comfortable and happy. He
needs to share their interests, to have chil-

dren to laugh with, to show off to, to gain

ascendency over, and to knuckle down to.

It will take a little longer for a child

who is shy, or timid about physical feats,

to feel he's a part of the group than for

one who is active and self-confident.

There will be leaders, who are strongly
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out-going in their nature, and there will

be children whose role it is to attach them-

selves to the leaders. One child may
start 90 percent of the activities of the

group. His ideas are so good, and his

manner so tactful that the others accept

his taking the initiative in good spirit.

Others, not so original, may be liked for

their ready cooperation.

Dot, the 10-year-old, listens conscien-

tiously to a certain radio program because

she wants to be acceptable to Lora and

Sue, who have talked about it. Six-year-

old Harry tries to write on the blackboard

with his right hand, which is unnatural

and wrong for him, because he doesn't

want to be "different."

When a child goes to school he begins

to see that other homes have different

standards, ideas, and practices from those

he's used to. When his family's ways

—

what they eat, whether they use the back

or the front door, the time the children

must go to bed—are somewhat unlike

those of others in the neighborhood, he

begins to look at his home more closely.

He may have a few doubts as to whether

his parents are as all-wise as he supposed.

This is a perfectly healthy kind of

doubt for a child to have. Life would be

queerer than it is now, and adjustments

would be harder to make, if all children

grew up confident that their family's ways

were the only ways. It would be as hard

to get along with our neighbors as na-

tions find it to understand and get along

with each other.

This is a step in the "psychological

weaning" process by which a child finally

stands on his own feet. But it is hard

for parents to see it going on. Few of

us welcome it. One evidence of chil-

dren's having one foot outside the home
is their growing interest in forming

groups among themselves.

By the age of 9 or 10, children want

something more than to be accepted as a

member of the herd. They begin to

band together in small clubs or gangs or

packs. It adds to a child's fun and

safety and prestige to have a bunch to

back him up. The Boy and Girl Scout

movements recognize this impulse; their

program makes something wholesome

and constructive out of it. But the fact

that there is a need for Cub Scout Packs

suggests that the 12-year-old age of en-

trance into scouting was set too late

—

later than the appearance of the strong

desire to belong to an intimate group.

The word "gang" has come to have

such a sinister meaning that we hesitate

to use it in speaking of the activities of

children. But it does convey a sense of

solidarity that such a word as "group" or

"club" doesn't quite carry; also, this stage

of wanting to run together in a pack is

something so normal that the term "gang

age" has been used to describe it.

The gang spirit can be
put to constructive use

Neighborhood gangs fall into hood-

lumism only when their natural desire

for joint activity has nothing wholesome

to feed on. The spirit back of the gang

can be used to promote team play, good

sportsmanship, and forgetfulness of self.

It is up to parents to see that there are

opportunities for safe and sane and legiti-

mate activities. To go on hikes with a

knapsack lunch, to scoop out a dugout in

the back yard, or fence off a corner of the

attic or basement that children can call

their own, satisfies some craving so deep

that we had better go along with it than

to try to thwart it.

There should be some sort of medal

for those mothers who, never having been

boys themselves, still have enough imagi-

nation to allow their boys to use their own
rooms pretty much as they like. Bovs

need a place where their friends feel free

to gather, where no one will interfere
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with the radio parts that are so precious,

even if they are strewn in what seems hit-

or-miss fashion. A father who sacrifices

his chance to sleep late on a holiday in

order to drive his son's gang up-river for

a night's camping trip is going to have

that son rise up and call him blessed.

Girls do not feel the urge toward

strenuous athletic activities quite as

strongly as boys. They are more likely

to be interested in putting on plays, in

painting, or in other things that take

highly skilled hands. They like to

bicycle, and hike, play baseball, and take

part in swimming matches. But thcv are

apt to be more interested in the social

than in the competitive side of sports.

Of course, there are wide individual

variations in the play interests of children.

Some girls may go in for strenuous activ-

ity almost entirely and some boys may pre-

fer quieter games. Individual differences

in play activities are often greater than

the differences between boys and girls.

Friendships

Even though he identifies himself with

a group, a child is likely to have a "best

friend" with whom he shares especially

warmly the pleasures of the group, and
with whom he by turns quarrels and
makes up. Quarreling may signify the

opposite of not liking a person; you like

him very much, therefore what he does

and thinks matters decidedly. Quarrel-

ing seems more common between good

friends than between children who are

indifferent to one another.

During the grade-school years chil-

dren's interests have less to do with their

choice of friends than the immediate

availability of other children. Living in

the same neighborhood, being in the

same grade at school and about the same

in age and development usually deter-

mines friendships. How short-lived such

relations may be in the lower grades is

shown by a study in which only about

one-fourth of the children who named
each other as "best friends" were still one

another's first choice a month later.

As a child becomes older and has more

interests that are personal and special, he

is more "choosy" about his friends. Their

tastes, their sense of humor, their feelings

about many things must run along with

his if the companionship is going to last.

Two children often play together bet-

ter than three. Jealousy sometimes crops

up when three play together, each want-

ing to be the only one who counts with

another. It may take a good deal of

ingenuity for Mary's mother to arrange

things so that Nancy, the next door child,

is not ignored when Joan comes to play

with Mary.

Children show very different sides to

their brothers and sisters than they do to

other children. This makes intimates

outside the family very desirable. Neil

is only a younger brother at home, bossed

by two older sisters; outside, his ideas

command some respect from his pals.

Kay's mother has always encouraged close

companionship between her and her sis-

ter, Martha, a year and a half older. But

soon Martha will, as an adolescent, have

interests that Kay is not ready for. Kay
needs her own friends, so that she will

neither be left high and dry when Martha

begins to have dates, nor be tempted to

grow up too fast.

Growth of affection and love

Children between 6 and 12 are usually

most absorbed in friends of the same sex.

Presently they are going to begin expand-

ing so that eventually they can love peo-

ple of the other sex. Their relations with

their parents have a good deal to do with

how they take the steps that will lead

them into mature love relationships in

adult life.

It is often assumed that because boys
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have a strong "opposite sex" relationship

from the very first—their love for their

mother—they may be able to change over

to mature love of the other sex more

easily than girls. Girls, of course, are

usually, like boys, more intimately asso-

ciated with their mothers than with their

fathers in early life.

Eoys of the age we are interested in

have, of course, moved on to the stage

of being pals with their fathers. It is a

healthy thing when the 8-, 9- or 10-year-

old grows out of expecting his mother to

tuck him in bed. Mothers sometimes

cling to the old relationship; fathers en-

joy having their sons show more and

more manlike comradeliness.

Girls, as they get older, begin to have a

feeling toward their fathers that is related

to their changing needs. For a girl to

be able to admire her father, and to enjoy

his companionship is valuable. But if

too great an attachment grows between

them, in which a girl idealizes her father

too much, and considers him just about

perfect, it may stand in the way of her

happiness. Some girls never marry, oth-

ers can never be quite happy in marriage,

because the image of the adored father

always gets between them and other men.

Does it sound absurd, when talking

about school children, to bring up such

unhappy possibilities? Just because the

results of being too close to parents may
not show until much later is one of the

best of reasons for examining the kind of

love we offer our children, and the kinds

of responses we expect. It doesn't look

like much of a problem, to be sure, when
Jim says he'd rather stay at home than go

to camp. When he doesn't fume over

being asked to play his violin for his

mother's guests we are apt to think how
polite and good-natured he is. Taken by

themselves these things don't seem to

mean much. But when they happen

over and over they show that Jim is stick-

ing too close to his mother. Will his

wife always have to "mother" him?

Polly's father, calling her his little

sweetheart and shelling out money when-

ever she coaxes him, is not setting up a

very good pattern in her little-girl mind

as to what to expect from men. It would

be unfortunate if she were to grow up to

be a "little-girl" woman, and expect al-

ways to be on the receiving end. It is

pleasant for fathers to be in a position to

make their daughters happy; but they

want to be sure it is real happiness they

are fostering, and not just selfishness.

More and more, then, during the 6 to

12 period, boys' and girls' affection will

be going out to their friends. As one

becomes a person in his own right, he

needs to find others of his own kind to

exchange confidences and experiences

with.

Obviously, it is better for a child not

to be limited to a single friendship. If

one relationship shuts out all others, in-

terests may be narrowed too much. One

of the pair may lose interest or move

away. The more a boy or girl has come

to depend on his one friend, the more

bereft he is going to feel-

Parents, when they see too close a tie

forming, can often quietly bring about a

change. Forbidding a child to play with

another is about the best way of making

the child absolutely necessary to him.

Gentle and roundabout measures have to

be taken when a child's emotions are in-

volved. By encouraging new activities,

offering new experiences they may lessen

the strength of an unhealthy, clinging-

vine friendship.

What children get

from camp life

A hundred years ago it would prob-

ably have seemed laughable to most

Americans to be told that the time would

come when children would have to be
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sent away from home to see a cow or a

lamb or baby chickens. The need for

camps for children came about when

more and more children moved into

cities—a big proportion of them to cities

that got bigger and bigger. This meant

that they were cut off from nature. They

traded grass for concrete, trees for fire-

escapes, flowers for paper blown about

dusty streets.

Anyone can see that's not a good trade;

so many people, by some hook or crook,

manage to get their children into the

country for a while during the summer.

Camps may be the answer for those of

us who haven't relatives on farms, or sum-

mer cottages by a lake.

All kinds of organizations run camps

—

private ones, the YM and YWCA, Girl

and Boy Scouts, churches and settlements.

Because a camp is expensive doesn't mean

that it is good. Some of the best ones

cost the least. The quality of experience

for a child depends upon the people in

charge, and their purpose.

All children need to rub shoulders with

others. In the process, rough edges

of superiority, greediness, snippiness,

laziness, rudeness, and selfishness will get

worn off. ( "Psychological sandpapering"

is what Dr. Alice V. Keliher aptly calls

the process.) They need to see how kind,

and sympathetic, and funny, and capable

other children can be. At camp they

learn to respect the skills they see in

others, and to have the fun of being

looked up to for their own special abilities.

Going to camp offers many children

their first experience in being away from

home, even for overnight. The longer

such experience is put off, the more the

likelihood of homesickness that interferes

with enjoyment. It is not a kindness to

children to let them get so rooted in their

home environment that they feel unhappy

when they are away.
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Some things to think of in

choosing a camp
i. Are buildings and sanitary arrange-

ments planned so as to protect children

from danger and disease?

2. Is a health report required before

entrance? Is there a physician within

easy reach, if not resident in the camp?

Is there a registered nurse on the staff?

Are there good arrangements for isola-

tion of ill children until it can be deter-

mined whether they are coming down
with an infectious disease? Has the

camp's record in regard to health been

good in the past?

3. Where does the milk come from?

Is it pasteurized ? Are a variety of foods

available? Are the meals planned by

someone who knows how to provide a

well-balanced diet? Have those in the

kitchen been given physical examinations

to make sure that they are safe persons to

handle foods?

4. Are the swimming arrangements

safe? Are older persons with lifesaving

training always in charge when the chil-

dren go into the water? Are enough

adults assigned to supervise so that each

child is under observation all the time?

5. Are the camp directors well trained,

responsible, and mature? Are they in-

terested in children, or in making money?

What are the ages and background ex-

perience of the counsellors? What op-

portunities are there for them to spend

their free time in wholesome ways?

6. Is there enough variety of projects

and activities available so that each child

can find things to do that he thoroughly

enjoys? Does the camp follow such a

fixed routine that the children never seem

to have a free moment, or is there plenty

of leeway for them to carry on individual

interests? Is there planning for both

large-group and small-group activities?

Do children who enjoy doing things alone
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get some chance to?

7. Is the camp in question one in which

great emphasis is placed on working for

awards and prizes, or is there freedom

from competition? Do the children feel

that their attainments are being compared

with those of others or does a more con-

structive attitude prevail, in which chil-

dren are judged by their own efforts and

perseverance?

What play means to a child

Maybe we need a new word for "play."

Such a simple little word, that has such a

light, trifling sound, somehow doesn't ex-

press the importance that people inter-

ested in childhood have come to attach to

what it represents.

Play is the stuff of which a child's life

is made. It uses every ounce of his en-

ergy. It encourages his imagination. It

develops skills of both body and mind.

It brings about understanding, warmth,

and sympathy toward others.

How to compete, how to take hard

knocks, how to win gracefully; when to

assert oneself and when to forget self-

interest are all learned through play.

Perseverance, how to struggle through to

a desired end, is as much a part of play as

it is of work.

Play offers healing for hurts and sad-

ness. It breaks down tension and re-

leases pent-up urges toward self-expres-

sion. Play is the working partner of

growth, for activity is as vital to growth

as food and sleep.

The far-reaching significance of chil-

dren's play has only lately been under-

stood. Unless the deep-lying impulses

satisfied by play are allowed to express

themselves in childhood, adult life suffers.

Some men and women are never able to

take part freely in the life around them;

they are stiff and lonely because they don't

know how to mix with others. They

can't lose themselves in spontaneous fun.

Somehow or other their urges toward ex-

pression in play were denied the chance

to come to the surface in childhood.

What a child's play tells us

The attitudes and feelings that children

reveal in their play are full of meaning.

A boy who plays unfairly may be reflect-

ing his feeling of having been treated so.

A child playing with dolls may act out

undercurrents of jealousy of another child

shown in no other way; or such play may
offer a mother lightning flashes of insight

into her methods of discipline. The
scoldings a child receives are often passed

on to dolls or toy animals. Underlying

hostility toward parents is sometimes be-

trayed in this way, too.

A child's play is his occupation, just as

surely as keeping a store or driving an

engine is his father's. If he is able to use

all of himself in his play, the change-over

to whole-souled enjoyment of work hap-

pens without his having to cross any

bridge. Tommy, the boy, intent on
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building with his blocks or perfecting his

batting, turns into Thomas, the man, deep

in blueprints for a building, or training

a track-team.

Requirements for play

A "must" for play is space. There

must be room for running games like tag

and kick-the-can, hide and seek, and pom-

pom-pullaway; the more children the

more room they need. Up to the age

of 9, children do not—nor should they

—

go more than a few blocks to a play-

ground, but the community is rare that

plans with this in mind. If we had built

our cities with the idea of thwarting chil-

dren's play we could not have done a

more thorough job. No wonder children

of school age have many accidents, when

the streets are their only playgrounds.

The far greater freedom country chil-

dren have for play is somewhat offset by

the lack of outside companionship that

so often goes with it. But there are in-

comparable advantages in being able to

"whoop" and "holler" and make use of

what nature so lavishly provides in the

way of play materials—brooks, and

woods, rocks, caves, and wild creatures.

Up to school age, children are content

with one or two playmates, but from then

on they play in larger groups. There

must be chasers and chased when you play

cowboy, Indians, cops and robbers. To
be able to be a leader one must have a

group to lead.

Interests change with growth

Mostly, the activities of the first school

years are activities of the whole body; but

as control of arm and leg and back mus-

cles is gained, play that makes use of finer

coordination becomes more common

—

marbles, jacks, handicraft of all sorts.

With growth of the mind comes interest

in games that involve quick-wittedness

and memory—card games, word games,

and checkers. Parents who play such

games with their children are doing more

than add to family jollity and harmony;

they are broadening their children's vo-

cabularies, helping them get a "head

start" in arithmetic, and giving them

practice in the art of good sportsmanship.

Children become more and more in-

terested in turning out finished products.

The model airplane, the home-made boat

that really "works," the doll clothes, all

put together clumsily at first, become

gradually more skilled and handsome.

If children are to become clever and ver-

satile in the use of their hands, they must

have tools and materials to work with, a

place to work, and "how to do it" books

to refer to. One mother, in a small apart-

ment, for weeks clambered over her son's

pushmobile as it was being put together

in the kitchen and counted her inconven-

ience well worth while.

Differences between boys'

and girls' interests

Differences in play interests between

boys and girls need more study. Up to

about 8 or 9 interests seem to be fairly

similar, but after that time there is less

play involving both sexes.

But no boy is all "boy," any more than

any girl is all "girl." There is a good

deal of overlapping of so-called masculine

and feminine traits in the sexes. This

shows up early in such things as play

interests, and later in preferences as to

school subjects and vocational choices.

The generally known tendency toward

superiority in males in such things as

size, strength, and motor ability leads us

to expect of boys the kind of activities

that go with these physical characteristics,

and to expect different behavior in girls.

Our social customs tend to encourage pat-

terns of behavior in each sex that con-

form to our knowledge of physical

differences. But it is important to keep
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in mind the mixture of femaleness and

maleness in each child, and not to allow

ourselves to have preconceived notions

of what boys and girls are like.

The "tomboy" girl, who used to be dis-

approved of, is no longer frowned on; we
recognize now that the value of lively ac-

tivity and bodily freedom is as great for

girls as for boys. For girls to play what

used to be called "boys' games" encour-

ages good feeling and understanding be-

tween the two sexes. But when an older

girl seems to be making a protest against

her feminine role in life by insisting on

always wearing overalls, having a very

short haircut, or turning up her nose at

mixed parties, it should be a signal to us

of the need of discovering why she is not

following the more natural and usual

course; for with the approach of puberty,

most girls look forward to their feminine

privilege of fripperies and cosmetics.

If her experiences with girls have not

been happy, we must somehow fill in the

gap between her interests and those of

other girls. If she is trying to live up to

what she thinks will please her father,

who, having no son, calls her "my boy,"

and is proud of her masculine behavior,

we must try to get him to see daylight.

When sexual maturity is reached girls'

play interests change very decidedly.

Dolls are forgotten. In place of the

earlier interests, whatever they were,
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comes an interest in parties and boys.

Girls are maturing earlier than they used

to, so parents should be prepared for their

daughters' possible menstruation while

they still tend to think of them as little

girls. We can't, and don't want to, hold

back growth, so we had better take in our

stride the changes that make girls inter-

ested in boys, in movie stars, in lipstick

—

and in the privilege of shutting the family

out of their room on occasion.

Girls quite often go through a time of

wishing they were boys—few boys return

the compliment. Mothers whose daugh-

ters grow up feeling that being a woman
is a privilege thereby proclaim their own
good adjustment. Some girls develop a

belligerent feeling that the world is

against women. There are inequalities,

it is true. But if a girl has such a happy

childhood that she never stops to think of

wanting to be anyone but herself she is

likely to be more contented in adult life

than one who is full of protest.

Team play

More and more, as children approach

the teens, they enjoy organized team play.

This means, of course, that they are be-

coming "socialized"; that they can think

of the good of the group, and not merely

of themselves. Earlier, they wanted to

win personally; now having their "side"

or team win looms large. Hockey,

basketball, swimming, and football all

give a chance for the development of this

desirable spirit. Being exposed to physi-

cal pain, undergoing disappointment and,

sometimes, unfair treatment are accepted

as all a part of the game.
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Children differ widely in the degree of

their interest in group sports—or in sports

at all, for that matter. A boy or girl who
doesn't care much for team play is not

necessarily a "poor sport" on that account.

He or she may be developing the same

quality of being able to "take it" by com-

peting with a single partner, as at tennis,

or by pushing himself to the limit in high-

jumping or on skis.

There is no reason for urging a child

into something we think he ought to be

interested in, provided he has enough

variety in his play to be gaining from it

physically, and isn't staying out of things

on account of some hidden fear or feeling

of inadequacy. Each child should be his

own judge of what and how he wants to

play—again provided he does not retreat

from the everyday contacts that seem

necessary to getting along with people.

But it must not be forgotten that many
children, left to their own devices, with-

out a good example, are very limited and

cramped in their interests. Parents and

other adults can do a lot toward stimu-

lating enjoyable interests by providing

companionship and equipment.

Wide opportunities for

growth through play

From the age of about 9 on, children en-

gage in fewer different play activities.

As they begin to have special interests,

each thing that absorbs them will have

to be given more time, so some things will

drop out. Swimming, making a collec-

tion of butterflies, drawing cartoons—any-

thing that becomes a hobby—will crowd

out other forms of play.

This means that if we want children to

have a rich, full life we will see to it that

they have chances early for all sorts of

experimentation. They are notorious for

sudden enthusiasms, for scattering their

energies over many activities that to

adults often seem to have little or no

value.

Back of these spurts of interest, many
of which vanish as unexpectedly as they

arise, is, of course, the child's intense curi-

osity and eagerness to learn about a great

many different things. He wants to try

things for himself, to explore, to experi-

ment. He is no longer satisfied merely

by pretending and imagining, he wants

the real thing: the model plane a boy

makes must really fly; the stove a girl

cooks on must really bake.

In his craving for experience with the

real, his "hunger for hard-pan," he comes

to grief fairly often, or makes trouble.

In her curiosity to see what will happen

when the mercury in a thermometer

reaches the top, Jean holds a lighted

match under it. Tom wants to try out

walking a plank 15 feet above the ground,

and his mother suddenly looks out of the

window to see him teetering on the beam
of a new house next door.

Every mother can give dozens of illus-

trations of the folly and mischief this

curiosity for real experience has led her

children into. Fathers tend to take a

lighter view: they don't have to clean up

the mess as often, perhaps! They more

often, too, take a longer view. Through
having other interests, they have gained

perspective, and are not quite so apt to

be overanxious as mothers.

Nothing takes the place of real expe-

riences, whether it be with mud (making

dams), wind (flying kites), height

(climbing trees), machinery (repairing

a bicycle), stoves (cooking a meal), or

paint (see Tom Sawyer).

All of these experiences should be as

freely open to girls as to boys. Healthy

comradeship now lays the foundation for

future understanding. Douglas is not

going to turn up his nose at Debbie as a

"silly" girl because she plays with paper

dolls if she also shares his passionate inter-
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est in raising puppies. Patty is not going

to dismiss boys as "rough" if she has

learned to admire and hold her own with

them on the neighborhood baseball nine,

or if Peter has helped her fly a kite.

Parents are often unnecessarily both-

ered because their children plunge into

something hastily, only to drop it just as

suddenly. This usually happens just

about the time their father and mother

have begun to take the new interest seri-

ously. Jackie spends every spare minute

wood carving with a paring knife, only to

lose his enthusiasm by the time his father

gets around to buying him a set of carving

tools. Mildred is all excitement over tap

dancing, but her interest peters out when

Joan moves away and she has to go to

take her lessons alone.

These are typical of situations that

could be multiplied endlessly. The par-

ent is disappointed because the child

"doesn't stick to what he undertakes,"

especially if money and effort have been

put into the project. The child is unable

to say why his interest has melted away.

Conflict results.

There are a number of things to be

considered. First of all, perhaps the child

has got what he wanted out of the experi-

ence. A child who has clamored for a

chemistry set and who, after the first few

weeks of feverish interest seems to have

forgotten its existence may have got, in

his added fame among the neighborhood

boys,, something of far greater value to

him than further smelly experiments.

It is not to be expected that every path

that entices a child will be followed to its

end. In the course of exploring it, some

more attractive bypath may open up. A
girl who is in the seventh heaven over her

chance to take part in a play may come to

see that designing scenery is more to her

liking. A boy who pleads for a printing

press for the neighborhood gang's news-

paper may wind up by being interested

only in writing stories for it.

Childhood is a time for trying out many
activities. Some of them will be only a

flash in the pan. But what does that mat-

ter if the child is busy, interested, and

learning? The variety of interests he

has is even some measure of his intelli-

gence. Only intense curiosity is going to

make it possible for children to persist

and insist enough to explore a wide range

of interests. Instead of being willing to

take up the first leisure occupation at

hand, such intelligent children are going

to be all set to put their own ideas to work

when they have spare moments.

"But," some thoughtful parents say,

"Isn't it bad for a child not to finish what

he sets out to do? Won't he learn habits

of fickleness if he drifts from one thing to

another? It's only by persevering, even

if our enthusiasm has flagged, that we
learn to be stable."

When must a child

stick to his last?

This is only partly true. Of course

children must learn persistence at hard

and sometimes uninteresting things. But

don't their school work and home duties

afford them plenty of practice in this?

Perhaps in leisure time projects we ought

not to limit them too much; we don't

want them to lose interest in taking flyers

in many kinds of venture. Surely an

adult needn't feel guilty if after taking

up bowling as a hobby he decides it

doesn't appeal to him, and tries golf in-

stead. How are children, with much

less basis for judgment than adults, going

to hit upon those things that are to have

lasting interest unless they have chances

to experiment and dabble?

An 8-year-old, fired by the skill of a

friend, wants to take piano lessons. How
can we tell without a few try-out lessons

whether it is worth while to go on? If,

after conscientious effort, a child who
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seems to lack the musical interest or dex-

terity of the hands necessary to real prog-

ress wants to stop, who can say that what

she has learned hasn't been worth the

time and money? If nothing else, she

has learned to respect the musician, be-

cause she now has a notion as to the tre-

mendous number of hours and concen-

trated effort that are back of good per-

formance. She has also learned some-

thing about how to read music, and some

musical terms that add to her vocabu-

lary. Most important of all, she knows

her own lack of interest in it and can

move to something else.

A child who tends to scatter his en-

ergies so much that none of his efforts

come to anything certainly needs help.1

One way of curbing such waste is to let

the child feel the result of his too-hasty

and short-lived enthusiasms, by bearing

the expense himself. Such a plan works

out better if based on an allowance. Jim's

craze for collecting comic books suddenly

vanishes in favor of making a glider.

That the money he's been squandering

would have gone a long way toward buy-

ing the materials for the glider will be all

too evident even to Jim.

Letting a child learn by experience is

very hard to do. From our vantage point

we see farther ahead than can the child,

so we tend to decide abruptly
—

"No,

that's nonsense!" or "We know best," in-

stead of letting the consequences of a

child's decision come home, as it occasion-

ally must, to roost.

Why children need pets

Few of us look back on our childhood

without tender memories of some pet.

It may have been anything from a crow

to a catamount, if you live in the coun-

If he cannot settle down to anything, even of

his own choosing, a child guidance expert should

be consulted. The child may be so tear-ridden

that he dare not try anything.

try; if a city apartment cramped your

style it may have had to be a canary, or

a turtle that lived in a box.

To make it possible for a child to have

close friendships with a living creature

kindles sympathy and tenderness in the

child. It also makes it possible for him
to express affection without fear of embar-

rassment. A boy of 8 would be laughed

at if he were always hugging his father

or mother, but no one criticizes the

caresses he showers on his dog. Pets often

show their love, and seldom, if at all, their

disapproval. This is one of the great

things a pet does for a child—it accepts

him and doesn't find fault with him.

Finding suitable reading material about

all those lovely, wiggly things that chil-

dren bring home in cans and jars and

pockets, should be our cue, instead of

saying, "Don't bring that slimy thing

into the kitchen!"

How much responsibility can and

should children take for the care of pets?

Parents are often disappointed because a

child's fondness for animals doesn't make
him invariably remember their needs.

From 6 or so on a child can be entrusted

with feeding a pet, and gradually with

the other demands they make for care.

But they need reminding. Habits are

established much easier in some children

than others, and are of course set up faster

when there are pleasant associations. But

just as we may have to remind a boy to

wash before coming to the table, even

though we have encouraged this practice

from early childhood, so we will probably

have to remind him occasionally about

feeding his goldfish, or putting out fresh

water for his chickens. Let's make it

reminding, though, not nagging.

Some parents hesitate to get their chil-

dren pets because they remember the

sorrow they felt when a pet died. This

is not really a good reason; sooner or later

every child comes up against death, and
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while we would not deliberately expose

a child to grief, the benefits he gets from

having close association with animals

probably outweighs the shock when he

has to part with them. Getting another

dog or cat soon means that the new at-

tachment will gradually dull the pain of

loss. A child may protest that he will

never feel the same about any other; but

this merely means he doesn't know his

capacity for love.

Pets and sex education

Pets that have offspring do a lot of

explaining. They illustrate better than

pictures or words can how birth takes

place, how mothers care for their young.

Instead of surrounding birth with mys-

tery, as we so often do, we can bring it

into the open through a mother dog or

cat, and in the simplest, most natural way.

The pig-tailed 8-year-old is ecstatic be-

cause the cat chose her bed to have her

kittens on. Nine-year-old Peter gets up

in the middle of the night to make sure

the new puppies are all right. And lucky

indeed are children on the farm, who
intimately live with lambs, and baby

chicks, and calves; who hear the coming

events talked about in a casual, normal

way.

And how better can the spiritual side of

sex be shown than through the mother-

love and parental care given young crea-

tures? Even though a child doesn't have

a pet that "belongs" to him, he can ob-

serve this in one of its most marked de-

velopments among birds.

But when they can, children should

have that intimate understanding of ani-

mals that comes from living with them.

We should think pretty carefully before

we say "no" to a child's plea for a dog

or a cat, or to his desire to raise rabbits.

Sex play

Many a mother of 6- or 7-year-olds has

been needlessly upset by finding that a

group of neighborhood children have

been carrying on sex play. Though of a

quite innocent nature, probably such play

has been secretly rather than openly en-

gaged in because one of the children, at

least, has had his natural curiosity about

his body poorly handled, and thinks of

such an interest as a forbidden one. If

we adults could get rid of our unpleasant

associations about sex we would not get

panicky over such occurrences. As it is,

the mothers involved often make some-

thing serious out of what should not be

so regarded. In the present state of our

ignorance and lack of understanding,

there are almost always some mothers in

a neighborhood who are so shocked that

they withdraw their children from the

group. This is unwise. Any action that

causes children to feel guilty, or any pun-

ishment, should be avoided. It is often

better to say nothing whatever to the

children, for fear of saying too much, or

the wrong thing. Instead, divert their

minds, give them new interests. Get to-

gether and plan for more satisfying and

constructive play activities. Often it falls

to the lot of one or two women to take the

responsibility for providing stimulating

play materials, and a place for play.

To make such incidents stand out un-

happily in a child's mind is exactly what

we do not want to do. Wholesome atti-

tudes toward sex are not built up by

making a child feel that his interest in

his body is something dirty or bad.
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Home life as preparation for

independent living

In our thinking and in our planning

for children, we should keep in mind two

facts: That each child is an individual,

and should be treated as one; and that

he will always have to live with other

individuals, with whose needs and de-

sires he must harmonize his own.

Every child is unique in temperament,

intelligence, and physical make-up. He's

unlike anyone else in the world, even in

his own family, and his home should be

the place above all others where his needs,

springing from his individual differences,

will be sympathetically appreciated. This

is the place that can be counted on to un-

derstand the slow-moving child, the one

who bubbles with laughter at wrong mo-

ments, the impulsive one who makes awk-

ward mistakes. Unless each member is

dignified by being given this special un-

derstanding, the family fails in one of its

reasons for being. This cherishing of the

qualities that make a child stand out

—

such as a lovably generous nature, or

striking originality—is a function of the

home. In the home, too, there is forgive-

ness for irritable flare-ups caused by

strains and tensions endured outside.

Here a child is known intimately enough

so that his moody silence or his excited

chattering is interpreted in terms of what

has been happening to him.

But just as important as being sympa-

thetically understood is each child's obli-

gation to contribute to the life of his

home. He has to learn to be a giver as

well as a taker. When a child's parents

give him real practice in group living in

this small-scale world of his home he will

be equipped to fit into the always broad-

ening life he becomes a part of as he

grows older.

Children's needs as individuals

It is amazing to think of the endless

number of different combinations of

traits that can occur in human beings.

No matter how many children a family

has, no two are alike. Each displays

characteristics of mind, of emotion, of so-

cial and other tendencies that are as orig-

inal as his appearance. Two brothers

may have "their father's nose" but they

won't have exactly the same kind of chin,

or ears, or mind, or emotional make-up;

for the genes meeting in each of them

come from a great number of ancestors,

from any one of whom it would be pos-

sible to inherit only a very limited number

of characteristics.

This helps us realize that the needs of

two children are never exactly alike.

From food to more subtle needs, we must

expect and prepare for different wants.

Even in infancy, children show marked

personality differences, in degree of timid-

ity or aggression, activity, irritability, and

responsiveness. By school age we must

expect that there will be even greater dif-

ferences. Some of the strikingly individ-

ual behavior of infancy will have lessened,

some will have become more pronounced.

The little girl who has a gentle, motherly

attitude will probably not lose this qual-

ity; it may be shown in a generally help-

ful attitude toward those she plays with.

Another child, rather violently self-as-

sertive from the start, may, through hav-

ing lots of experience with other children,

tone down her noisy demands as she
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comes to see she gets along much better

by being tactful.

Sometimes a child is a sort of "ugly

duckling" for a while, hard to under-

stand, showing interests that are far afield

from his parents', or a very different kind

of temperament. An extremely quiet

child may show up at a loss in a noisy,

lively family; a child who has a marked

sense of humor behind a grave, serious

face, or who is deeply sensitive under

seeming coldness, may be misunderstood

by his family. Children who are blunt,

children whose minds move so quickly

it's hard to keep up with them, or chil-

dren who are slow, may be set down in

families unprepared to handle them.

Grandparents can be lifesavers of chil-

dren who are so puzzling their parents

find it hard to accept them.

Childhood is worthy of respect

Then there is a more general reason for

individualizing our treatment of children;

that childhood itself is worthy of respect.

No child is in a position to hold his own
in an adult world. We need to be very

careful not to take advantage of chil-

dren's smaller size and limited experience.

In the past it was assumed that adults

must be respected, regardless of whether

or not they were really "grown-ups" emo-

tionally. By degrees we have come to see

that children's opinions and ideas should

be sought and given consideration. This

builds a mutual feeling of trust. Scold-

ings without asking why things hap-

pened, spankings that take advantage of

adult size and strength, accepting invita-

tions for children without consulting

them first, and opening their letters are

some of the ways in which parents some-

times show disrespect for their children.

Because we get used to safeguarding

and protecting children while they are

small and helpless we may grow to act

with more rather than less authority as
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time goes on. As our children develop

and begin to stand on their own feet we
must do some careful planning in order

to give over more and more control of

their actions to them. Letting them

make more decisions, even if they some-

times make poor ones, is about the only

way parents can provide against the time

when their children will have to manage

their own lives.

What can family
life contribute?

1. Values handed down from the past.

Most of us accept families and family life

matter-of-facdy, and don't look at our sur-

roundings with unbiased eyes. What is

the purpose of family life, anyhow?

Above and beyond the family's job of

physical care is its task of handing down
from one generation to the next ways and

customs that are considered "good" in the

family's social group. In ancient Egypt

children had to learn a long list of gods'

and goddesses' names, much as American

children learn the names of the presi-

dents; in Greece custom had it that chil-

dren must learn to hold their bread in

their left hand, other foods in their right,

while our children are taught to eat with

spoons and forks.

Each kind of society builds a whole set

of rules that are considered important

enough to be taught children at their

mothers' knees. Many of these ways of

life are second-nature to us; children grasp

and follow most of them without any spe-

cial training. We are not always con-

scious of our role as interpreters of what is

good in our way of living, and what is

worth passing on. If certain practices are

accepted in our community we assume,

sometimes, without judging or weighing

them, that they are a valuable part of our

culture. We drive on the right-hand

side of the road without stopping to think

whether there is any good reason for do-
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ing so. Many people set their hearts on

owning a home, although home owning

has ceased to be the sign of stable family

life that it once was.

There is a lot to be said for the heritage

of a family, a region, or a country. Tra-

ditions that grew up long ago were rea-

sonable, originally. But when we cling

to them long after conditions which

brought them about have changed, they

may hinder our progress and adjustment.

Now that electric lights can be had, sensi-

ble people no longer use candles on their

Christmas trees. To cling to worn-out

customs may be as dangerous as senti-

mental insistence on using candles.

In one community card playing may be

frowned on because it long ago came to

stand for the undesirable behavior of

some who engaged in it. A child who,

growing up in such a community, moves

to one in which harmless social card

games are a recognized feature of family

life may be at a loss. Which is right, the

teachings of his home town, or the ways

of his new friends, whose morals are just

as high as those of any one he has ever

known? Can he learn to be tolerant of

other ways, or must he feel guilty if he

no longer conforms to all his early beliefs?

2. Families can welcome new and im-

proved ways. There is a natural tend-
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ency for us to hang onto the kind of home

and family life we grew up in. But the

world doesn't stand still. No one would

think of appearing in clothes like those

worn by our parents, but we date our-

selves just as surely when we parade ideas

or habits that are as dated as the clothes

would be.

Some ways of life ring true eternally.

Kindness, loyalty, honesty shine through

the customs that grow out of these ways.

Sometimes customs reflect change for the

better. In pioneer days, when the father

was the physical protector of the family

as well as the breadwinner it was often

necessary for him to have strict authority

over the lives of his family. How long

it takes for us to recognize changes in

custom is illustrated by the pain and con-

fusion that sometimes result when a fa-

ther's "say-so" is still considered much

more important than a mother's, although

she, as well as he, may be earning a part

of the family income, and may have quite

as sound judgment as he about child guid-

ance. We get very mixed up and don't

quite know how to take social change.

When women pout because men no

longer give up their seats to them in

buses they forget that they forfeited that

kind of gallantry when they began to

compete with men for jobs.

Sensible parents, then, will keep alert

to the need of living in the present. We
need to look much more to the future

than to the past when it comes to thinking

of what we want our children to carry on

as a precious heritage of family life.

3. Families provide practice in demo-

cratic living. One thing we can be sure

will be useful to our children is a demo-

cratic way of life in their homes. If the

future of the world is to become brighter

we must practice mutual understanding

and helpfulness among nations, in the

hope of real world brotherhood.
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The home demonstrates democratic liv-

ing in terms that a child can understand.

Here he can have daily lessons in sharing

responsibilities, as well as fun, food,

clothes, and love. Even if his share in

family matters is at first very small, he

begins to get the idea; he has a voice in

deciding where to go for a picnic, or

what color the house is to be painted.

And he listens in his turn.

Children's sharing of responsibility is

taken for granted; but do they always get

something out of it? The parents' atti-

tude makes all the difference. One little

girl exploded one day, saying, "It's this

helping that I don't like! I wish I could

ever be given something to do by myself.

If I had a job to do that I could do my
own way I wouldn't mind working."

Few children express their feelings as

well as this; but if we would put ourselves

in our children's places once in a while

we might be surprised at how tired we'd

get of being always on tap to run errands

or to do the less interesting parts of jobs.

What if we were hardly ever consulted as

to what our ideas were—or were snubbed

for having any? "You aren't I, so how
can you know what I'd like?" questioned

one child.

Just as a girl gets to be more careful of

her shoes when she must buy them out

of her allowance, so with any learning

experience. To be responsible, a child

must have a stake in, must see the reason

for, what he's asked to do. When par-

ents take the trouble to try to understand

what children see as important, things go

better. It's so easy for us adults to see the

reason back of what we want a child to do

or learn, and be forgetful of the fact that

he's too immature to be interested.

Boys of 9 or io, for example, are pretty

indifferent to cleanliness. Oh, on oc-

casion they will get themselves up spick

and span. But then it's usually because
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they think mother will be pleased, and let

them go to the movie (if that's in the

front of their minds at the moment).

We'd be uneasy if they were very much
concerned about keeping clean. It's so

unlike boy nature we might even look

around for a psychiatrist to reassure us!

Our problem, then, if we want Gordie to

come to the table with clean hands is:

how to make him interested in washing,

not how to ma\e him do it. (Any adult,

being bigger and stronger, can ma\e a

child do things—at what cost to both!)

Why reminding is necessary

This matter of the gap between our

ideas as to things that seem important,

and our children's ideas, should make us

realize how easy it is for children to for-

get. Ten-year-old Lora doesn't need to

be reminded to read the funnies. Why
does she have to be reminded not to leave

the newspaper strewn over the floor?

We might as well resign ourselves to

the need of reminding our children about

a great many of their responsibilities long

after it seems to us that "they ought to be

able to remember." With all the many
interests they have to explore, how can

they keep their minds on the exact things

we want them to remember.

But let's keep it reminding. Jogging a

child's memory in a pleasant way brings

better results than nagging at him.

(Who can say that much surface friction

in marriage may not date back to little

boys' distaste for their mothers' harping,

sometimes with rasping voices, on rel-

atively unimportant matters? Does a

man sometimes confuse his wife's voice

with that of his mother, and resist being

made a "little-boy" culprit?) Maybe
when a child says "I didn't hear you" it's

because he has unconsciously learned to

turn a deaf ear to the mosquito-buzz of

our everlasting, droning criticism.

Another way of assuring that children

are with us rather than against us is to

make our directions clear and simple.

Lots of times children really don't under-

stand what we want because we use too

many words.

Also, children of these ages are so busy

they are entitled to a warning ahead of

time. "There's just time for you to finish

that game before doing the dishes."

To know that it isn't only our children

that seem, so heedless and forgetful helps,

too. Sometimes all a mother needs to

give her a lift is the reassurance of learn-

ing she's not "a failure" at bringing about

good habits; that the willing compliance

of her children when she does remind

them is in itself a good habit.

And why not praise children more
when they do remember? Sharp words

about tracks on the kitchen floor can't be

wiped out the way the mud can. We
need to be reminded that praise is a very

strong stimulant to good behavior.

If we are clever when we are faced

with this problem of getting cooperation

instead of mere results we'll put our

thinking on what we want our child

to get out of it rather than on what we
get out of it. We are pleased when a

child is obedient and docile. But we
should make sure that this is not mere

obedience to us. What we want to bring

about is obedience, or allegiance, to sound

principles of behavior.

Personal responsibility

Between the ages of 6 and 12 a child

can assume more and more responsibility

about the care of his person. With a lit-

tle reminding he can take care, before

the end of this period, of such things as

baths, changes of underwear, selection of

what to wear from day to day, and of

putting his clothes in the laundry. De-

pending on the opportunity and kind of
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instruction a child has, he or she should

be able to do such things as washing out

socks or shorts, doing a fair job of simple

ironing, sewing on buttons, and the like.

Deciding about haircuts, remembering

about feeding and watering the chickens

and bringing in the eggs, planning ahead

to have a clean dress or shirt saved for a

special occasion are the kinds of things

for which children should gradually as-

sume responsibility.

Giving older boys and girls responsibil-

ity for younger brothers and sisters has to

be very thoughtfully considered. Mary,

at n, may be mature enough to take

6-year-old Joe to and from school on the

bus, but it may take some explaining to

get her to see that this does not give her

the right to tell him how much sugar he

can put on his cereal!

Responsibility for

household tasks

Boys and girls, if they are to be pre-

pared for their own family life later, need

to become familiar with the details of

family routines. By the time they are 12

they should be putting up their own
lunches, doing simple cooking, planning

and carrying out projects like cleaning

their own rooms.

Children who live on farms have an

advantage over city children. They may

have first-hand experience in work by

means of which millions of people earn

their living. They care for stock, or even

raise them, learn to use and repair ma-

chinery, and help get meals for threshers.

The city boy's job of washing the family

car, and his sister's practice in helping

to serve at church suppers are examples of
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the less frequent work opportunities com-

ing to urban children.

City or country, parents have a chal-

lenge to meet in providing experiences

that will help their children become self-

reliant and useful. To find the happy

medium between the overburdening with

back-breaking farm chores or early morn-

ing newspaper route that have made many

men hate the memory of their boyhood

and the too-soft life which many families

are tempted to provide isn't easy.

One of the things we parents may not

give much thought to is how our attitude

toward work affects our children. Our

groans, or the enthusiasm with which we

attack a job, are not lost on them. If

mother has to beg father to put on the

screens, or if she is forever moaning about

the way dirty dishes pile up three times

a day, is it to be wondered at that John

and Jane think of those two jobs as some-

thing to be avoided?

Of course few of us go at all the hum-

drum chores that we have to do with

bursting enthusiasm. But the very fact

that people have such different attitudes

toward routine tasks proves that such

things can be enjoyable, or disagreeable,

depending on our training. Why does

one woman like to cook, and another

hate it? Does it hark back in part to

childhood experience? Did the mother

of the former let her daughter experiment,

and praise her on the outcome? A wom-
an who neglects her house in favor of

her flower beds may have had a mother

who disliked housework herself, and

made it seem a dreary business. Or, she

may have been so expert at it that she

couldn't be bothered with teaching her

daughter.

To see how hard anyone, child or

grown-up, will work at something they

like to do should give us a tip. What
immense effort children put into collect-

ing for a paper sale, painting a bicycle,

making cookies for a Girl Scout party!

Why not make sure .that our children

enjoy many kinds of work by seeing that

the conditions under which they learn

are pleasant—like singing, or saying

funny verses while the dishes are being

washed.

Working with children is one way to

do it. Any mother of a io-year-old

knows how much longer he or she will

stick at a job, how much more she can

"get out of" him if she works alongside

—

raking leaves, piling wood, washing win-

dows, or the inevitable daily dishes. To

the objection that this takes almost as

much time as doing the job oneself there

is an unanswerable argument. We are

developing long-time attitudes in our

children and having companionship with

them, too.

One of our great temptations as parents

is to neglect letting children have experi-

ence in being helpful around the house

because it's easier to do things ourselves.

It could become a matter of pride with

us to seize many more opportunities than

we do to give children this practice.

It is generally believed that one of the

most powerful preventives of juvenile de-

linquency is to give children the happi-

ness of feeling that they are useful mem-

bers of society. To contribute to the

family community is the first step.

In a former day, many children prob-

ably had to do too much, too early in

life. No* one would want to go back to

the time when on farms or in factories

children labored long hours, beyond their

strength. But in modern life, many chil-

dren take their first steps into mischief

because they are at loose ends. No one

takes the trouble to see that they have the

satisfaction that comes from having a

part, a really meaningful part, in the busy

life around them.
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Helping children to make the most

of their mental ability

All of us hope our children will be

bright. To us, they always seem won-

derful, but we are so close to them that

we aren't very good judges of their ability.

Before children have gone to school

very long we begin to get an idea as to

how their minds compare with those of

other children. The school's estimate of

Janet's ability will keep us from pushing

her, if she has only a fairly able mind;

when we are told that Jim is mentally

advanced we will try to provide special

opportunities for him.

In considering a child's school progress

his mental level is not the only thing that

has to be thought of . Suppose Mark has

trouble keeping up with his classmates.

Is it inability to grasp the work that is

holding him back, or is something dis-

turbing him emotionally?

No amount of help or prodding will

cause a slow child to become a genius.

But by recognizing his real capacity we
can protect his happiness and self-respect

by not nagging at him. If, by chance, it

is the school, not we, that expects too

much of him, we can help out. We can

explain, perhaps, that while John is slow,

he's a sticker, and so conscientious that

care must be taken not to worry him.

Finding out what we can about a

child's mental ability is necessary in mak-

ing plans for his education, and for later

vocational guidance.

What is intelligence?

It is hard to define intelligence; no

psychologist ever seems quite satisfied

with another's definition, let alone his

own. But the kind of intelligence meas-

ured by mental tests may be described as
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an individual's ability to grasp problems,

to invent ways of meeting them, and to

criticize his ways of working out solu-

tions. In other words, a person is intelli-

gent to the degree that he adapts himself

to new conditions, and has a planned goal

toward which he is working. Ted shows

intelligence when he telephones home for

the name of a store whose address he has

lost. June uses her mind under new con-

ditions when she hunts for a vegetable to

take the place of the one her mother sent

her to buy, but which the store is out of%

Such an interpretation of intelligence is

narrow; it leaves out certain kinds of in-

born capacities such as musical ability,

and mechanical aptitudes seen in clever-

ness in dealing with things. Such a defi-

nition does not bring into the picture all

that a child's personality embraces—the

amount of drive or ambition he has, his

attitudes, aspirations, and (to some de-

gree) his imagination.

There is unevenness in ability, and

there are also clusters of abilities that seem

to be grouped at random. One child

may be higher in mechanical ability than

in language skills. Another may be a

fumbler with his hands, but adept in

using words. Artistic ability is so

marked in Jim that his lack of a partic-

ularly high I. Q. goes unnoticed. In

Dick's case, it is obvious that while he

rates very high on mental tests, he is sur-

prisingly short on common sense.

However, the value of our present intel-

ligence tests is considerable in connection

with a child's progress at school; they do

tell us something about the kinds of work

and interests he can fruitfully pursue.



helping children to make the most of their mental ability

What contributions can
parents make?
We cannot make our children live up

in accomplishment to whatever intelli-

gence they may have. But we can supply

surroundings that stimulate them, try to

keep their aspirations high, and show our

appreciation of their efforts. These are

some of the concrete ways we can help:

1. We can offer our children many
chances to have practice in attacking

problems that call upon their ingenuity

and initiative. Such children are learn-

ing to think and reason. These are abil-

ities school work calls on increasingly as

children progress through the grades.

A child of 6 does not "reason" it out for

himself that his shoes will get dirty if he

plays in a mud puddle. But the responsi-

bility for cleaning his own shoes will help

him to make the connection.

Children love to discuss causes, and the

reasons for things. Families can have

fun exploring questions that come up;

and ingenious parents will find ways of

setting children to work searching out

answers.

The more dealings a child has with ma-

terials and objects, the more readily he

can put facts together and reason out rela-

tionships, causes, and effects. Does he

find the answers to such questions as why
some wood splits when you drive nails in

it, or when is a screw better than a nail?

The little girl who is allowed to get meals

by herself reasons out that she had better

put the potatoes in to bake first, once she

has had the disappointment of finding

them still almost raw when the rest of the

meal was ready. At every turn learning

by doing encourages the use of the mind.

Learning from a book how long it takes

potatoes to bake will not make the force-

ful impression that experience does.

2. We can greatly enrich and stimulate

children by providing surroundings in

which they will have not only freedom to

explore, but materials to experiment with

and learn from. Many families have a

hard time doing this, because they are so

cramped for space—no attic, no base-

ment, no place where children can work

on puppets, or keep their aquarium.

We must make it possible for children

to carry out the things their eager curi-

osity pushes them into doing whether

with tools, clay, paints, needles and

thread, or a printing outfit. If such re-

sources aren't provided, we mustn't be

surprised if they turn to commercially

supplied amusements to find excitement.

Do those who deplore the stacks of comic

books under their children's beds provide

a place where more creative experiences

can be indulged? We all consider a

kitchen, where food for children's bodies

is prepared, essential. Is a workshop

where food for mental growth can be

supplied any less important?

Reading aloud in the family circle is

tops as a way of stimulating mental activ-

ity, and it is one pleasure that no family

need be without. Those who have public

libraries in their community could make
better use of them. Those who don't

could work for better county and travel-

ing library service.

Few of us can afford as many books and

magazines as we would like to provide.

Perhaps having a special book fund

would remind us to make better use of

the dollar spent for amusement or a

kitchen gadget we don't actually need.

A good children's encyclopedia is one

of the most valuable things a family can

invest in. Even before they can read,

children's eagerness for information re-

sults in their absorbing much knowledge

through pictures.

When so many good reprints are to be

found in 25-cent and $1 editions, there is

little excuse for failing to have good read-

ing available. From the time children
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hear the old familiar nursery rhymes their

parents were brought up on, reading

aloud is a springboard to learning. Fam-
ilies that have laughed over the "Just So"

or "Rootabaga" stories with their 6-year-

olds will still be having jolly hours to-

gether reading "Mutiny on the Bounty"

or "The Yearling" when the children are

entering the teens. What a lot of history,

biology, astronomy, and the like will have

been eagerly absorbed by the unsuspect-

ing listeners!

Reading aloud in the family circle en-

riches children's minds and furnishes a

basis for stimulating conversation. By
discussing what we read we encourage

children to examine many sides of a ques-

tion before accepting or rejecting it.

Young children are prone to believe what

they see in print, so it is well worth while

for parents to talk about current events

that are written up in the news, or argued

about in forum discussions on the radio.

3. Not only can parents share with

their children the pleasure and profit to be

had from good books, but they also can

share with them in creative activities that

lead to satisfying skills. Families that

do things with their hands encourage the

centering of activities at home. In addi-

tion they give their children a chance to

take part in exciting forms of self-expres-

sion like weaving, pottery making, wood
or soap carving, painting, photography,

and other hobbies.

Excursions, whether in town or coun-

try, to see a bakery, or dairy, to explore

a quarry or sand pit, or to visit the docks
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or the railroad yards which teem with

goods from far places, are experiences that

cost little beyond the time involved, and

they make children's imaginations soar.

Both creative activities and adventures

with their parents stimulate children to

get more information from books, and so

are particularly desirable in cases where a

child would be able to do his school work

better if he read more.

4. Parents should discriminate between

encouraging their children's belief in

their own powers, and stimulating an

arrogantly aggressive competitive spirit.

Competition plays a big part in our way

of life, but it is only after children are

old enough to go to school that they show

much in the way of competitive spirit.

Once they are part of a large group they

are often faced with the temptation to try

to outdo others or with the fear of being

outdone by them. Even though the

school may conscientiously try to meas-

ure each one's achievement in terms of

his past performance, there are all man-

ner of other ways in which children are

compared with one another. There is a

prize for the child turning in the largest

amount of waste paper; a child who learns

all his spelling words early in the week is

excused from that class on Thursday and

Friday; John excells at swimming, Ted at

pitching a ball.

How much parents influence a child's

competitive spirit no one knows; but it is

safe to say that there are at least two dis-

tinct and obvious directions this influence

may take. Parents who are intensely am-

bitious for themselves and for their child

may arouse a strong consciousness of the

competitive nature of many of our activ-

ities. "We must have our house painted!

It looks so shabby now that the Abbotts

have restuccoed theirs!" Or, "Joe got a

raise and he's not half as smart as you

are." The ideas back of such remarks

sink in, and become a part of the chil-

dren's way of thinking.

Haying a father who is so bent on im-

proving himself that he goes to night

school, or a mother who does the laundry

in order to save money to buy good phon-

ograph records may mean to the children

merely "keeping up with the Joneses" or

it may mean that they have a vision of

the inner satisfactions that come to their

parents from such efforts.

Our goal is to interest the child in en-

joying a job well done, and getting pleas-

ure out of his contribution, not out of

beating the other fellows.

5. Above all, we can contribute to our

children's best use of their mental powers

by accepting them as they are, and ex-

pecting of them only what it is possible

for them to achieve. It is not the amount

of brains a child has but how harmoni-

ously his mind and his emotions work to-

gether to help him to fit into the social

scheme that counts.

When home and school get together

Offhand most of us would probably say

that we send our children to school to get

an education. But do we really know
what we mean by an education? Do we
think of it as reading, writing, geography,

music, and history, something confined

to the school building, or do we think of

education as a process that has been go-

ing on ever since the child was born, and

that will continue all his life?
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If we consider it in this larger way it is

an exciting thing to have a hand in. No
matter how active we have been in a

child's informal education at home, we

all lean heavily on the help of the school,

where his more formal learning will take

place. Some parents seem to wash their

hands of all responsibility once they have

waved their children good-by at the school

door; but more thoughtful ones want to

know what's happening in the school,

what the aims of educators are, and how

they can help their children get all they

can out of their school experience.

Dividing the school day into subjects

to which 20 or 40 minutes are assigned is

of little help to a child's understanding of

how to get along with people, or of as-

suring him happy learning experiences.

School is life, nowadays, and the educa-

tion that a child is getting at home is an

inseparable part of that life. As subject-

matter boundaries are broken down, so

the dividing line between home and

school should be broken, too.

Do you know your
child's school?

Parents certainly can't content them-

selves with hustling their children off in

the morning, rested, well-fed, and clean.

They've got to go along with them in

spirit, every day; and in person often

enough to learn how they can reinforce

what the school is doing. Younger

school-age children love to have their

parents visit school, yet some parents

never put their heads inside the school

door unless they are sent for because their

child is in trouble.

What are some of the things parents

gain by school visits?

1. Even a very limited acquaintance

with a child's teacher helps to throw

light on his behavior in school, and it is

an advantage to his teacher to get a

glimpse of what the child's family and

home life is like—which she can get some

notion of even in a brief talk with his

mother or father.

2. By visiting the schoolroom we get

a chance to see our child in relation to

others. We sense something of how he

is accepted by the group; whether the be-

havior we have noticed at home is com-

mon among children of this age; and

why he either likes or dislikes school.

3. For his parents to demonstrate their

interest by taking the time to visit school,

to go to parent-teacher meetings or open

house, bolsters up a child's feeling of the

importance of school. How can we ex-

pect children to keep on having the glow-

ing belief that school is a wonderful

place—almost invariably their attitude

when they start out—if we groan and

grumble over giving only one night a

month to school affairs ? By our attitude

we do a great deal to prompt our chil-

dren's. "Timothy just hates school, and I

don't blame him. I always felt that way

myself," says Tim's mother—in his hear-

ing, too. She has never taken the trouble

to see whether there's really something

hateful about the school, or whether he's

echoing her because he thinks it's the

thing to do. Tim's school may be as good

as his mother's was poor, but he is not

getting the support he needs at home.

4. Parents may find by keeping in

touch with school that they can very

capably supplement what goes on there.

Hearing a social-studies discussion may
remind Mrs. White of a map or pictures

that she can send to school by Jack. Or

discussion of a certain locality may bring

up the question in the family, "Why don't

we drive there some Sunday, and learn

more about it?" Parents need to be on

the alert to foster children's interests and

abilities, any one of which may have an

influence on vocational choice.

Parents can be used in schools, too.

They can work in the lunchroom, help on
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projects, display their hobbies, and ar-

range for reading rooms and parents'

meetings there.

5. Parents need to visit school to break

down the barriers that sometimes exist

between them and the teacher.

A good many parents are afraid of

teachers. They feel that teachers will be

contemptuous of them because they are

not so well educated, and can't talk the

teacher's language. They can't talk the

plumber's or the electrician's language,

either. All of us have our special fields

of knowledge, and it's absurd to be stand-

offish with each other. Sometimes teach-

ers are even more afraid of parents,

because they get so much criticism from

them. They tremble at the thought of

home visits, especially at the beginning

of their career. And often, teachers

thoughtlessly blame parents for things

they don't understand, things that can

be remedied by mutual respect and trust.

Instead of being suspicious and fear-

ful parents and teachers need to get to-

gether. It should be easy when they have

the common ground of interest in chilr

dren to stand on. The trend nowadays

toward replacing report cards by individ-

ual conferences with parents should do a

lot toward bringing together the two in-

stitutions that are the most powerful influ-

ences in children's lives.

Schools have changed so much in the

last few years that even comparatively

young parents should be very careful not

to criticize a child's school on the basis

of their own experience. Even though

we are not able to understand what the

school is trying to accomplish by a certain

procedure, we had better withhold our

judgment until we can find out. Par-

ents weaken a child's morale when they

divide his allegiance by scoffing at things

the school is trying to do. The school

needs our backing.

If we are really convinced, after study,

that something is wrong, we can voice

our opinion through the agency set up for

that purpose—the Parent-Teacher Asso-

ciation. This is a much more effective

way of bringing about changes than by

acting individually, or going off half-

cocked in emotional tirades.

To "take sides" with a child against his

teacher, or some school rule, without get-

ting the facts is to undermine the school's

authority unfairly. Naturally parents

feel protective toward their children. But

there is a difference between the hasty,

violent reaction that we all feel when we

imagine our "young" are threatened, and

the more mature approach that refuses

to let blind mother- or father-love or pride

get in the way of a sensible study of the

question involved. Whether it's a mat-

ter of believing that Pat is being bullied

on the play ground; that Irene isn't being

taught to read soon enough; or that Mar-

cia's report of her teacher's sarcasm is true,

a calm approach rather than an immedi-

ate taking of the child's part will give

better results—and save us from possible

shame-facedness, later.

We are unreasonable if we expect the

teachers to whom we entrust our chil-

dren to be superior human beings, when

at the same time we pay them so poorly.

Under such circumstances there is small

reason to expect that people of unusual

ability will enter this field. We have a

curious attitude toward schools and teach-

ers; we hand over to them the most pre-

cious things in the world to us—our chil-

dren—and yet refuse to pay what it costs

to provide emotionally mature, broad-

minded, intelligent, and alert teachers

who are capable of taking on the biggest

job in the world today.

In many communities, teachers are

bound by rules of behavior parents

wouldn't want imposed on themselves.
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Often a teacher is expected to devote her

spare time to supervising clubs or other

activities. In many places there is still

discrimination against married teachers,

whose experience with children of their

own gives them sympathetic insight into

other children's needs. A teacher should

be allowed to be a real person.

One of the matters parents often need

to talk over with the school is that of pro-

motions. Most children move along

from grade to grade in the group they

entered school with. A great many
schools now automatically "pass" all chil-

dren in the lower grades. But there are

many circumstances such as prolonged

absence, due to illness, or irregularity for

some other cause, which make it best for

a child to repeat a grade. It is far better

for a child to do this than it is for him to

go on and hopelessly flounder later be-

cause of poor preparation, or immaturity

in relation to his group.

Occasionally a child finds his class work

so easy that he is not challenged to work
up to his capacity. Schools used to pro-

mote such a child to a higher grade.

This sometimes resulted in his being

thrown in with children who were phys-

ically larger and more able. In order not

to create this second problem schools now
usually attempt to enrich his experience

at the more suitable grade level. Giving

him special projects or letting him read

when the class is busy with things in

which he does not need day-to-day prac-

tice sometimes eases the situation. Often

parents can be of great assistance in giv-

ing such a child stimulating outside in-

terests that will keep him on his toes.

Music, handicrafts, or classes at a good

art school may be better ways of encourag-

ing in him habits of application and effort

than urging that he be pushed ahead a

grade at school. Being free to visit the

library, to go on trips with his father, or

to take advantage of other ways of using
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his abilities is exhilarating to a child of

superior mental gifts.

Whatever the problem, the interests of

the child will be best served only when
his home and school get together on a

plan for solving it.

Learning to read and write

To most of us, going to school means,

first of all, learning to read. And this

skill is, perhaps, the most important single

one a child has to acquire, for without a

firm grasp of reading he is helpless when
he comes up against other things he wants

to know about.

Because parents recognize how very

closely the ability to read ties up with

their child's school progress they often try

to help him get a start before he goes to

school. Odd as it seems, these efforts

sometimes hinder him more than they

help him. Direct teaching of the alpha-

bet at home, for example, is unnecessary;

but it will be very helpful indeed if a

child is given plenty of experience in solv-

ing his own problems. For the business

of learning to read is full of problems,

from learning to recognize the "shape" of

different words, and concentrating on

one's "place" on the page, to meeting the

competition of someone quicker than

oneself. It matters very little whether a

child is able to print his name when he

goes to school (though many 5-year-olds

do pick this up), but it is a great ad-

vantage if he has been read to and talked

with a lot, so that he understands what

many words mean, and can connect them

with experiences he has had and explana-

tions he has been given.

Parents should let their children lead

the way in any before-school reading prac-

tice. Many a bright child gets a good

start at reading from signs, headlines, and

advertisements. But it serves no good

purpose to urge the printed word on chil-

dren before they go to school.
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Another thing that matters is that a

child shall be ready to learn to read. This

does not suddenly become true just be-

cause he becomes 6 years old. Some chil-

dren will be ready earlier, some much
later. A child's mental age counts much
more than his calendar age in years.

Some of the children in a first-grade room
will be all set to go ahead quickly, others

will need a much more gradual approach.

The teacher must be alert to see the

different needs of different children, some

of whom will demand much more of her

time and effort than others. If individ-

ual workbooks are provided for the chil-

dren to use, she may be able to put her

finger on the special difficulties of any cer-

tain child. With such materials, the one

who catches on quickly can go ahead at

his own rate of speed; the teacher can

spend more of her time on those who
need more help. Parents' interest in co-

operating with the teacher is far more

important than any coaching they may
give their child, for few of them are famil-

iar with the highly developed techniques

the teacher uses in opening up the world

of books to children.

Some parents do not realize the tre-

mendous advantage with which a child

starts out if he has a good first-grade

teacher. When he is taking his first steps

in school adjustment and his future habits

of learning, it is vital that his teacher

be well-trained. Great numbers of

children are not only slowed down by a

poor start, but more or less permanent

damage is done to their self-esteem and

confidence in their ability in general.

They may acquire feelings of timidity and
self-distrust that are very hard indeed to

shake off. One child, although slow to

start in reading, may pick up fast at 7, 8,

or 9. Another may find reading hard
for a long time. Each child needs to be

allowed to travel at his own pace.

How parents can help

Parents cannot themselves determine

whether their 6-year-old is ready for first

grade, but they can do much to prepare

him for reading experience. Their pleas-

antly stimulating companionship is far

more important to a child than being

taught any particular skill.

Poised, happy children attack any new
adventure with more spirit than children

who have worries and fears; so those par-

ents who have succeeded in keeping their

children easy and relaxed can feel they

have taken a long step toward preparing

them for all their school experiences.

Children who already know how to play

with other children will not find it hard

to work with them. Having an orderly

life at home, and doing things in a reg-

ular and systematic way, will help them
to fit into the routine that has to be ob-

served at school. Joe, who has learned

to dress himself without help, who is ac-

customed to coming to meals when he is

called, will find taking responsibility at

school natural. Ray, who has always had

attention at home the moment he de-

manded it, will find it harder to settle

down to work at school without con-

stantly seeking help from the teacher than

Kenneth, whose parents have taught him
not to interrupt them rudely with clamor-

ous demands.

Another way of getting children ready

for learning to read goes on quietly and

pleasurably in some homes from the

time they learn to talk. In such homes
interesting and varied experiences, like

trips to the zoo, or to farms, are almost

as much a part of the children's life as

eating and sleeping. Picture and story

books have whetted their curiosity and

imagination. Parents have taken their

questions seriously.

Fathers and mothers who take pains to

show their children how to recognize dif-
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ferent kinds of trees or insects; to explain

to them things like where coal, wood,

butter, paper, or bread comes from, will

be rewarded not only by their children's

having a wide general fund of informa-

tion, but also by their ability to listen at-

tentively. This will be very useful to

them when in school they have to listen

to, remember, and follow directions.

Giving children a chance to express their

observations and imaginings fosters clear

thinking. Encouraging them to tell

about their experiences will help them

talk before an audience, a matter of grow-

ing importance at school.

If jingles and rhymes and games in-

volving word sounds and meanings have

been a part of the child's play experience

at home he will have an interest in words

that will help him in learning to read.

Hearing clear and correct pronunciation

rather than the slovenly speech we all fall

into so easily will help children to recog-

nize words when they meet them in print.

It's all very well to be amused by a

3-year-old's calling "window" "windle"

or "basket" "bastick," but it is unfair to

him to let him enter school with such

mispronunciations.

Finally, readiness for reading means

interest in learning to read. A child who
has been introduced to the world about

him by means of trips and excursions,

who has heard many stories and has had

access to picture books, who appreciates

something of how reading will be the

"open, sesame" that will unlock a whole

new wonderful world to him, will look

forward to learning to read with eager-

ness and enjoyment.

Reading difficulties

If a child has trouble learning to read,

there are several explanations that may
not occur at once to his parents. The
sooner the difficulty is located the better.

A child's eyesight is among the first
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things to think of. School tests of chil-

dren's eyes often pick up only very notice-

able defects, so they cannot be relied on

completely. Whether a child needs

glasses or not should be determined by a

competent eye specialist.

Sometimes difficulty in learning to read

can be traced to poor hearing. A child

who does not hear clearly will have

trouble with reading. What he hears

and the words for which it stands may
have no relation. If the loss of hearing

is serious, the child may need to be placed

in a special class. If the loss is very

slight, having a seat near the teacher may

be' about all that is needed to avoid diffi-

culty in learning to read. (See p. 116.)

Does handedness enter in?

A good many children go through a

period of confusion before they learn to

read from left to right across the page. A
child's experience in following the comic

strips often helps him in gaining this

sense of direction, which should make

parents less impatient about reading them

to him. For the left-handed child a

right-to-left direction is the natural one.

When such a child is given paper to write

or draw on, it should be placed on a

slant opposite to that in which right-

handed people place paper. If this is

not done, the left-handed child will be

forced to twist his wrist around and write

or draw in an awkward, back-handed

way.

Long before children go to school their

handedness has been established. No at-

tempt should be made either by parents or

teachers to force a left-handed child to

write with his right hand.

Children who are just starting to learn

to read often reverse letters and words;

that is, they confuse "b's" and "d's," read

"saw" for "was," and write letters and

figures backwards. When this confusion

persists beyond what seem natural limits,
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that is, when a child does not gradually

"see" words and letters as they are, he

will need patient individual help if he is

not to become discouraged.

Is he a happy child?

Few parents realize that a child's slow-

ness in learning to read may have little

or nothing to do with reading itself. In-

stead it may be the result of an unhappy

frame of mind that interferes with his

giving close attention to his reading. The

first relationship he enters into outside his

home is with his teacher, who takes the

place of his mother while he is at school.

If he has done things willingly and gladly

for his mother, the chances are he will try

hard to do what the teacher wants him to.

But if he is not on good terms with his

mother, this attitude may be transferred

to his teacher, and he will not make any

effort to learn to read.

When a child is sullen and resistant

about reading, when he refuses to put

forth the necessary effort, we are apt to

think this results from his struggles with

reading. Actually, it may be the other

way round; his difficulty with reading

may come from his inability to get rid

of some burden he carries which keeps

him from entering into a cooperative rela-

tionship with his teacher. Perhaps the

child's and the teacher's dispositions may
clash. (One estimate is that one teacher

out of six will probably have problems of

personality, or family life, that are a defi-

nite handicap to her work.
1

)

When emotional problems resist the

earnest efforts of teachers and parents

alike, the help of mental-health experts

should be sought. If there is no local

child-guidance clinic, the State Depart-

ment of Education will know where such

1
Fenton, N. Mental Hygiene in School Prac-

tice. Stanford University Press, California. 1943,

p. 289.

services may be found.

The fact that more boys than girls have

trouble learning to read suggests the pos-

sibility that there may be less understand-

ing of boys' needs than of girls' on the

part of mothers; that women are too apt

to demand behavior of their sons that fits

into their own scheme of life. Because

girls are not naturally quite so aggressive

as boys, they may find conformance easier.

In this connection, too, it should be re-

membered that girls are slightly ahead in

their general development, and for this

reason they may find learning to read

easier than boys do.

Certainly a child's emotional resistance

toward reading must not be dismissed

with the easy, surface explanation that it

is a result of his finding reading hard.

The reason reading is the thing around

which emotional attitudes grow up is

probably because it is so much stressed

in the early grades, and so much prized

by parents as evidence of a child's

brightness.

Once a child has developed a feeling of

hatred toward reading, his sense of fail-

ure and discouragement will almost surely

hamper him no matter how much he

tries to improve. Patience and sympa-

thetic understanding are absolutely essen-

tial. Occasionally parents become so

baffled or fretted by what seems to them

to be laziness, or stubbornness, or lack of

effort that they do not use good judgment.

"Why don't you do as well as your cousin

Helen?" "You could read if you'd only

try!" are the kind of reproaches thrown

at the helpless child all too often. They

only confuse him, worry him, and in-

crease his difficulty.

He must go at his own speed

Children should not be expected to live

up to the achievement of an older brother

or sister, of a twin, or of a friend's or rel-

ative's child. Discouragement is sure to
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mount when unfavorable comparisons are

constantly dinned into his ears. It is

surprising, though, how hard it is for us

grown-ups not to push and nag with the

mistaken idea that this kind of treatment

will stimulate a child to try harder.

Getting together with the school is the

very first step in helping a child who has

a reading difficulty. In some places read-

ing clinics, with experts trained in read-

ing difficulties, are available. We are not

likely to have more such centers unless

we are interested enough to demand

them. Parents need to educate each

other, as taxpayers, to the realization that

such investments are economical in the

long run.

Writing and arithmetic

There is as much difference between

children in the time they are ready for

writing as for reading, because each

child's muscular adjustment is an indi-

vidual matter.

Because the movements involved in

handwriting require the working to-

gether of very small and fine muscles, a

great many schools now encourage chil-

dren to begin with printing, or manu-

script writing. In this type of writing

each letter is formed separately, with

simple, short strokes, which are much
easier for young children.

There is much to be said for encourag-

ing children to begin using a typewriter

early. Children in the lower grades have

been found to have more to say on paper,

and to use a larger vocabulary when they

can use a typewriter than when they must

write by hand. The results, too, even

with mistakes, look like more of an ac-

complishment than handwriting.

By the time a child is in first grade, he

is not only interested in numbers, but

there are many times when he needs to

use them. Perhaps his room is the third

from the door in the second hall; he needs

to be able to count to find his seat. Per-

haps the teacher asks him to choose three

other children to play a game with him.

If in his everyday experience at home
he has learned to use numbers he will

enjoy this practice, instead of being con-

fused and puzzled. But sometimes par-

ents have paid more attention to teaching

children to count than to helping them

learn the meaning of numbers. Many a

5- or 6-year-old can glibly count up to 10

without having any idea of the relation-

ships between the words he repeats.

There are a thousand and one ways in

which a mother can help her children

really understand what numbers mean.

She may ask her 4-year-old to bring her

two spools of thread, or to get three spoons

when he is helping her set the table.

When he is playing with blocks he will

enjoy following suggestions to make tow-

ers of two and four blocks.

We are so casual in our conversation

with children that we deprive them of a

great deal of information that might come

in handy. For example, both wool and

butter are known to children from their

earliest years, yet less than half of our

5-year-olds probably have any idea as to

where they come from. Both in connec-

tion with general information and with

specific needs (like the requirements for

good progress in reading and arithmetic)

parents can be very helpful indeed. Let-

ting a child figure out which is a i-pound

and which is a 2-pound box of crackers at

the store gives him the beginning of dis-

crimination that may be followed up in

numerous ways like dividing an apple in

halves or counting out 3 of his weekly 10

pennies to put in his bank.

On the other hand, children can go

through their early school years reciting

their "tables" without really under-

standing what they are doing, because

only rote memory is involved. Parents

can help greatly in making numbers
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meaningful to children by playing par-

chesi, dominoes, and simple card games,

with them.

How to distinguish between "larger"

and "smaller," "longer" and "shorter,"

"lighter" and "heavier" can be learned by

playing games that involve guessing

weights, distances, sizes. Some 6-year-

olds will be able to tell what time it is

when the clock hands show the hour,

but they will probably be unable to grasp

any finer divisions of time.

The "why" of social studies

Parents who went to school before "so-

cial studies" were an important part of

the school day may be puzzled as to what

the term means.

A child's school life should provide ex-

periences that prepare him in every pos-

sible way for life after he leaves school.

Unless a person understands something

of the world in which he lives he can't

be expected to act very intelligently in it.

And now that we are all so close to and

dependent on people all over the world,

it is immensely important that we under-

stand how we are related.

When most families had their own
cow, there were no problems of milk

distribution. But nowadays, when a

family's milk supply may come from

hundreds of miles away, children need

to learn how a strike or a blizzard may
interfere with their having a glass of milk

at each meal. Children who live where

wheat is grown must get an understand-

ing of how a drought affects not only them

and their neighbors, but children in far-

off lands to which we export wheat. The
city boy must learn how our natural re-

sources can be conserved—why forests

should be protected, how great rivers can

be harnessed, or saved from pollution by

industrial plants—in order to vote intelli-

gently on laws dealing with these things.

Why is it any better to have "social

studies" than to have geography, history,

and civics as separate and disconnected

subjects? Such a change grew out of the

realization that our world has changed.

If our children are to understand other

human beings' needs, they must know the

conditions under which they live, how the

way they are governed came about, and

how our lives are affected by what hap-

pens to other people. It is impossible to

split human relations and the problems

connected with them up into little sepa-

rate pieces called "subjects."

If it takes a lot of understanding and

skill to gain mastery over the physical

world, it takes even more to handle re-

lations between people. Can we keep

our relations with a foreign country good

if we refuse to let her send in her manu-

factured products because they are made

by low-cost labor? Can we afford to

ignore the fact that crime costs us in-

finitely more than it would to provide the

better housing and playgrounds that

would help prevent so much of it?

These are the kind of questions that so-

cial studies try, not always to answer, but

to awaken children's minds to.

Children show their interest in the kind

of information they get in social studies

by the kind of spontaneous questions they

ask. Third- to sixth-grade children want

to know things like this:

How did people get divided up? How
were countries formed? How did people

learn to use oil? Where does the lead

in a pencil come from? Do the people

of India dress the same as we do? Why
do some people have jobs, others not?

This interest in origins, and causes, this

desire to have real explanations, points

out how necessary it is for teachers to be

well informed in the natural sciences,

and in those that deal with the way people

live and get along with each other.

The school gives children experience in

friendly living together and in taking re-
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sponsibility in dozens of ways. They

learn to think of others' rights when they

are taught to keep their voices low and

their heels from clattering in the halls.

They learn to conserve materials by tak-

ing good care of their books, and paint

brushes, by saving paper and crayons.

They begin to appreciate the meaning

and value of family life when they learn

how our family way of living grew up in

answer to the need of the helpless baby

for protection.

Social studies try to bind together all

the different kinds of learning that used

to be scattered about in hit or miss fashion

under many different subject headings.

Life is more meaningful when it is

studied as a whole.

First steps in science

Parents who know something of the

load of superstition and ignorance many
people carry around with them will be

delighted to find their children studying

science in grade school. The earlier chil-

dren begin to get the scientific attitude,

the better. The objectives of science and

social studies are the same: To help

children understand their world, and

have some idea about how men go about

getting useful knowledge of that world.

A child in the grades can get a "head

start" toward more direct and detailed

study by having problems to work on

(like learning how water evaporates, how
frost acts or how a magnet works). He
learns by real experiences the need of

planning how to go about finding out

things. He learns to keep an open mind,

how to avoid accepting easy explanations

not based on facts. Learning to work

with others on a problem, and how to go

about getting information from reference

books are other valuable contributions of

simple science experimentation and ob-

servation, planned to suit the children's

growing ability to think and reason.
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Means of self-expression

We would all like to see our children

learn to express what they have to say

clearly, whether in speech or in writing.

Until a child can write easily he must de-

pend on the spoken word to get across his

ideas. This is why it is important that a

child have a chance to talk freely and

spontaneously in many situations, before

he gets to the point of putting his ideas

down on paper.

Children who have not been repressed

at home are seldom timid about express-

ing themselves when they enter school.

Of course it takes any child some time to

learn how to act as a member of the large

group he is a part of when he goes into

first grade, but within a few weeks he

should feel comfortable enough to tell his

group about something that interests him,

or take part in discussions.

Much of a child's later ease and natural-

ness in speaking before a group, or his

reticence and fear of doing so, depends

upon the skill with which his first teach-

ers encourage him to take part. The

informal atmosphere of the early grades

seems strange to many parents whose

school life was in the stirrer, "reciting"

type of classroom. But such an atmos-

phere is one of the best signs that the

teacher is not old-fashioned or dictatorial.

Parents can have a share in helping

their children get a good start at self-

expression. The richer a child's experi-

ences, the greater his vocabulary and his

ability to put his ideas into words. The

person who is tongue-tied before a social

group is not always the one who has noth-

ing to say. But the child, or even the

adult for that matter, who has variety in

his life is better prepared to make a con-

tribution to a discussion.

Before children write easily enough to

put their ideas on paper, they often ex-

press themselves in language that is more
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fresh and charming than any of the writ-

ten work they will labor over in school

later. Teachers and those parents who
have time to take down at children's dic-

tation, stories, rhymes, and accounts of

experiences they have, are making it easy

for these children to transfer their

thoughts to paper later.

Spelling is closely connected with a

child's self-expression in writing. One of

the reasons why children so often find

writing letters or school papers irksome

may be because misspelled words are in-

variably called to their attention.

To encourage children to learn to spell

we should make use of their natural ac-

tivities that call upon them to use words.

Children making signs for a circus or a

fair they are planning, or printing tickets

or placards for a play, will go to a lot

of pains to see that they get the words

right. Parents should use everyday, nat-

ural situations that come up to make chil-

dren word-conscious in an enjoyable way.

Words that sound alike but are spelled

differently can be made the basis for

games in which the different meanings

are brought out.

There seem to be great variations in

children's natural ability to spell. It

would seem that a child who reads a lot

would tend to be a good speller, but such

is not the case. Such a child may be too

deep in what he's reading to watch the

details of words.

Parents who try to help a child learn

how to spell should be careful to see

that their methods are not too unlike

those in use in school. For example,

learning to spell according to certain

rules, which many grown-ups did, is not

practiced today as much as is drill on

words that contain pitfalls.

Dramatizing what they read about or

experience is one of children's great pleas-

ures, from the time they are very little.

To be able to lose himself in the char-

acter he is portraying is a wonderful way

of freeing a child from self-consciousness.

It is a form of expression of deep-lying

urges that can be a help to the expansion

of a child's personality. It is one that

parents can aid and abet by providing

stage properties and a variety of clothing

to be used as costume material. The old

trunk dedicated to cast-off finery, old hats,

ribbons, lace curtains, and discarded jew-

elry will be a gold mine for children who
carry on dramatic activities.

Musical experience

When children can or should learn

musical skills is a problem dependent on

much more than age. Not only must

children's physical and mental maturity

be considered, but also any special ability

in music, and their background of experi-

ence. A child whose family is much in-

terested in music, even though he may not

possess special talent, has an advantage

over one in whose home music is never

listened to or played. One who has un-

usually good muscular control will be

prepared to begin to play an instrument

earlier than a child whose coordination is

not especially good for his age. No mat-

ter how great or how small a degree of

musical talent a child has, the way he

feels about music will influence his learn-

ing. If he comes to hate it because of

being forced to study too young, to prac-

tice too much, or too long at one time, his

progress can't be expected to be as satis-

factory as that of a child whose whole ex-

perience with music has been joyous.

Of real value is the provision in the

home of opportunities for hearing good

music, and for singing together. Learn-

ing to enjoy and appreciate good music,

both popular and classical, is just as pro-

ductive an experience as learning to make

music, and it appeals to a far greater num-

ber of children.

Even those children who at the start
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seem to be "monotones" can learn to

sing. It is probable that lack of experi-

ence accounts for the many such children

in the early grades. The earlier children

are given some help and practice in fol-

lowing a tune without making them

strained and self-conscious, the more en-

joyment they will get out of their experi-

ence with music at school and at home.

Children like to help make musical in-

struments. Rattles made with gourds or

milk cartons, marimbas, triangles, tam-

bourines, or drums can all be made at

home. But such activities promote inter-

est only if they are thoroughly enjoyable.

What instruments
shall they play?
The suitability of different instruments

for children, when they begin to have an

interest in taking lessons, has been much
discussed. Musical prodigies who begin

playing the piano or violin at three or

four, and by their genius upset all rules

of what to expect, have caused some par:

ents to assume that it makes little differ-

ence what instrument a child starts with

if only he starts early enough.

A little thought given to the matter

makes us realize that what we know
about a child's physical development runs

counter to this idea. Extremely delicate

adjustments must be made by the fingers

in playing a violin or a flute. This puts

the mastery, or even the use, of such in-

struments, out of the question with all but

a very few children until a high degree of

motor coordination has developed. Add
to this the extremely sensitive ear neces-

sary to the detection of mistakes in pitch,

and it becomes easy to see why the piano

is often regarded as the most rewarding

instrument for younger children.

Although it is a less "personal" instru-

ment than one they can hold, the piano

makes fewer demands on them. Selected

children, with special talents, may make
very good progress on reed or string in-
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struments. But the piano with its defi-

nite arrangement of keys, and its much
fewer demands as far as muscular adjust-

ments go, conforms to the child's motor

and mental development better than most

other instruments.

So much depends on a child's inclina-

tion toward music, and the way he is

taught, that no definite age can be given

as the "best" time to begin learning to

play an instrument. Very few children

will profit much by beginning earlier than

the age of 6.

There are children who have a gift for

rhythmic activities, without having some

of the other abilities required for achieve-

ment in music. For them, dancing may
prove a delightful form of self-expression.

In providing such opportunities for

children we mustn't forget to leave them

plenty of time in which to do things of

their own choosing. Childhood is pretty

much regimented for a good share of the

year by five or more hours of school 5

days a week. To fill. after-school hours

and Saturdays with music, dancing, or

dramatic work so that a child has no time

he can call his own is to deny him some-

thing no "advantage" can make up for.

Home study problems

Although most educators no longer

stress home work as much as they used

to, some grade-school children still have

assignments to be done outside of school.

When this is so, the time and conditions

for study should be carefully planned to

keep it from being a hateful chore. Pref-

erably home work should be of the volun-

tary sort, should grow out of the child's

interest in getting further information,

pictures, or other material to illustrate

and expand what is being discussed at

school. Home assignments should allow

a child to pursue interests that are truly

his own and give scope to his originality.

One boy may spend thoroughly pleasur-
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able hours on a map; a girl may take great

delight in making her notebook expres-

sive of her taste and love of color.

Unfortunately, too often home work is

purely routine—so many problems to

work, so many spelling words to learn.

When this is true, it certainly taxes a

parent's cleverness to make home work
anything but irksome.

Children need freedom for active, out-

door play after being confined in school

for hours. For this reason, the study

period should not come right after school.

Just before or soon after dinner may be

a good time. Most children like to have

a little relaxation before going to bed, so

to leave home study until the last thing

at night is questionable. The conditions

surrounding home work should be such

that the child isn't interrupted or dis-

tracted. A comfortable chair, and a desk

or table where the light is good, are essen-

tial. Some children like to study in the

family group, but the chances are they

will settle down to business and get their

work over much quicker in a separate

room. If they study in the same place

every night they will get more done, be-

cause they don't have to spend time ad-

justing to an unfamiliar situation. Only

children sometimes do slightly better

work at school than those with brothers

and sisters. This may be connected with

the fact that they can study undisturbed.

On the other hand, some adults have

very pleasant memories of working with

a group of brothers and sisters.

Oftentimes a child will get his home
work out of the way more promptly if it

is sandwiched in between radio programs.

This has the advantage of discouraging

dawdling; many times a child things he is

studying when he is really aimlessly read-

ing words over and over.

Because of the feeling some older peo-

ple have that home work is- desirable,

some of the things educators have found

out about it are worth knowing:

1. Children who spend a lot of time on

home work do little or no better than

others. A dull but conscientious child

may plod away endlessly at home work,

but lack the ability to make a better show-

ing at school on that account.

2. Home work doesn't seem to be

much of a factor in raising a child's marks

at school. This is a good point for par-

ents to keep in mind who are very am-

bitious for their child's school success.

3. There are more disadvantages than

advantages, all told, about compulsory

assignments of home work.

4. On the positive side, there is some

small likelihood that a child who has

formed the habit of home study in the

grades will do better in high school, where

home work seems necessary.

5. There are many times when parents

ought to help with home work, and would

build up a closer relationship with their

children by doing so. The school has a

responsibility for letting parents know
when and how they can help.

All in all, home work is being frowned

on pretty generally. Study outside of

school is useful, apparently, only when it

is something freely and naturally entered

into because of a child's interest in learn-

ing. One who begins to make a collec-

tion of railway maps, enthusiastically en-

listing his father's help, and talking over

with him the reasons for different routes,

time of laying rails, and so on, is learning

something about our country's history,

and also about its resources, trade, con-

tours, and settling by people from other

lands. But it is the self-initiated enjoy-

ment that makes this valuable.

The home can contribute by helping a

child form the. habit of putting his time

to good use. This does not mean push-

ing, prodding, keeping children busy

every minute, but rather surrounding

them with the possibilities for using lei-
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sure time productively, such as books,

pictures, materials, and—above all—an

atmosphere of enthusiasm and ideas.

In discussing children's activities we
always come back to how absolutely

necessary it is to know children. Be-

cause a great part of a child's life is spent

in school, it is necessary for parents to

know the school, too. Parents and

schools should be partners. Too often

parents are silent partners, or if not silent,

they voice complaints. Why not be con-

structive? When parents get back of a

plan for hot lunches at school, for in-

cluding family life courses in the cur-

riculum, things begin to happen in their

communities.

Everyday problems

Always, in trying to explain puzzling

behavior, we must first think of what has

gone before. What special circumstances

have surrounded this child? What kind

of adult personalities has he lived among?

What things have happened to him?

Not that we should always hurry to "do

something" about conduct that perplexes

us. Oftentimes what seems like a tough

problem will be ironed out as time passes,

and the child becomes more mature. Just

as there is a "stage" when temper tan-

trums are to be expected in little children,

so with dozens of other sudden peculiar-

ities of behavior. They blow up like a

shower and pass as quickly.

It would be foolhardy, however, to toss

off any and all bothersome behavior by

saying, "Oh, it's just his age!" or, "He'll

outgrow it." But we could sometimes

save ourselves headaches by going at such

things slowly, instead of immediately

whipping up a froth of anxiety.

Fleeting phases

There's a stage of hitting and one of

turning down vegetables; periods when
table manners seem to be slipping back

into cave-man-with-a-bone daysj instead

of getting better. There will be crazes

that nearly drive us crazy.

We don't know much about the mean-

ing of these side trips children take. But

we should learn to recognize the differ-

ence between them and behavior that

really needs study.

When a io-year-old is completely heed-

less of the dirt on his hands, does it mean
he's never going to learn to keep clean?

Of course not. But how to tell the dif-

ference between things that matter and

those that don't? Will Mary's shyness,

that seems to result from her being so tall

for her age, last? Or will it disappear as

her friends start to grow fast, too? Prob-

lems like hand cleanliness will finally

take care of themselves, but the tallness

and shyness may not so easily be solved.

Sometimes, though, the puzzling be-

havior will be a clue to real trouble. Our

groping for an explanation may occasion-

ally hit on a sore spot that needs expert

attention. When any behavior appears

that is disturbing because it is different

from a child's usual ways, we might well

ask ourselves, while carefully observing
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him, "Is this something unimportant and

fleeting, that needs no special handling?

Or is it the outward expression of some

hidden difficulty, the child's reaction to

something that is bothering or blocking

him?" If watching or studying him in

relation to the people or conditions that

surround him doesn't provide an explana-

tion expert help may be needed.

Nearly all parents are shocked when
their children bring home "swear-words,"

or use other vulgar phrases. We lose

perspective for a moment because our lit-

tle innocent's lips have been defiled by

vulgarity. We forget that a child who is

not daily exposed to such language;

whose attention isn't called to it as some-

thing pretty exciting—by mouthwashing

with soap, or some equally stupid treat-

ment—isn't going to use it permanently.

He experiments with it just as he does

with anything that's new. Or he may
use it in order to "belong" to his "gang."

If we don't get excited and make an issue

of it the novelty will wear off, and the

language will be forgotten.

If we act shocked or show a child that

we are disgusted, all that we succeed in

doing is to drive him into being very care-

ful not to use the disliked language in

our hearing. If we forbid him to play

with the child from whom he picked it

up we are handling it negatively, instead

of trying to be of constructive influence

in the other child's life.

The rough and rude phase

One of the more common phases that

disturbs parents is the rude, blustery be-

havior by which small boys begin to as-

sert their independence after they start

school. Because they are "picked on"

more or less by older boys who have

passed through the stage of inexperience,

they may try to make ur) for their young-

ness by being bold and tough. Some,

being completely frightened and unequal
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to the situation, are termed "sissies" or

"mama's boys." It is much healthier

for a boy to meet the problem by an

attacking attitude than by being afraid.

But for a mother to see her sweet lit-

tle boy suddenly transformed into a

"toughie" is hard. Having him come
roaring into the house, loudly voicing

demands, his feet clattering noisily, his

appearance that of a street urchin, calls,

she feels, for action. Instead of being

glad that he's facing up to the demands
made upon him, she is likely to be full

of reproaches. How much better if she

can congratulate herself on his fist fights,

realizing that this is a fumbling first step

toward proving his courage, and that the

boy who listens to the pleas of his parents

not to fight may regret it all his life.

They can prove it in other ways? May-
be so, but try to tell a boy that and make
it stick!

Little girls do not have to establish

themselves in quite this way; their

strength must lie along other lines. To
be favorably looked upon by one's school

mates one needs to stand out in some way.

A boy whose physical development is

good is more likely to be popular than

one with a poor physique. Girls may
try to get approval by an outstanding ac-

complishment or getting good marks, or

by having pretty clothes. They may go

through a phase of seeking friendships

with well-thought-of playmates, and of

bickering and jealousy tied up with want-

ing to be "best friends" with girls who
are in the accepted groups. Such be-

havior although of the same motivation is

less noticeable and less upsetting than

bloody noses or torn shirts.

Teasing and quarreling

Why are teasing and quarreling men-

tioned so often by mothers as one of their

greatest trials? Isn't it probably as much
because they are so annoying to us, as be-
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cause we are so deeply concerned about

their effect on the children?

If we looked upon them as a blessing

which is denied the only child we might

be nearer to appreciating their true value.

For what they are, in large measure, is

simply a rather crude and noisy attempt

at learning how to get along with other

people. Brothers and sisters are very

convenient agents to practice on.

There are a number of things that seem

to touch off this behavior.

Age differences are the basis for a

good deal of conflict. Children of 4 and 7

or 8 and 12, have comparatively little in

common. Four wants to play with

Seven's precious electric train. Twelve

can't stand the "silly" jokes Eight is con-

tinually springing.

Clear understandings between children

about what things are to be shared, and

what are strictly private property, is a

help. Room enough to turn around in is

a priceless advantage, too, if you can find

it and afford it. To arrange so that two

boys or two girls of very different tastes

or ages don't have to share a room may
take some clever handling—but it will be

worth it. If they must, plan so that they

will go to bed at different hours, have

separate closet or drawer space for their

clothes. Letting children work out be-

tween themselves how their space is to be

divided gives them the fun of having their

"say" in a matter that is of pretty deep

concern to them.

Do your children see too much of each

other? Some families expect their chil-

dren to find more companionship in each

other than is reasonable. Brothers and

sisters get to know each other so well that

there may be less novelty and stimulation

in their play than when outsiders are

brought in. If we think back we may
remember better how very important to

us our friends were, even at the age of

8 or 10. A family bent on keeping down
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the annoying bickering and teasing will

import children and also encourage their

youngsters to go to their friends' homes.

Differences in interests between the

sexes naturally result in some clashes.

But how important it is for boys and girls

to have a chance to learn something about

each others' tastes and interests early in

life. There are going to be a great many
more things they agree about than those

they disagree on. Let's hope that con-

tinues into their adult relationships. Let's

not forget that the ages we're considering

include those very years when the two

sexes become very stand-offish toward

each other. By the age of 9 or 10, boys

and girls increasingly shy away from the

simple acceptance of each other of early

childhood. Perhaps this is nature's way
of laying the ground work for a new ap-

preciation in the teens. Whatever the

answer, there is a time when it seems

fairly common for boys to turn up their

noses at girls and girls at boys. Part of

this is only the attempt to establish the

importance of one's own sex—for boys

and girls in whom natural differences

have not been exaggerated by different

treatment and training enjoy each other

thoroughly, when their interests run in

common. But try as we may, we cannot

get the average 10-year-old boy to want

girls at his birthday party.

It is a good thing brothers and sisters

do squabble and pull hair. If they bot-

tled up all jealousy and ill will we might

never guess it existed. As it is we get

a chance to find out what's causing the

rub. When the teasing is one-sided, it

leads us to stop and think. Is Ann's

picking on her little brother related to

the joy with which the relatives greeted

the birth of a boy in a family where girls

had been in the majority?

Once we have unearthed some clues as

to what lies behind undue and unfair

teasing, we can take steps to remove the
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causes. Taking stock of our own be-

havior will often reveal that we have not

been giving enough consideration to the

special and different needs of each child.

Perhaps we failed to notice that Jane, at

II, is being allowed many more privileges

than Lois, now 13, was at the same age.

Is it surprising under such circumstances

that Lois picks on flaws in Jane?

Have we considered whether Jim's

orneriness before supper may not mean

he has been overstimulated (the neigh-

borhood boys he plays with are all older

than he), and is so tired he is ready to

jump on his little sister at every move she

makes? Maybe he is the goat so often

among the bigger boys that he finds it a

great relief to take it out on someone.

No one really knows how much teas-

ing and quarreling should be passed over

as normal. But it is probably true that

if we could shut our ears to it oftener than

we do, and not step in and settle differ-

ences, we might find that our children did

not suffer. As often as not our efforts

to stop the annoyance of loud voices re-

sult in our protecting one child unfairly.

So your children argue

!

Family life without arguments would

be as impersonal as life alone in a hotel.

In a family each one's ideas and beliefs

and feelings touch everyone else; almost

everything anyone does or thinks tangles

with the life that is being led in common.
After all, what is so disturbing about

having children argue? Could it be that

while they are very little, and we parents

have the upper hand, we get into the habit

of "shushing" them if they disagree with

us or have ideas that don't fit in with

ours? Shouldn't we be pleased instead

of upset over children's tendency, as they

develop, to have more and more ideas of

their own, and to want to put across those

ideas? It's more comfortable and quiet

around the house without arguments, yes.

But isn't it true that we tell children to

"pipe down" when they are arguing with

us or with each other, largely because if

they were always docile and obedient it

would save us from having to think?

Perhaps we need to distinguish between

arguing, which means reasoning, and

wrangling. One means trying to clear

up or prove the worth of a point of view;

the other turns discussions into hot and

angry conflict. When this latter is in-

dulged in, it often means that children are

rebelling against unfair treatment, are

resentful, jealous, or envious.

A parent needs a clear head in order to

listen, observe, and be able to decide how
much importance to attach to disagree-

ments. But only by doing this can we
tell whether "something needs to be

done" or whether the picture is one of

wholesome growth toward so-called adult

ways of settling things.

What do children argue about? Every-

thing under the sun—their interests and

concerns are that broad. Why do we get

annoyed? Because so many of their dis-

cussions seem pointless, or trifling, or take

time, and interefere with things we think

are more important? Or is it ever be-

cause we are too busy or too lazy to think

up good answers? We enjoy listening to

the hot, rapid-fire arguments of town

meeting types of program on the air.

Why do we object to them in our own
homes? Instead why not take some tips

from such programs?

People who take different points of

view on a platform or on the radio have to

line up their facts and reasons. Perhaps

a family that held to this same standard

could do away with some tiresome, useless

discussion. It would help children to un-

derstand the need of fortifying them-

selves with facts; of the silliness of hold-

ing a point of view that is merely the re-

sult of personal feeling, with no solid

factual information back of it.
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Children nowadays need practice in

thinking as perhaps they never have be-

fore. Events and difficulties, whether on

the other side of the world or on ours, are

affecting our daily lives in ways that even

children can see. Perhaps this gives us a

better chance than parents of an earlier

day had to help children get into the habit

of considering many sides of a question.

One of the things that comes up in

children's arguments (as in adults') is

"rights." When Pat argues that he "had

a right" to use Bunny's mittens, his own

being wet, we have a chance to show how

often "rights" must be compromised;

how if he had asked Bunny for them it

would have saved trouble. When Janet

argues that she has a "right" to do what

her friends are allowed to do, investiga-

tion may show that she actually has some

privileges they don't have, or that we have

been holding the reins too tight. We
want our children to be wary of accepting

harmful ideas and prejudices thought-

lessly. Ought we not then to welcome

their growing ability to test and weigh

our suggestions?

Dawdling, whining, sulking,

tattling, and cheating

Dawdling is usually a very minor

problem, but it's often little things that

make us cross, and so lead to friction.

It seems to be in the nature of human
beings to poke, fool around, dawdle, de-

lay when bored. That's why dawdling

over dressing comes to the fore about the

time children start school. The business

of getting into clothes has ceased being

exciting and novel. It's old stuff, but not

old enough to be done speedily and

automatically.

Except, that is, when there's a very

pleasant prospect ahead. It's worth

while, for that reason, to make breakfast

as much fun as we can. A child who has

a reason to get dressed, for example,

whose friend is going to call for him, or

who has a new turtle to take to school,

hustles into his clothes in no time. We
may get tired of thinking of ways of mak-

ing a child look past the dressing, to the

interesting next thing, but it is worth our

time. This stage won't last forever,

you know. Removing distractions often

helps. Keeping the puppy out of the

bedroom and the toys out of sight will

keep them from distracting the child.

Have Jim dress in another room if Junior

keeps making him giggle by deliberately

putting his shoes on the wrong feet.

Whining is something else again. It

means that somehow you've led your child

to believe that that is the way to get atten-

tion. You've got to counteract this idea.

Give him devoted attention when he

doesn't whine; be ready to listen to him,

not just to say "uh-huh" absent-mindedly;

save up little jokes and funny poems to

tell him at times when he's around the

kitchen, watching you roll out piecrust.

Maybe someone in the family is a

whiner? Maybe the child is copying

him. Maybe you're overworked, and

need a change. Whining may mean that

the child is adopting a self-pitying atti-

tude. Find out why the child fancies

he's abused or short-changed. Make sure

he isn't. Then stop commenting on the

whining and forget about it.

Occasionally, whining is the first indi-

cation we have that a child is ill. Then,

of course, he needs medical attention.

Sulking suggests that a child is bottling

up things he should get off his chest. It

may mean (i) that he has an undue

idea of his own importance; (2) that he's

not learning to "take it" when things

don't go his way, and he feels baffled to

know how to proceed; (3) that he really

is misunderstood, that he is not given a

chance to explain his feelings.

Commenting on sulky behavior, telling

a child to stop sulking, makes him feel
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even more blocked, and probably will

only increase his inability to act and his

tendency to withdraw.

It would be interesting to know
whether sulkiness is more common in

children who have never been allowed to

talk back to their parents. A child of 6

whose mother is outraged at his calling

her a "dumbbell," instead of taking such

an outburst in her stride, may be the one

who retreats at 10 into the sulks when
faced with almost anything that makes

him angry.

If sulking really becomes unresponsive-

ness and depression, expert help is needed.

Any unhealthy retreat should be a sig-

nal for us to provide outlets for the child's

emotions. Often, helping a child find an

activity with which to busy himself will

be the most helpful way of resolving his

immediate difficulty. In time, with a

better understanding on our part of how
to avoid provoking such a crisis, he will

work out ways of handling his emotions

more acceptably.

Tattling is unpleasant, but so common
in young children as to seem more normal

than otherwise. What does it mean? It

suggests, of course, that the tattler is weak,

and has to come to an adult for support.

Common sense tells us that all children

are weak on occasion; but when a child

is constantly pointing out the unfairness

or bad conduct of others we may begin

to suspect that he is in need of a different

kind of help from that he asks. He needs

to be built up, to feel equal to situations.

Then he won't need to be on the lookout

to pull some one else down.

Tattling that lasts after a child is old

enough to understand the ugly meaning

of tale-bearing betrays insecurity. The
job his parents face is not how to make
him stop tattling, but how to make him
feel secure. One child will need more
praise for his efforts to be fair and square;

another, more responsibility; a third may

need help in laughing off minor injustices,

in developing more of a sense of humor.
Cheating (as was mentioned on p. 21)

is another indication of inability to "make
the grade" in the personal struggle for

satisfaction. Whether at games, in school

work, in getting out of tasks or by doing

them poorly, not playing fair tells us

something about the fears of the child

and the standards he is setting up for

himself. If his belief in himself is not

sturdy we must try to find ways of build-

ing up his morale.

Is he living and playing in a group that

is so highly competitive that he feels he

must come out on top, even by unfair

means? Has he been overindulged at

home, so that he is unused to struggle?

Are his longings for achievement out of

keeping with his ability, so that he has

become one of the "I-won't-play-if-I-can't-

win" kind of children?

Once parents understand the possible

meanings of such behavior they can

usually supply children with the help that

makes them feel equal to situations.

How important are

good manners?

A good deal of unhappiness comes to

children because their parents have pretty

set ideas about manners and children have

none. (Well, hardly any!) They have

natural friendliness and cheerfulness,

though, that go a long way to make up

for their failure to see why "Hi!" isn't

always as acceptable a greeting as "How
do you do."

Some children are made into little pup-

pets with a thin layer of social varnish.

Usually such manners do not stand up

under hard wear. Unless the courtesy

that we try to make habitual in children is

real we are not doing them much of a

favor. They may have a whole bag of

tricks like how to hold their fork right

and how to take off their hat to a lady,
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and still be rude and selfish. It is more

important to teach a boy not to push

ahead of someone at a counter in order

to be served than to be sure he remembers

to get off a bus ahead of the girl he's with,

in order to help her down.

Real politeness comes from the way a

person feels. If we help children to have

kindly feelings toward others their man-

ners in expressing their feelings will

pretty much take care of themselves.

One of the good ways of letting children

in on the secret of good manners is to be

considerate of them.

This is the basis of all good social con-

duct. Manners are catching. There is

contagion in pleasant morning greetings

by parents; in the "excuse me" that

springs to our lips when we have been

thoughtless of our children's rights; in the

"thank you" that a child learns from the

gracious consideration with which kind-

ness is received, in quite voices, as much
as in shrill ones; in warm friendliness for

those who do us services.

When is teaching necessary?

There are all kinds of little special ways

of feeling at ease in social situations that a

child will not have practice in at home.

How to behave in a restaurant or on a

train; how to thank one's hostess gra-

ciously at a party—all these have to be

taught. The child who learns many of

the "proper" things to do is going to be

a more comfortable adolescent, when he

begins to have wider social experiences.

There are many good books on man-

ners written for boys and girls; and while

boys under 12 will be inclined to scoff at

such fol-de-rol, they may take a peek at

the books that interest their sisters. Leave

them where they're conspicuous.

Many mothers cleverly arrange for

their children to help them when they

have guests. Awkwardness and embar-

rassment disappear when a child has

something to do, like showing guests

where to put their coats, or helping to

pass sandwiches.

Discussing why certain ways of doing

things have come about helps children to

recognize the need for many of our social

customs. Just as the buttons on a man's

coat sleeve, that were useful when his lace

ruffle had to be kept out of his plate, now
serve no purpose, so some of our social

customs are useless relics. But most of

our polite ways came into use for a reason,

and if they make our relations with oth-

ers easier and smoother, they're worth

holding on to. By talking about these

things we can help children discriminate

between things that are simply superficial,

and those that show good breeding be-

cause they are more than skin deep. Men
used to take off their hats when women
got into elevators; nowadays they realize

it is much more considerate to leave their

hats on than it is to jab people with their

elbows while trying to take them off.

Parents can help their children to con-

verse easily. "Small talk" is of very little

consequence in one sense, but immensely

important when it helps others to feel

comfortable. The family that fosters dis-

cussion of current events, that listens to

the children's opinions about movies or

radio programs, is at the same time mak-

ing it possible for them to express them-

selves in a group.

Teen-age children who are beginning

to take part in social life a good deal often

complain that they "don't know what to

talk about," especially among strangers

or members of the opposite sex. Those

who have, from the time they were quite

young, been welcomed when they took

part in adult conversations will have had

enough practice by the time they reach

the so-called awkward age so that it

needn't be awkward.. The 10- or 12-year-

old will be glad to have mother provide a

few phrases that can be used when greet-
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ing people, or saying "good-by" at a party.

To hear their parents' guests discuss-

ing interesting questions is an important

part of children's education. They can

be taught not to demand more than their

share of attention just as they are taught

how to shake hands cordially. Children

should have learned well before the age

of 6 not to interrupt, and not to "show off"

when there is company.

Children must have real interest in

other people if they are to find it easy to

talk with them. The family that is

warmly friendly, that has many kinds of

visitors, makes its children aware of other

people and their feelings. Being a good

listener is as important as knowing how
to talk; so children who recognize how
much people like to talk about their own
interests are readier for social experience.

There is more value in commenting

more on a child's good responses than on

what he forgets or does poorly. If we
don't call attention to blunders we will

avoid making him self-conscious.

Nervous habits

"Nervousness" is a sort of rag-bag term.

We put this label on any kind of behavior

that puzzles or bothers us. A child who
bites his nails is called "nervous"; so is

one who wets the bed, is an overactive

chatterer, or a restless sleeper. We often

assume that such behavior suggests a

highly sensitive, easily agitated child. In

some cases unstable emotions may be in

part due to the original nervous equip-

ment with which a child was born; but

we must not forget that his surroundings

have had a lot to do with the ways he

responds. We neglect to ask ourselves if

we are responsible for our children's be-

ing nervous. Perhaps our habits (a

screechy voice; whining about how much
work we have to do; darting restlessly

from one thing to another) are enough to

force nervousness upon them. It is easy

to expect a child to conform to more

mature behavior than he is capable of.

A child who lives with excitable adults

is not helped in developing serenity and

calmness. Some sort of pressure is, or

has been in the past, back of stuttering,

masturbating, making grimaces with the

mouth, bed-wetting, or any other habits

that are hard to understand. Nervous

habits involving the mouth are the most

common of the various ways of express-

ing pent-up-energy.

To center attention on the nervous

habit itself is to confuse, almost paralyze,

the child. Our business is first to get at

the underlying causes. The form the

nervousness takes is only a symptom.

Enuresis

If a child of school age still wets his

bed, here are some of the things to look

for. Was learning' to keep dry over-

emphasized from the beginning? Did
he ever really learn to keep dry? If the

wetting is of fairly recent appearance,

what events in his life may be tied up with

it? Did something occur that was a

threat to him, for example, bringing home
bad marks, giving up having a room or

bed to himself, or being punished for sex

play with other children? Is jealousy of

a younger child making him fall back into

babyish ways—ways that certainly gain

him attention?

If he has wet the bed off and on for a

long time, look for some chronic con-

dition that weighs on him, and that he is

helpless to do anything about. Do his

parents distress him by continual bicker-

ing? Are they divorced or separated, so

that he's batted back and forth between

them, hearing one criticize the other? Is

he the dull one in a bright family, so that

there's a nagging ache of self-distrust

where his self-confidence ought to be?

Is he under a strain because he has just

entered school?
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Most important of all, has he been made
to feel miserably ashamed of his habit?

Punished, scolded, told he could help it

if only he would try?

Once a child becomes fearful of not

being able to stay dry, and is pestered by

efforts to make him do so, his anxiety piles

up. He's afraid outsiders will know of

his trouble. Instead of being a help to

him—which he can usually count on

—

his father and mother blame him.

What we can do for a child who has

this trouble is to try to take whatever load

he's carrying off his shoulders. He
should not be punished, or scolded, or

made to feel disgraced. All the effort

should be in the direction of making him

comfortable and light-hearted and capa-

ble. We will do more by building up his

strength and self-belief than by any

amount of criticism.

If he is emotionally excitable, things

that overstimulate him must be avoided.

He, more than the next child, needs con-

sistent handling—not to be allowed all

kinds of favors one day, and then jerked

up short the next. He needs to have solid

ground under him, to know where he

stands with his parents. He needs occu-

pations and interests that will encourage

concentration, instead of restless running

from one thing to another. He will prob-

ably need to be shielded from harrowing

movies, radio dramas, and tragic news

items more than the average child. His

sleep and rest requirements must be kept

constantly in mind.

He will welcome practical ways in

which he may learn to overcome his habit;

like having an alarm clock in his room

that will awaken him in the night (bed-

wetters are usually very deep sleepers),

or a room alone, so that he will not be

humiliated by having others know about

his lapses. He needs to have his mother

and father feel, and show, confidence that

he will get over his difficulty all right.

He needs to know that they are accepting

him, not frowning on him as a nuisance.

If, when everything possible has been

done to rid a child of any worries (like

his school progress, his relations with

other children, or money difficulties at

home), he still persists in wetting his bed,

professional help should be sought. If

there is no child-guidance clinic in the

immediate vicinity, local or State depart-

ments of health, welfare, or education are

always glad to give information as to

where the help of a child psychologist or

psychiatrist may be found. Rarely in-

deed is there a physical cause back of pro-

longed bed-wetting, but this possibility

should, of course, be ruled upon by a

physician. Circumcision is never a cure.

Sometimes enuresis, like other nervous

habits, begins when the child is under

some sort of strain, and remains, though

the strain has been relieved. When a

parent comes to the conclusion that the

bed-wetting is just a "relic" that fact in

itself may help to clear the atmosphere.

In many cases, a change of parents'

attitudes, and their encouragement will

make it no longer necessary for the child

to return to the helplessness of babyhood.

Nail-biting

Nail-biting is another sign of strain.

To attack it by applying a bitter-tasting

substance to the fingers is almost never

of any use, because it does not do away

with the tension that is causing the habit.

Forever calling a child's attention to it

does more harm than good; it only gives

him something more to feel tense about.

The most constructive way of helping

to overcome this habit is to free him from

any known causes of fatigue, overexcite-

ment, or worry, and to patiently look for

causes that do not appear on the surface.

Children have been observed to be espe-

cially prone to bite their nails when they

are inactive, and at the same time are be-
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ing emotionally stimulated. Sitting for a

couple of hours at a movie, reading a

thrilling story, or working on a tough

arithmetic problem are examples of this

kind of pressure. Having plenty of

whole-body activity and much freedom

for letting off steam cuts down the need

for nail-biting.

To help a nail-biter by letting him have

gum to chew or an apple to eat when he

is studying is to recognize the need of

giving him a substitute for the undesir-

able activity. But most of all, removing

causes of worry or anxiety must be relied

on to rid children of this, or any other

nervous habit.

Fears, worries, frustrations, and

their outlets

As children learn more about the

world we might expect them to fear only

those unpleasant or harmful things that

it makes sense to be afraid of. Actually,

this is not so. Instead of worrying about

such realistic things as being run over,

they turn out to be afraid of being at-

tacked by tigers or gorillas, or of finding

a lion under the bed. Fears of the dark,

of "spooks" and unearthly creatures, of

robbers and criminals, are so common as

to make it obvious that children have

picked up these dire imaginary dangers

from stories, movies, or radio; from over-

hearing grown-up discussions of un-

pleasant things; from other children; or

from lurid newspaper accounts of crime.

A fear of storms, very prevalent at 8

or 9, is an exception, storms being some-

thing most children have experienced.

It is often learned from adults who have

never outgrown their own childish fear

of thunder and lightning.

Just as young children fear things

they cannot understand, and are unpre-

pared to deal with, so older children, in

being afraid of the weird and mysteri-

ous, reveal that it is things that are un-

familiar and unexplained that worry

them. When children have bad dreams,

things they fear appear in them, such as

frightening animals, criminals, and rob-

bers. It is highly important, then, for

adults to guard their conversation, and

not discuss things before children that

may, because of their ignorance, cause

them to worry.

Fewer farm children are afraid of dogs

than city children. This points to how
much familiarity with an animal has

to do with dispelling fear. The more

information a child has about any situa-

tion that may cause him to fear, the more

familiar he is with ways of dealing with

such situations, the less likely he is to be

fear-ridden. There are great individual

differences in the number and degree of

children's fears. If a fear persists, and

parents' efforts to deal with it fail, ex-

pert help and careful investigation of
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the causes may be necessary.

Some thoughtless or malicious adults

purposely frighten children, so it is es-

sential for parents to know the persons

with whom they leave their children.

While it may seem less important in mid-

dle childhood in comparison with the im-

pressions children may get in the pre-

school years, the very fact that the school-

age child is more conversational, and has

broader interests, makes such chance

contacts important.

Movies and radio thrillers apparently

contribute to children's fears, even though

they usually are not the underlying cause

of these fears. Children who already

feel disturbed and uneasy are more apt to

be impressed deeply with what they see

and hear in these ways. It would be

fine if parents could see every movie

their children went to, beforehand, but

this is a practice limited to a very few

homes. It is possible, however, to use

lists of suitable movies printed in maga-

zines for parents. When it comes to

the radio, we can listen to the different

children's programs. It we think a cer-

tain program undesirable we can plan

our children's activities so as to have other

interesting things to compete with it. A
sensitive, highly imaginative child will

naturally have to be protected more than

one who takes things casually; and some-

times it will be less harmful to let a

child listen to a program that all his

friends talk about than to give him a

feeling of being thwarted and "different."

Just as a child is less emotionally upset

by an exciting movie if his father or

mother is with him, so a child probably

feels more secure if an adult listens with

him to the radio drama, and talks over

the story with him afterward. By dis-

cussing a movie or radio play with a

child we can point out absurdities, that

heroes are not killed off, that things will

come out all right in the end; thus help-

ing him to have a little perspective.

Part of the enjoyment of such things

comes from being "safely" frightened.

There is a tingle and thrill in taking

part (even at second hand) in adventures,

if one feels secure. The fun of coasting,

of climbing to a high place, or of diving

comes in part from the knowledge that

there is an element of danger, but that

things are under control.

Fears connected with the self

More subtle than these fears that chil-

dren recognize and talk about are fears

connected with the child's self. All of

us know what it is to feel adequate or

inadequate, the result of having played

our part well or poorly, as the case may
be. A child is in the midst of creating

the part he is to play. His expectations

of himself, the things he achieves, must

not fall too far below his belief in his

own ability. If Billy has created for him-

self a role of being able to do all the

things he sees other boys of his age do-

ing he must succeed at them or fall back

on daydreams. If in the daydreams he

is strong and quick, can bat or catch a

ball efficiently, he doesn't for the time

being have to admit his disappointment

in his own lack of skill.

The vaguer fears that children have of

not being liked by other children, of not

getting good grades in school, of not be-

ing as good looking as others, are made
up of two things primarily; first, of fail-

ures to live up to their own ideal selves;

and second, of not being able to play the

role their parents have dreamed up for

them. If Billy's father has set his heart

on his son's playing baseball as well as

he himself did, then Billy has a double

job on his hands. He has to avoid lower-

ing his self-esteem on two counts—his

own and his father's estimate of him.

Thus each child has to defend himself

from attack, both from without and from
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within. It is a ticklish business to keep

destructive fears from undermining the

self-confidence of the child, a confidence

so necessary to mental health.

Boys, in particular, are expected to "be-

come someone," because our society has

long placed on them the task of money

making and providing for the family.

They are bombarded with questions as to

what they are going to "be" when they

grow up; while little girls less often have

this question put to them. (Something

is expected of girls, too; they are expected

to get married; and by the teen age some

girls are fearful that maybe they won't

have a chance!)

Perhaps the great stress placed upon

boys in this matter of "making good" in

the world has something to do with there

being more stutterers among boys, of boys

being greater "problems" in general, so

that many more of them turn up in child-

guidance clinics, and also become delin-

quent. Although they are expected to

take an aggressive stand toward life, when

they do they are frowned upon!

That our tradition of the man as the

breadwinner is affecting children is

shown by the worries boys as young as

10 or ii have about getting a job when

they leave school, especially those whose

families have economic worries.

Worries have many roots

By nature, some children are much
more serious than others. Those who are

dependable about bringing things from

home are the very ones who have their

shoulders bowed under their teacher's re-

minders. The others are lightheartedly

heedless.

No one knows how much responsibility

we can expect of children at various ages.

We need research on this. But common
sense tells us that children should be pro-

tected from worry.

A tendency toward worrying unneces-

sarily may start in early childhood, when
the 2-year-old has to be separated from his

mother for months, and from then on

feels, deep down where he doesn't know
it, that the bottom may drop out of his

life again.

Sometimes children worry because their

parents are worriers: they've heard father

express his concern about losing his job

or mother harp on her poor health.

Children must learn to laugh at hard

luck and mishaps if they are to face

things with courage. Parents' practices

have a lot to do with whether their

children habitually cross bridges before

they come to them.

One of the basic kinds of fear that has

to be considered as a possibility is that of

being unable to accept the independence

that children normally look forward to.

Children are eager to be bigger, to have

more privileges and wider experiences.

Jean looks forward impatiently to going

to school; Jack is sure he could manage

a bicycle, like the older boy next door.

How often their conversation has to do

with being "grown-up"!

But occasionally a child is afraid to

grow up. He prefers to remain at the

baby stage. When this fear (rarely, of

course, expressed or realized) is present

it may point to his parents' unwilling-

ness to give him a suitable amount of

independence, which eventually results

in his sinking back unhappily into a state

of effortless dependence.

Dick, finding that the other boys laugh

at the precautions his parents take about
his health, and the fences they put up
around his activities, quotes as an excuse

the "heart murmur" a doctor once men-
tioned. He is afraid to face a future in

which he must many times meet with
ridicule or criticism. Or Mary, sensing

that her - mother is unhappy and over-

worked, unconsciously dreads growing up
and possibly having the same kind of

marriage.

These fears, because they go unrecog-

nized, are much more harmful than fears
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of concrete things. Unlike a fear of dogs,

or fires, they will not be outgrown with

experience, but only strengthened.

Timidity, shyness, a tendency to worry

can't be brushed off by being talked about.

Unserviceable personality traits need op-

posite traits built up to work against

them. Perhaps Don, who is physically

small, and not particularly attractive, does

extraordinarily well at soap carving. This

ability may serve as a basis for develop-

ing self-confidence, and lead to the dis-

covery of other skills that will help him to

hold his head high among the other fel-

lows. Julie, whose shyness makes her

terror-stricken at the idea of going to a

party, will feel less self-conscious if her

mother arranges beforehand to have just

two or three girls over, informally, letting

them get their own lunch, color Easter

eggs, or learn to knit. There will be few

awkward conversational gaps if they are

busy doing something.

If every child had some accomplish-

ment (not in the sense of a parlor trick)

that set him apart just a little, be it clari-

net playing, baking cakes, acting, identi-

fying birds, raising calves or fine

tomatoes, the results would be almost im-

measurable in the way of offsetting

weaknesses.

Which age do we live in?

The witch doctor or medicine man
tries to scare away sickness; the scientist,

frustrated by lack of knowledge about a

disease, searches instead for a remedy or

a way to prevent it.

Children, in just the same way as the

witch doctor, try to scare away things that

baffle them by what we call "compensa-

tory" behavior. A child who has a hard

test coming up pleads illness. One who
is frightened at facing the consequences

of having damaged his friend's bicycle

tries to put the blame on the child who
caused the spill. A girl who feels awk-

ward and ill at ease may try to cover this

up by talking and laughing too loud.

All such ways of acting point to the need

of helping children find real ways of get-

ting out of jams; of helping them get

away from the witch doctor, and closer

to the way the scientist goes at his

problem.

It is common for us to look at the

symptom, or the child's action, and forget

that there is something behind it that de-

mands search for what can be done in

the way of prevention or remedy.

Practices and situations that

make escape necessary

1 . When we deny children the chance
to develop

The answer to this, of course, is to let

children lead their own lives. We get so

much practice in looking after children

while they are little that it becomes

second nature! We continue to say,

"Have you got your mittens?" when it

would be better to let Harry learn to re-

member for himself by having cold hands.

Because it is hard for a parent who
has few or no other outlets for affection

than through his children to "let go," a

widowed or divorced mother often has to

watch herself in order not to become too

closely tied up with her children. A.n

instance of the often unconscious attempt

of such mothers to hang onto their chil-

dren is having a child sleep with them

even up into the teens.

Conflict between parents can bring

about an equally bad emotional tangle,

for one of them is fairly likely to turn

to the children for comfort, or to cham-

pion the children as a way of venting

resentment against the other parent. For

parents to be happy with each other is

one of the best ways of making sure that

children feel secure and self-confident.

There is an atmosphere about such a
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home that encourages a forward-looking

attitude toward life.

Some parents make things too easy for

their children. What happens when a

io-year-old makes excuses at school for

not having work ready when it was sup-

posed to be? He's not going to find his

teacher as tolerant as his indulgent father,

who lets him get by over and over again.

Sometimes an attitude of dependence

continues beyond its natural limits be-

cause parents do too much for their chil-

dren. A child who never h,as to make

any personal effort to get what he wants

knows little about the joy of achievement.

2. When we encourage children to

excuse their mistakes

Finding false excuses for poor behavior

or mistakes that we are criticized for is

known as "rationalization." We think

we are using our minds, when in reality

it is our emotions that are dictating our

explanations. This is not a real way of

meeting difficulties, but it is so commonly
practiced by everyone that often it goes

by unnoticed. We try to explain our

failure to be on time instead of admitting

the truth—that we didn't get up early

enough.

Unwillingness to take blame is a hu-

man trait, rather than a childish one.

But a marked tendency to shift or escape

blame by making up reasons for behavior

betrays, whether in an adult or a child,

a lack of belief in oneself. Our shoul-

ders should be broad as we grow up to

carry the weight of our mistakes and

omissions.

If we find a child excusing himself by

falling back on reasons that don't hold

water we must suspect that we have

either been too hard or too easy on him.

Whichever turns out on close scrutiny to

be the case, the child's efforts to make his

conduct seem reasonable warn us to

change our methods.

Perhaps we pin children down too

much. When we say, "Why did you

spend your whole quarter for candy?"

and Edgar replies, "Well, I had to treat

the other boys," knowing full well that

he ate most of it himself, we practically

force him into getting out of being

blamed. He knows we don't want him

to spend the money that way.

Being too easy on a child can cause

him to try to slide out from under, too.

Carol loses her rubbers, forgets at whose

house she left her sweater, and lets it go

at that if we lavishly provide clothes

without teaching her to take care of them.

Often, too, we ourselves set an example

of rationalization for children to copy.

We need to watch our step.

3. When real-life pressures force

children into daydreaming

Everyone daydreams. Reality is too

harsh, or too dull, to live with every min-

ute. But when a person retreats from

life to such an extent that he enjoys the

dream world more than the real one

something is wrong.

The school-age child is usually too busy

enjoying other children and exploring

the things there are to do, make, and see

to spend much time daydreaming. But

when a child finds his school work too

hard, or so easy he gets it done in no

time, when he's either bothered or

bored—daydreaming comes easy. His

imagination supplies a more satisfying

place to be.

Such daydreaming can be taken care

of by supplying more challenging work,

or by making the work easier, whichever

is necessary. But when daydreams mean

escape from intense unhappiness, the

answer isn't simple.

Being unpopular, having a disturbed

home life, feeling unequal to things are

some of the common causes of a child's

drifting off to build aircastles. Each
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case has to be handled differently, because

no two children have exactly the same set

of reasons for being dissatisfied with life.

We can't provide a palace for Jean, who
dreams about living in a mansion because

she can't bear to have her friends see her

family's shabby living quarters. But we
can do something on this score to make
her feel better. We may be able to see

that she gets into a club whose meetings

are held at church or school instead of

in the members' homes.

4. When we deny children the re-

spect they are due as people

Those inferiority feelings we all have

twinges of now and then probably get

their start in childhood, when unless care

is taken we get the impression of being

too little, too unimportant to count. In-

stead of being tolerant of children's ideas,

we should respect them. When children

are disregarded, or made to walk on and

off the stage like unimportant extras, it's

no wonder they sometimes become retir-

ing and stand-offish.

Children get laughed at a good deal,

and it hurts. When they innocently say

things that show how naive and ignorant

they are, the amusement adults show

makes them curl up inside. They'll get

taken down enough by their schoolmates

if they're too upity; they don't need to

have us pile our superiority on so thick.

Feeling "unlike" or unwanted

Real or imaginary differences from

other children are sometimes responsible
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for feelings of inferiority. When a child

has a deformity, it is easy to see why he

may shrink from contacts, unless great

pains are taken to build up his self-confi-

dence. But sometimes it is only in a

child's imagination that something is

wrong with his appearance. Maybe he's

heard his parents say he's the "image"

of an uncle he dislikes. Or, a little girl

may hanker after black hair and eyes and

hate her blondness. Such fancied causes

for withdrawal into one's shell can be

done away with only by persons with real

insight. A parent's show of pride in the

child's assets, assets that he may be un-

aware of, will help a lot.

Ridicule by playmates often causes dis-

tress when actually the teasing may be the

result of envy. This sometimes happens

in connection with clothing, when a child

despite his protests, perhaps, is better

dressed than others. A visit to the school-

room often helps a mother to be a better

judge of what to buy for her child. If

other children are wearing corduroys or

plaid lumber jackets, her preference may
need to be overruled in order that her

child may look like one of the crowd.

Sometimes withdrawing or escape be-

havior is caused by a feeling of being

unwanted, unloved, or misunderstood.

Children who come in the middle of a

family sometimes fail to get as much at-

tention as the oldest and youngest. Par-

ents are conscious of the needs and de-

mands of the oldest because they are

facing such demands for the first time.

It is an old story when the second or

third child starts to go to school, to learn

to read, to go to parties; there's no longer

so much excitement and freshness about

these events, for parents. The youngest

child always remains in a sort of special

place, too. It's up to us to make sure we
don't neglect "middle" children, indig-

nantly as we would deny this possibility

if we were taxed with it.

When school is too hard

School experience, too, can have a part

in developing feelings of inadequacy.

Not to "know the answer" happens to

children over and over again. How can

the piling up of failures and mistakes,

with the emphasis that's put on marks,

and the acclaim that goes to those on

the honor roll, keep from affecting chil-

dren's belief in themselves?

We can do a lot to prevent loss of self-

esteem by avoiding comparisons—com-

parisons of children within a family, or

among schoolmates. Emphasizing a

child's own efforts in school, rather than

his standing in the group, and measuring

him according to what may fairly be ex-

pected of him should be our aim. This

involves, of course, a knowledge of his

general mental level, which the school

is always glad to discuss with parents.

Fears about masturbation

It might seem more appropriate to take

up masturbation in connection with sex

education than with inferiority feelings.

But it is purposely placed here to bring

out strongly how often this almost uni-

versal behavior becomes associated with

fear and guilt, and hence with feelings

of inferiority.

Practically all children at some time or

other handle their genitals. The han-

dling of the penis or vulva in young chil-

dren is as natural as touching any other

part of the body. Because touching these

sensitive areas gives more pleasurable re-

actions than touching other parts of the

body surface it is easy to see why stimula-

tion of them might be more frequent.

The fact that the boy's penis is so much

more prominent than the girl's vulva may
make play of this sort more natural among

boys than among girls, and may account

for the apparently greater frequency of

masturbation in boys. From birth on, a
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boy's attention is called to his penis by

occasional erections.

We have seen that nervous mannerisms

involving the mouth are the most com-

mon of all habits in which manipulation

of some part of the body occurs. This is

probably because the mouth is the earliest

source of bodily satisfaction, and one that

is always being aroused to further sensi-

tivity by eating, kissing, and mouthing of

objects.

Children get more pleasure from stimu-

lation of the sensitive areas of the body

(the mouth, genitals, and anus) than

from pulling at the ear, say, or twisting a

lock of hair.

Literally, masturbation means causing

orgasm, or sex excitement, by manipula-

tion of the genitals. But in children of

the ages we are talking about it gives a

wrong impression to use the word; for a

very large proportion of what we call

masturbation is probably not that at all,

in the actual meaning of the word. Some

children undoubtedly do stimulate them-

selves to excitement in this way pur-

posely, but much of what disturbs par-

ents is of no more consequence than any

other of the ways in which children re-

spond to minor pressures or enforced in-

activity. It is necessary, too, to make a

distinction between handling of the geni-

tals as a chance, playful pastime and their

handling as a compulsive nervous habit.

Punishment is the last way of check-

ing such an activity, whether it is merely

a casual one or a deliberate attempt at

providing pleasure. Scolding a child, or

in any other way condemning the be-

havior or showing disapproval, only

brings guilty feelings. To make a child

feel that he is "bad" may do lasting dam-

age to his personality. If the activity is

the result of emotional strain, we must go

beneath the symptom, and get rid of the

cause. The less tension and worry there
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is within the child the less reason there is

for continuing the habit.

Since this kind of act carries so much
more social disapproval than one like

biting the nails, a child's parents find it

hard to look on masturbation lightly. If

they understand that severity and blame

may only drive it underground they may
find it easier to keep from showing a re-

proachful attitude. As children grow

older and sense more keenly what things

are not acceptable they also become more

skillful at hiding behavior that is frowned

on. To encourage a child to practice self-

stimulation in secret is far from what we
want to do; but it may be exactly what

we do if we make him feel guilty.

Part of our strong feeling may be the

result of the old notion, so long in dying

out, that masturbation leads to insanity.

This is nonsense. The only way in

which masturbation can be even remotely

connected with mental illness is the pos-

sibility that feelings of guilt over a so-

cially disapproved act might add to a

person's emotional confusion.

A child who is happy and feels wanted,

loved, and unafraid has little to escape

from. But let us remember: practically

all children, at one stage or another,

handle their genitals. It's completely

harmless unless we do the harm by get-

ting excited.

Overaggressiveness

So far we have described children who
are retreating from trouble, who are only

pretending to meet it. Sometimes chil-

dren go at their problems more com-

batively. But taking a blind swing at an

enemy without knowing where he is

doesn't make much sense.

Children need to have aggressiveness

in their make-up, aggressiveness in the

good sense. But there is another kind of

aggression—acts that annoy, bother, em-

barrass, or make trouble for other people.
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Sometimes only a few people are con-

cerned (as when a 7-year-old is rude to

his parents) sometimes more (as when a

1 0-year-old steals at school). Such be-

havior is useless as far as solving the

child's smouldering problem goes; but it

has a nuisance value. It calls our atten-

tion to the fact that he is in trouble, and

so sometimes we do something about it.

Too often we do the wrong thing, but at

least we are made so uncomfortable that

we see there is a problem.

Lying, stealing, bullying, destroying

property do not seem like very healthy

ways to act, but at least they force par-

ents and teachers to recognize that some-

thing is wrong.

Lying

No one is 100 percent truthful even

though we all disapprove of lying. We
associate lying with all sorts of other bad

behavior, because it is so often used to

cover up. Because we connect truthful-

ness with honesty and sincerity, qualities

that we want to encourage, we sometimes

bear down heavily on a child's failure

to live up to our vague ideals.

If we would remember that lying is

usually a child's attempt to protect him-

self we might try to make it less necessary

for him to resort to lies. If Tom falsifies

in order to escape punishment, isn't our

method of punishment questionable?

Fear has no place between parent and

child, and yet a great deal of children's

evasion of the truth is based on fear.

Harsh or severe punishment can be re-

sponsible for a lot of such trouble. The
more Tom fears what his father will "do

to him" for borrowing a friend's bicycle

or going to a movie that his parents have

forbidden, the more effort he's going to

make to keep his father unaware, even

if he has to lie about it.

Children can't be forced into truthful-

ness. Rather, we should try to help them
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feel that the consequences of telling the

truth, even under hard circumstances,

are more satisfying than the other way
round.

When we push a child into a corner

by our insistence we run the risk of

making him feel that we distrust him.

Few things can more quickly undermine

his feeling of security. If we act horri-

fied when we "catch" a child in a lie,

what can he do but be more careful

next time not to get caught?

Many parents feel it is their duty to

force a child into admitting he has lied,

when simply saying they are sorry if he

feels there is something he can't tell them

about might open the way for free dis-

cussion later. If parents are uncertain as

to whether a child is telling the truth it

is better to assume that he is, and trust

to later events to make things clear.

Kindness and belief and readiness to help

are much more likely to break down the

barrier of a child's fear than is suspicion

or accusation.

"There is no better, more logical, nor

surer way of developing the habit of .truth

in a child than by permitting him to live

in an environment where he may have

truth as an example to imitate."

This is just as true now as when Dr.

Douglas Thorn wrote it for the Children's

Bureau years ago. It means that scrupu-

lous honesty about paying a child's car-

fare, after he's 6, will influence him to

take for granted that he must pay the

increased amount necessary to get him

into a movie after he's 12. It means, in-

stead of boasting about "getting by" with

the undercharge of a shopkeeper, calling

attention to under, as well as overcharges.

It means facing the music when the traffic

policeman whistles us to a stop, instead of

trying to pretend we were not at fault.

It means being honest in all matters, in-

stead of resorting to trickiness, or methods

that come just within the law.
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When a child's lies do not seem to be

based on fear but are, rather, exaggera-

tions or stories made up out of whole

cloth we'd do well to ask ourselves

whether they reveal something important

about his underlying desires. By the

time a child is 7 or 8 he should be able to

distinguish between the real and the

imaginary. Suppose 8-year-old Hilda's

teacher expresses interest in the trip

Hilda has told her we are going to take

—

a completely nonexistent trip. Embar-

rassing? Yes! But our concern should

be with why Hilda needs to build herself

up in this way, rather than with stopping

her from making up such myths. Does

she feel her family isn't important

enough? Is her life so tame she craves

excitement, and knows this story will

call attention to her? Something is back

of it. The "lie" is only an aggressive but

wasted attempt to set something in her

life right. Often, though, we may be

wise to meet the "tall story" by calling it

a "good story," and realizing that the

child is practicing her newly discovered

imagination.

Stealing

Stealing is cut off the same piece of

cloth as lying. We abhor the idea, and

are so shocked if a child steals that here

again we may make a wrong move.

One of the puzzling things about steal-

ing is that so often children take things

they have no use for. Again it is an im-

pulsive, wild effort to work out a dis-

turbing inner conflict. Maud was a 9-

year-old who had recently lost her father.

Her mother was forced to go to work and

to leave Maud in the care of the woman
who ran the boarding house where they

went to live. To her mother's astonish-

ment and chagrin Maud began to take

things (but always things she had no use

for) from other people's rooms. This

pointless stealing was her frantic response

to so sudden and complete a loss of all

that had made her feel secure.

Punishment in this case would be like

pushing a drowning person under water.

Such an instance shows why no general

rules for handling stealing can be laid

down; each individual child's behavior

must be considered as a symptom. A
physician doesn't treat symptoms. He
uses them as clues to guide him in finding

out what the disease is.

Stealing is one of the most difficult of

all behavior symptoms. It may not be too

farfetched to suggest that perhaps chil-

dren, sensing the seriousness with which

grown-ups look on it, sometimes steal

just because this is one of the surest ways

of expressing their resistance, of reacting

against inner turmoil. This is not, of

course, a conscious motive, but a blind,

molelike, underground one.

Edwin is a boy who is frightened and
disturbed because he is not wanted by
either his father or his mother. They
have been divorced, and each has remar-
ried. After a few months with one some
excuse is always found to send him to the
other parent. In his distress he takes to

stealing, though he has plenty of pocket
money. Punishment hasn't the least effect.

Without knowing it he has chosen a way
of letting out his bursting emotions that
is intensely bothersome to his parents.
They would not be so concerned if he got
sick, or moped, or even ran away. But
this behavior humiliates them because it is

socially disapproved. In such a case it is

easy to see why the conditions causing the
child pain must be done away with before
his stealing will stop.

By stealing money with which to buy

treats for other children youngsters some-

times let us know that they are craving

more popularity and friendship. Steal-

ing sometimes gives a clue to important

desires of a child that are going unful-

filled: when 1 o-year-old Tom pleads for a

ball his mother should find out how im-

portant the ball is to him before she says

she can't afford it.

What good does it do to label behavior?
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No good, of course, unless it helps us to

get back to the causes, and do something

about them. To describe Sue's crying

spells, when she locks herself into her

room, or Bill's refusal to pay any atten-

tion to requests to come home on time, is

the first step in searching out the causes

and trying to do away with them.

Whether a child is actively doing things

that worry us, or is not doing the things

we would think natural, our main con-

cern should be with finding out the why's.

When stealing is not stealing

The 6-year-old who takes pennies from

his mother's purse may or may not be

"stealing" depending on his previous

training. Usually, he is only doing some-

thing he has seen his mother do. Having

as yet very little notion as to the mean-

ing of money, except as something you

hand over in order to get something else,

he may take it to use just as he would the

hammer or the scissors. He does not

have to ask to take these; no more, at first,

does he ask when he takes money.

Because money is regarded in a very

different light from other useful articles,

we must begin guidance very early to

keep children from making such mis-

takes. We have only ourselves to blame

if we run into problems because of our

failure to teach the difference between

using the hammer, which you put back,

and the pennies, which you don't.

"Run and get a dime from my purse" is

a common way of dealing with a child's

request for money to buy something he

needs or wants. If it is as simple as that,

why should he bother to ask next time?

Parents are not always scrupulous, either,

in their dealings with children. "Bor-

rowing" from a child's bank, without his

permission, to pay the paper boy, is as

much a breach of faith as it is for him to

take nickels out of his mother's purse.

The problem of having children take

money may never arise, but we make it

very tempting for them to do so when we
are careless about leaving money lying

around or when we do not know how
much small change there is in our purse.

Being remiss about such seemingly little

things leaves the way open for a habit to

start. Begun in all innocence, it may
continue after a child knows better.

"But I want to be able to trust my chil-

dren," you say. But you don't trust them

to handle your best dishes, while their

movements are still jerky and impulsive.

Perhaps their minds are no more ready to

use judgment about taking money than

their muscles are prepared to carry a

pile of plates safely.

Things to a child are either "right" or

"wrong" as his parents tell him. His re-

sistance to doing acts labeled "wrong" is

built up only gradually. While a child is

gaining strength we should do all we can

to help him, not put temptation in his

way.

One of the good arguments for giving

children an allowance early is that in this

way they begin to appreciate the differ-

ence between what is theirs and what is

not. We have all seen 3-year-olds strug-

gling with and only dimly grasping why

they must let mother's books alone. Con-

stant and careful training should result

in a pretty clear understanding on the

part of a 7- or 8-year-old of how untouch-

able the property of others is—whether

the property is the next door neighbor's

flowers, the apples in the grocery store,

or the nickels on the newsstand.

Running away

Since running away from home or

school is actively doing something about

his trouble, it is aggressive behavior that

makes us sit up and take notice, even

though it is also an "escape." There are

almost as many reasons for running away
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as there are runaways. Children run

away because they feel unwanted at home

or unloved, because school is so utterly

boring or hard or confining. They run

away to try to escape from themselves,

when they are conscious of not living up

to what is expected of them, but are un-

able to do anything about it. During the

depression of the 1930's many ran away

because they felt they were a burden to

their poverty-stricken families.

When any of these reasons has been

dug out, remedies can be found. Harder

to solve are those cases in which the need

for excitement and a life that offers more

opportunity for self-expression are the
/

motives. We keep lengthening the time

in which a child is dependent on his fam-

ily, and increasing the age at which a boy

or girl is allowed to leave school to go to

work. Along with this has come a reduc-

tion in the ways in which youngsters can

earn money or feel that they are use-

ful community members. These things

make it necessary to think ahead toward

the adolescent stage in which breaking

away is a vital part of growing up.

Overnight hikes, bicycle jaunts of sev-

eral days, camping, taking part in Cub
Scouting, having workshops and tools are

some of the ways of satisfying the hanker-

ing for the freer life that our earlier

pioneering took care of. The sprouting

adolescent urges in girls are not always

the same as those of boys, but they exist.

To look "grown-up," to have more op-

portunities for independence are impor-

tant to both boys and girls. To ignore

the expanding needs of the school-age

child, instead of being sympathetic and

understanding, is to court trouble in the

teens. Fewer girls than boys run away,

of course, but they may "run away" from

us psychologically or emotionally if we
allow a gap to appear between their needs

and our efforts to meet them half way.

Some special family concerns

1. The adopted child

To take a child when he is a baby means

that parents have a freer hand in his care

and guidance, and the child does not have

the insecurity that often comes from hav-

ing had to adjust to a number of differ-

ent homes. The younger a child is when
he is adopted, the more years of sheer

pleasure his parents have as they watch

him develop.

But parents who adopt an infant or a

very young child have a special obligation

for the very reason that he does not re-

member any other home. That is, to

make him familiar with the fact of his

adoption as he grows, and so protect him
from the shock of injury of learning it

later from somewhere outside.

Why tell him at all ? Because experi-

ence has shown that not doing so, instead

of being a kindness, can lead to tragic re-

sults. Over and over again parents who
have tried to keep from their child the
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fact that he was not their own have had

the sharp sting of having the child learn

it suddenly or even cruelly from outsid-

ers. It is impossible to be sure that this

won't happen if he is not informed of his

adoption by his parents.

Such an experience is totally unneces-

sary. A child who gradually becomes

aware of his special place in the family

adjusts to it bit by bit, in keeping with

his increased understanding of its mean-

ing. At 6, he is aware only of the super-

ficial differences between being an own
and an adopted child. He is content

with a very simple explanation, provided

his parents give it in a casual way, with-

out becoming emotional.

A child who knows that he was a

"chosen" baby, picked to fill an empty

place, has a warm sense of being wanted

in a very special way.

Adoptive parents stand in special need

of reassurance. They sometimes feel that

their friends and neighbors are looking

at their child with critical eyes, and judg-

ing them accordingly. Actually, adop-

tive parents themselves are the ones who
are most critical of their methods and

the "results." Uncertain as to just what

they may expect of their child, they some-

times watch him more closely than they

would one born to them. Of course the

behavior and abilities of an own child

would be just as unpredictable, but it is

hard for them to realize this.

It is not only useless, but danger-

ous, to worry about the material with

which we work when we bring up an

adopted child. Our job is to be sure that

the influences with which we surround

that child will bring out all the best that is

in him. An adopted child will bring out

a lot in his parents, too, that they didn't

know was there. As he takes hold of

his parents' emotions, he plays an im-

portant role in shaping their attitudes.

They grow as much as the child they

adopt does.

The tragedies that sometimes result

when children are placed in homes that

are either above or below their general

mental ability can be avoided by very

careful study, both of children and pro-

spective homes, before placement. The
importance of going to adoption agencies

of high repute is obvious.

At the same time, adoptive parents,

like any others, need to watch themselves

to see that they are not too ambitious, or

ambitious along wrong lines, for their

children. The fear that many people

who adopt children have that they will

not "turn out right" sometimes leads to

pressures and overanxiety that actually

help to create problems. Adoptive par-

ents, should value highly, and strive to

achieve, the relaxed fear-free attitudes

that help to insure happy family life.

2. Stepparents, "in-laws," and grandparents

Stepparents

What kind of problems do stepparents

have that own parents don't? For one

thing, they often have to compete with a

memory about which a child has strong

feelings. Even though he may not actu-

ally remember his own father or mother,

he may have had the absent parent built

up to heroic proportions, if no longer liv-

ing, or heard him spoken of with con-

tempt or hatred if there has -been a di-

vorce.

A stepmother, being more closely asso-

ciated with the children, has to adapt in

more ways, probably, than a stepfather.

Too, she takes the place of the children's

first and most intimate love object. A
woman is lucky if she takes on step-

motherhood while children are very

young. In this case they have neither
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formed such long-time attachments for

their own mother, nor have they—in case

of her early removal—been under the care

of a number of different people, as is often

the case with older children.

The first thing a newcomer in a home
needs to do is to prepare herself for liking

the children. This doesn't mean that she

should immediately begin to be demon-

strative with them, or expect them to call

her mother, for love is a matter of slow

growth. Until a stepmother can really

care about them, she must make up her

mind to accept them. If she thinks of the

children as "spoiled" or "naughty" or

sees many disagreeable things about them

she will probably have trouble. But if

she thinks of them as victims of unfortu-

nate circumstances, who look to her to

make their situation happier, unpleasant

behavior will not seem so bad.

If a child's own mother needs to under-

stand what children are like, and how
they differ from one another, such under-

standing is even more vital to a person

coming in without knowledge of all that

has gone before. Jack's smarty, pert

manner, Jill's utter indifference to the

looks of her room, the habit both children

have of trying to dodge tasks and errands

would be baffling to anyone. But how
much more baffling they are to the new
mother who has no idea how to arouse

their interest and cooperation. This

means she must take things very slowly.

To rush in and expect the children to fall

in love with her as their father has would

be a bad move. In fact, their father's

interest in her may be an extra hurdle.

They may resent her at first because she

takes away some of his attention.

Such a ticklish situation demands a

period of watchful waiting. It means de-

veloping great insentitivity to things that

would hurt her if she let them.

One stepmother made a very clever

move by immediately arranging for her

1 2-year-old stepdaughter to have a per-

manent wave, showing her sensitiveness

to the little girl's despair over straight

hair. Another sided with the boy (after

discussing the matter privately with her

husband) in his pleas that he was old

enough to have a bicycle.

Own children place ability to cook high

on the list of "important" things about a

mother. Surely taking a little extra

trouble to find out what children's fa-

vorite dishes are isn't too obvious an ap-

proach to lifting oneself in their esteem.

Being helpful about a child's school work,

sensitive to his hurts, and jubilant over

his joys are short cuts to understanding.

Turning a blind eye to a child's short-

comings is something even own mothers

could afford to do oftener. New mothers

will find a useful technique with a child

who has a chip on his shoulder is not to

see the chip!

The new parent may need to bring

about some changes of habits. Children

may have poor eating habits, or a gen-

erally haphazard way of living. The
new mother is almost bound to want to

introduce her own ideas into the family

living pattern. We can't expect change

overnight. We often defeat our own
ends by being impatient, by not realizing

that it takes a long time, even under the

best conditions, to substitute new ways

for old ingrained habits. If Bobby

has "gotten by" for years without eating

cereal, or without hanging up his pa-

jamas, we may have to go the long way

'round in getting him to change. (We
may have to become acquainted with the

radio characters who eat eereal to such

good effect!)

As with own parents, things will have

an enormously greater chance of going

smoothly if the mother and father agree

on the general guidance of the child.

Seeing eye to eye on every issue is too

much to expect; but if both parents have
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the same approach, and realize that they

will need to meet on a common ground of

compromise many times, they will be

able to work things out.

"In-laws"

Why do we so often take it for granted

that one's in-laws are hard to get along

with? All of us have seen examples of

the greatest understanding and enjoy-

ment between individuals whose ties were

made by marriage only; but we are apt to

remember the unhappy examples the

same way the one marriage which breaks

up strikes us more than the five or six

marriages that do not.

We often forget that there is a basis for

mother-in-law jokes, going down into the

roots of our behavior. It helps, some-

times, to recognize the origins of conflict.

It was mentioned in the discussion of a

child's affection (p. 29) that the first per-

son a baby usually loves is his mother.

While deep, strong attachment to one's

mother (and father) seems to be related

to the ability to make a happy marriage,

too strong an attachment may lead to un-

happiness. A boy who thinks his mother

is just about perfect, and who expects to

find the same traits in his wife that he

admired in his mother may hurt his

wife. He compares her with his mother

or tends to follow his mother's advice too

slavishly. The shoe is on the other foot

when a girl has admired her father so

much that she expects her husband to

measure up to him.

The results, to either partner, are

sometimes irksome. The more we un-

derstand such harkings-back to our

parents, the more we will be able to throw

them off, realizing that they should long

ago have been outgrown.

Not only will family relations be hap-

pier and more relaxed if we can look at

these remnants of our childhood loyalty

and dependence with some humor, but

we will avoid creating made-to-order

sources of antagonism for our children to

contend with when they are married.

Grandparents

Grandparents are often a source of in-

spiration to children, in addition to be-

ing the best-loved of all their family

connections.

The presence of several generations in

a household works out successfully only

in proportion to the good emotional bal-

ance of those concerned. If any one

member of the group is unstable and de-

manding, he or she can make it so un-

pleasant for the rest that they may be

forced into appeasement. As with other

dictators, the more an individual is given

in to, the greater becomes the pressure of

his demands.

Children are often the victims when
the ideas of two generations clash. The
mother who is exasperated at the way her

mother interferes with the handling of

her children, sometimes snaps at the

children rather than at the older person.

When differences can't be harmoni-

ously settled, parents have to decide

whether the risk to the child's mental

health is great enough to warrant hurting

the older person's feelings. As children

become mentally mature enough to appre-

ciate some of the problems involved

(which will vary greatly with different

children) they can be taken into their

parents' confidence. They are likely to

be very fond of their grandparents, de-

spite his or her peculiarities, and they

will be in a position to learn some good

lessons in politeness, self-control, and

gentleness. Younger children need to be

protected from the confusion resulting

when methods switch with the person

who is in control at the moment.

When extreme old age makes it very

hard for a person to be flexible, and un-
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happiness over no longer being useful

results, everyone concerned will be better

off if arrangements can be made for sepa-

rate living. Too often the oddities of

senility, creeping up by degrees, create a

situation that is very hard on children, as

well as on adults.

On the other hand, having grandpar-

ents to visit, whose wholesouled and un-

selfish love gives children a backlog of

faith and respect, can be a great asset.

Nowadays, grandparents are so familiar

with the new knowledge about raising

children that they very often are helpful

in aiding and abetting parents' methods

of guidance.

3. Children of divorced parents

Even though parents may try to per-

suade themselves that divorce is not go-

ing to harm their children, they are shut-

ting their eyes to the truth. To the best

knowledge of some of our most experi-

enced mental health specialists, divorce is

always harmful to children. It may be

more harmful, or less harmful, they say,

but it always harms them. It hurts the

parents, too. They are bound to grieve

and be unhappy over not being able to

provide the normal home life they ex-

pected to share with their children.

Parents who have after careful con-

sideration come to the conclusion that a

broken home will be less damaging than

the conditions resulting from their try-

ing to live together are bent on finding

ways of making children suffer as little

as possible. What are some of the ways

in which they can protect their children?

The parent who has custody over the

children can try to see that the life lived

by the children is as stable as possible.

While we cannot say that security is any

more necessary at one time than another

in a child's life, the young child, who
cannot grasp the reasons for sudden, up-

setting changes, is in especial need of pro-

tection. He depends to a greater extent

upon the physical security of the same

walls, the same familiar faces and the

same voices than the child who can ex-

press his questions and feelings, and to

some degree understand what is told him.

Children need two parents. A father

and mother each have something special

to contribute, and there is no substitute

for a home that has them both in it. But

it has to be assumed when parents have

decided upon separation that what each

supplies the children involved may be

more desirably given as an individual.

The pulling and hauling that goes on

while they are living together may be

more disastrous than the broken home.

That children are more usually given

over to the custody of the mother is in

large part the result of the mother's tradi-

tional role as homemaker. The law is

slow to recognize changing situations in

our culture, one of which is the frequency

with which mothers now spend as much

time away from home, either at work or

at play, as fathers do. In such instances,

the care given by a mother may be no

better either in quality or quantity than

the care given by the father. With the

increased understanding of the impor-

tance of the father-child relationship, the

question may be asked as to whether a

mother is any more important to a child

than a father.

Because most of us are easily fooled

into believing what we want to believe

about ourselves, divorced parents should

watch their attitudes toward the other

parent. A woman may think she is being

very careful not to infect her children

with her feelings about her former hus-

band and yet, in subtle ways, poison their

minds against him. "No, you can't have
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a new coat this year. Your father hasn't

sent enough money for me to buy you

any decent clothes!" is the kind of in-

sinuating remark that puts the blame on

the father, though he may really be quite

blameless.

The man who feels bitter toward his

wife may unthinkingly show the chil-

dren, when they are in his care, that he

doesn't care a rap about their mother's

ideas or practices. Or he may actually,

and vindictively, encourage their acting

counter to what he knows would be her

wishes. Either parent, or both, may in

their disillusionment, impart feelings of

pessimism and gloom, and may, without

being aware, set up distrust of the opposite

sex.

While the relief that comes to a man
and woman through divorce may be

great, failure to have made a success of

a venture of which great things were ex-

pected is often such a painful experience

as to make many parents turn to their

children for solace. This overdepend-

ence on the children may not be very

wholesome for either the children or the

adults.

Why family break-downs occur

The very fact of divorce suggests that

at least one parent, and possibly both,

were unable to make the personality ad-

justments necessary to successful mar-

riage. Young people need to under-

stand more about the ingredients that

must go into marriage to make it turn

out right, such as the possession of com-

mon interests, attitudes, friendships, and

associations, with emotional balance to

leaven the whole relationship.

Knowledge of the personality factors

that seem to be associated with happiness

in marriage may help parents to try to

surround their children with influences

that encourage such qualities.

Some things turn up over and over

again in the background of people who
are happily married. They are lack of

conflict with parents, and strong attach-

ment to both mother and father; early

discipline that was firm but not harsh,

with mild and infrequent punishment;

and parents' frankness about matters of

sex. When these background factors,

pointing to a happy childhood, are pres-

ent in a child's life, they apparently

strengthen his or her chances of being able

to create a successful marriage partner-

ship.

So far experiments in studying mar-

riage are in the nature of feelers put out

with the idea that any information we
can gather about the sources of happy

marriage relations is all to the good.

Family life is such an intimate and pri-

vate affair that it will take very delicate

measuring devices indeed to get to the

heart of it.

4. Children who have special handicaps

Children ivho are handicapped men-
tally

Mental retardation is associated with

slow development. Sometimes such

slowness is so obvious that a child's par-

ents realize, by the time he is 6, that he

cannot profit from going to school.

But there are many children who, al-

though not mentally defective to that

extent, are slower in learning than the

great majority of children. This group

of children, on the borderline of feeble-

mindedness, need special understanding

and care quite as much as, if not more

than, the more severely handicapped.

With proper guidance and education,
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they can become useful and happy mem-

bers of society. Left to fail year after

year, to fall farther and farther behind

their classmates, they may become hope-

lessly maladjusted, a weight on their par-

ents and on society.

It is always a blow to parents to dis-

cover that they have a child who is

slower than the average. The knowl-

edge often comes to them with such a

shock that they cannot at once accept it.

Of course they should not accept such a

pronouncement unless it is made after

careful study by a psychologist, thor-

oughly capable of judging the child's

ability. But to refuse to admit the truth

when it is pointed out as the result of

such observation and testing may do the

child a great disfavor. It means prolong-

ing the time when he must struggle to

live up to expectations that are too high

and endangering his happiness through

failure to give him good early training.

The sooner parents know the degree

of their child's retardation, the better they

can plan for him. To subject him to the

experience of entering first grade along

with children whose mental age is 6

years, while his may be only 4, is to risk

his becoming discouraged, befuddled, and

laughed at. Only when such a child is

placed in the hands of a very understand-

ing teacher indeed can he be at once pro-

tected from the unthinking remarks of

other children who call him "dumb," and

given work that he can do successfully.

Such a child, entering school perhaps a

year later than is usual, may reflect the

excellent training he has had at home.

If his mother has patiendy taught him

the necessary things, like learning to

dress and care for himself, has let him

have the pleasure and satisfaction of

"helping" her in the thousand and one

little ways that are at once educational

and enjoyable, he will be ready to be co-

operative and helpful at school.

If it is important to give normal chil-

dren praise for hard-won achievements,

how much more important it is to en-

courage the slow child when he has made

some little advance. Things that seem

so small they are hardly worth noticing

may represent real effort: learning to set

the table, to sort the dried beans, to take

a hard tumble laughingly are all worthy

of loving comment..

The very fact that a child's intelligence

is limited makes it all the more important

that his emotional development be given

special attention. (This is important,

too, for the reason that there are still peo-

ple who think of mentally handicapped

children as not having very strong emo-

tions.) Because he cannot judge so well

which things are worth while to be afraid

of or angry about, the emotional habits

he forms—habits his parents are largely

helping him to develop—must serve him

to an even greater extent than in the case

of normal children.

If a child's mental handicap is so severe

that he cannot be expected to make his

own way in the world, parents face the

question as to whether they should place

him in a school where he will get the

protective care he needs. Parents some-

times refuse to face the fact that they may

not always be on hand to give this care.

They occasionally forget, too, that it may

actually be their comfort and happiness

rather than the child's that is being added

to by his remaining at home. Will he

not, in a great many cases, be better off

among those who are not unlike himself

in interests and abilities? His presence

in the home may not interfere with a nor-

mal family life for his brothers and sis-

ters. But is it fair to him to keep him

where he will be subjected to a good deal

of strain and pain, as he sees them engag-

ing in things he can never accomplish?
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Children who are physically handi-

capped

Among the diseases that still have to be

reckoned with as thieves of children's

rights are those that keep them from be-

ing normally lively and active. Restrict-

ing children's activity can have as crip-

pling an effect on their personalities as

disease has on their bodies. We must

take special pains to try to put ourselves

in such children's places.

Physical handicaps may or may not

hold a child back, depending on what

we make of them. A child with big ears

that stick out may actually be as troubled

by them as a child who limps is by his

limp. The child with big ears may have

been twitted about them until he im-

agines everyone notices them; the other

may have had his defect minimized, and

his good features dwelt upon. Parents

can make even the wearing of glasses a

bugbear, and they can make a deformed

leg unimportant. "In all times there have

been lame kings, crippled field marshals,

blind ministers of state; always history

has added to their fame because they

mastered a physical handicap. Unter-

rified, they took as their own the words

of Goethe: 'It is the spirit that fashions

the body to itself.' " 1

The spirit of the parent has a lot to do

with this fashioning, too. If a child who
has had rheumatic fever is made to feel

that he is permanently "different" from

other children; if his weeks of rest in

bed, and the cutting down of his activity

for a long time afterward make him ex-

pect coddling, the effects of this treatment

can be almost as damaging as the disease.

It is a nice question as to how to give

such a child proper protection, and at the

same time prevent his outlook from be-

coming crippled. The same situation ex-

ists whether the child's handicap results

from polio, or cerebral palsy, or any other

disease, blemish, or deformity.

In the case of diseases like epilepsy or

cerebral palsy, for example, it is not only

the child's parents who must be aware

of the need of a positive and optimistic

approach, but neighbors, friends, teachers,

and relatives, too. All need to remember

that these children are just li\e other

children, aside from their handicap. Em-
phasis on their likeness, rather than their

unlikeness, helps them to take a construc-

tive attitude toward the handicap.

Pursuits and hobbies

Why and what children read

".
. . if you will note down the names

of the child classics, you will see that Ger-

mans, English, Americans, Russians,

Danes, Swedes, Italian, and French are

all the most friendly of neighbors . . .

you will not find a single country that

does not admire, even sometimes more
than its own best books, books that come

from the four quarters of the globe. The
world of childhood is tolerant . .

."

"Smilingly the pleasant books of child-

hood cross all the frontiers."
2

Whether or not we have given any

x Ludwig, Emil, in "Roosevelt: A Study in

Fortune and Power." New York. Viking. 1938,

pp. 163, 164. Garden City Publishing Co., 1941.
2
Paul Hazard, Booths, Children and Men.

Boston. Horn Book, 1944. p. 147.
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thought to reading as a means of increas-

ing world neighborliness, we all want it

to be a source of leisure-time enjoyment

and profit to our children.

We parents sometimes appear to fall

into two groups: those who lament, "My
child's nose is always stuck in a book!"

and those who worry because their chil-

dren never read.

We are most concerned with the great

middle group who lie in between; those

who may, or may not, depending some-

what on our guidance, turn into readers

—

readers, that is, of much beyond the com-

ics in the newspapers, the captions under

the welter of photographs in the picture

magazines and the capsule-condensed but

unrelated jumble and hodgepodge of in-

formation that overflows the racks of

every newsstand. As one writer puts it,

people "think a newsreel in the movies

gives them the news. They think their

minds are working when they are full of

unrelated pictures, pictures, pictures, and

compressed pellets of articles."

Not until they are about 8 or io do

children begin to have much choice about

what they read. Until then they must

depend upon what their parents and

teachers supply. But by this time, they

are beginning to read simple full-length

books and are able to use their school or

neighborhood libraries. At least those

fortunate ones who have them do. At

about 9, too, boys' and girls' tastes in

reading begin to take separate paths, as

their interests show increasing differences.

Girls read more books than boys do.

This is probably only a reflection of boys'

greater interest in active play. However,

boys read more magazines than girls do.

In addition to detective story magazines,

they read magazines dealing with science

and mechanics, a hint for parents to pro-

vide such magazines if they want to en-

courage their sons to busy themselves

with distincdy creative activities.

The fact that "series" books are first in

popularity with both boys and girls does

not mean that they are as good as their

high favoritism would indicate. It only

means that they are cheap, easy to read,

and easy to get hold of because so many
children have them. Children like them,

just as they like the comics, because the

same characters appear again and again;

and because, whatever they may lack in

the way of literary style, the story is al-

ways lively. Because one of our main

objects during the early school years is to

make reading enjoyable, the series books

serve a useful, if limited and temporary,

purpose. Instead of denying children

such sugar-coated series books we had

better see that they are also well supplied

with books of unquestioned literary value.

Then their reading diet will not lack style

and beauty and really worth-while con-

tent. Children who have access to well-

chosen books of good quality will not,

after" they are able to read easily, spend

any great amount of time on books that

haven't real worth.

What about the comics?

The commonest of all free-time activi-

ties of 9-, 10-, and 11-year olds is reading

the comics, either in newspapers or books.

The average child at this time keeps up

with 23 comic strips regularly. They

are as much a part of his daily life as his

meals.

What accounts for this tremendous

popularity, and what effect does it have?

Children lead much more restricted

lives than they would like to. They

would like more adventure, more variety

than their humdrum every-day family

and neighborhood life affords. The

comics provide this. In them the most

outlandish things happen, and the child,

identifying himself with the swash-

buckling hero, can break loose from all

the restraints of actual life. Just as adults
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read adventure and mystery stories to

"escape," so youngsters escape into the

hair-raising world of the funnies.

Perhaps if we let children come to

grips with life, if we did not constantly

hinder them in their efforts to learn how

to do hard things, and if we offered them

more opportunities for desirable excite-

ment and adventure, they would rely less

for pleasure on escaping into imaginary

perils and hazards.

Comic books have their good points.

Whenever a child reads one he is exposed

to many words, sometimes hundreds, that

are new to him. Study has shown that

the bulk of the words used in the comics

are standard English, not slang. In

reading difficulty they are usually about

fifth- or sixth-grade level. The younger

child may be really improving his reading

ability when he reads them, but he could

equally well be adding to his vocabulary

by reading that heightened his imagina-

tive powers and gave him a feeling for

the magic of words and ideas.

The harm the crude drawing in comic

books may do to children's dawning sen-

sitivity to beauty may seem of importance

to only a few, but the possible influence

of the violence, vice, and crime which

children see pictured in comic books is

another matter. Some of our ablest

psychiatrists are alarmed at the reflection

of comic-book learning which they claim

to see in the children they study.

Even setting aside the hardening effect

of daily exposure to cruelty and vulgarity,

there remains the more subtle influence

of seeing fun poked at certain races or

nationalities as inferior; or of having cer-

tain people looked down upon because

they perform "menial" jobs. When
comic strips picture family life in coarse

and stereotyped ways—mother-in-law

jokes, plate throwing, and the like—they

are certainly a negative influence.

If the comics need improving, who

more than parents should be concerned?

When they group themselves for action,

parents can be pretty effective in exerting

pressure, and have on occasion brought

about desirable changes even in comic

strips. Their main effort, however,

should be in the direction of supplying

counter attractions powerful enough to

lessen children's dependence on second-

hand experience. Children who have

real-life outlets for their craving for ad-

venture, who can expend their energy in

satisfying personal accomplishments,

will have only a tiny fraction of time left

over for the comics. By the age of 12,

such children's interests will have broad-

ened to such an extent that books of ad-

venture, books about "how to make" and

"how to do" will be eagerly sought.

Many millions of comic books are sold

each month as evidence that they feed

some hunger in children, or serve as an

outlet for pent-up aggression. What
there is about our society that makes

necessary dependence on such forms of

entertainment is anybody's guess. One

guess might be that parents are too busy

or too far off from the world of childhood

to give thought to the prevention of

frustrations in their children.

To be a doer is important, too

Important as reading is, it is always a

secondary experience, a substitute for the

real thing, or at least a preliminary to it.

Most adults would rather travel than read

travel books. On the same basis it might

be argued that the child who doesn't read

much is better off, if he is having actual

experiences—making things, playing

with animals, making discoveries about

nature, going places where he can see for

himself—than if he is falling back on

vicarious experience through books.

Of course the time comes when a child

must read if he is to get further enjoy-

ment and profit from real experience.
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Even the simplest chemistry experiments

require reading; boys and girls who are

going camping want to read about how
other campers have handled their prob-

lems.

We are all more or less curious as to

how famous people "get that way," and

have been impressed with a statement that

appears over and over again in their life

stories that in childhood they "read every-

thing they could get their hands on."

This ravenous appetite for books doesn't

account, of course, for their "greatness."

But it does remind us that much precious

time in a child's reading years may be

lost if we do not provide easy access to

good reading material. At a time when
many good reprints of outstanding books

may be bought for as little as a quarter or

a half dollar, and when traveling State or

county libraries increasingly make avail-

able even to families remote from cities

the best of children's literature, we have

little excuse for not acquainting children

with the infinite resources in books.

Nor should we forget how important

it is that children's reading be given some

direction. This, in the light of what

boys and girls actually read, may be more

necessary in the case of girls than of boys.

From the days when, at 9 or 10, girls

first become interested in stories of home
and school life and boys in adventure,

there is a possibility that without guidance

they may be exposed to such a narrow

range of interests as to cripple their intel-

lectual development. As they grow up
those who, from childhood on, have

tasted little else but a one-sided diet may
limit their reading to the superficial "suc-

cess" or detective fiction in our mag-

azines, or "best seller" love stories.

Parents, without being highbrow, can

do a lot to change this picture. By read-

ing aloud, by family discussions, by letting

children sit in on conversations with in-

teresting guests, by spending at least half

as much on books as on movies, some

parents stimulate the interest of their chil-

dren, both boys and girls, in such a way
that those children become effective,

lively "stirrers-up" of their generation.

Hobbies and special pursuits

Both boys and girls are interested in

collecting things. Sometimes these are

amusingly trivial, like match folders,

streetcar transfers, playing cards, or cam-

paign posters. The aim here may be sim-

ply to be able to brag to other children

with similar hoards; the greatest value

sometimes, the glory a child gets out of it!

But sometimes collecting becomes an

educational experience. A child begins

to gather post cards from different places;

or, his attention first caught by a bright-

colored beetle, begins to observe more

closely other insects whose names he must

look up. Then, presently, we have a

young naturalist on our hands. To be

indifferent to ways of furthering a child's

interest is to lose a point of contact with

him, and possibly to cut him off from an

exhilarating achievement.

Working with tools has come to be a

favorite occupation for many by the age

of 10. Obviously, if boys and girls have

had no opportunity to handle tools until

this age, they are not going to be as skill-

ful as those who began to use hammer
and saw and vise and plane when 4 or 5.

Taking pictures, producing plays, mak-
ing and playing musical instruments,

working with electricity—all these and

many more are favorite activities of chil-

dren, especially of bright children.

Often parents think of certain hob-

bies—picture-taking or playing musical

instruments, for example—as too expen-

sive to encourage. As a matter of fact,

the enthusiast in almost any field finds

his hobby an asset to more learning in-

volving serious effort on his part. A boy

who learns to play a musical instrument
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may put himself through high school or

college by this one skill. The girl who
has made a hobby of studying birds or

flowers may find herself in demand as a

camp counsellor. A girl who learns to

type for fun may wind up earning pin

money by typing other students' papers.

Of course it would be foolish for par-

ents to put money into something which

is so untried that they have no inkling as

to the strength of a child's interest or abil-

ity. Families have been known to sink

a lot of money in dancing lessons, only to

realize later that their daughter will never

be anything but a mediocre dancer. But

if a child's ardor and efforts are both

marked and lasting he may be willing to

sacrifice other things in order to have the

equipment or lessons that help him.

A special value of hobbies lies in their

giving a child something to feel proud

about and to be respected for. If a

child is just average in school work he

has a special need for the lift that comes

from doing something well. Parents,

and teachers, too, need to be on the look-

out for ways to build up children who
do not have much to feel "important"

about. Making a collection of costume

dolls, becoming expert at drawing maps,

gaining an unusual amount of informa-

tion about some one subject are examples

of the kind of specialty that should be

encouraged as contributing to a child's

mental health.

Radio listening

Anything that cuts as big a slice out of

a child's time as the radio is bound to

have more than a passing influence on

him. Whether he listens only i hour a

day or 3 as many children do, he is being

introduced to ideas, customs, words, and

events in a bewildering array. Some of

what he listens to may be a waste of time

or even harmful; but we can be fairly

sure that he is also having his vocabulary

and general knowledge broadened.

One of the byproducts of radio listen-

ing that needs investigation is the effect

upon children of the extravagant claims

of advertisers. When children are bom-

barded with glowing statements about

one product after another, some more in-

telligent children, at least, develop a some-

what skeptical attitude toward them.

Many others less thoughtful get an im-

mense amount of misinformation as well

as being influenced in favor of certain

products, or developing a habit of being

easily taken in by large promises.

The amount of debate and discussion

on the air, even though the number of

children who listen to such programs may
not be great, makes it plain to children

that there are different sides to every ques-

tion. The fact that boys listen to polit-

ical discussions and lectures more than

girls emphasizes again their greater lean-

ing toward acquiring factual information.

One of the drawbacks about listening

to the radio is that it keeps children from

active, outdoor play. Parents need to

think about this seriously. If children

have many opportunities for the satisfac-

tion of their adventurous and creative im-

pulses they will not be so dependent on

adventure that is manufactured for them.

A group of children making a scooter

in the back yard will be likely to forget

all about going in to hear Jack Arm-

strong, 4 days out of 5.

Parents, even those in large cities where

children's freedom is much hedged about,

could do more than they do about pro-

viding chances for active participation.

Sometimes a determined group of parents

can get their board of education to furnish

a competent playground leader and ade-

quate apparatus for many sports.

One of the good points about radio is

that it brings the family together in the

home. But very often, too, conflicts

come up because some members dislike
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programs enjoyed by others. Here is an

opportunity to practice real democratic

living by taking turns, compromising,

working out ways of meeting needs, ac-

cording to age and interests, especially

when there is only one radio.

The ever-present problem of listening

to the radio while studying is a bother-

some one in many families. Music fur-

nishes a pleasant background for work,

but conversation draws the attention away

from it. It has been shown many times

that absolute quiet and solitude do not

necessarily produce the best atmosphere

for work: we concentrate a little better

sometimes when we have to make a

slight effort to shut out interference. It

is better not to make final decisions about

whether or not a child can have the radio

on while he is studying without being

sure it really is a handicap.

Some children's emotions are unfavor-

ably affected by listening to wildly ex-

citing radio dramatizations. Often they

dream and have nightmares after hearing

them. One of the first things to con-

sider in dealing with such problems is

the radio listening habits of the child.

Older children as they gain experience are

less affected. Younger children can be

diverted from listening to unsuitable pro-

grams by well-planned reading aloud, or

entertaining games. There are plenty

of fine stories and games that interest
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children of different ages, as well as the

parents whose participation makes up a

large part of the fun. One of the fre-

quent cries of "middle-aged" school chil-

dren is, "We wish our fathers and mothers

would play more games with us!"

Naturally, most fathers and mothers

are not free to play games at the time,

just before supper, when many of the

children's programs are on the air. But

by using a little ingenuity, a compromise

may be worked out. Many a child would

be willing to forego even a very exciting

radio program if he had his father's

and mother's promise to join him in a

game after the evening meal.

Children and money

We would probably all agree that chil-

dren need to learn how to use money.

But how they can best be taught to do so

is another matter. We know very little

about how people learn to manage

money wisely. Most of us learn through

our actual experience, if we learn at all!

We say "Experience is a good teacher."

But do we put her to work teaching early

enough? We take children's "educa-

tion" very seriously, but do they really

learn much at school about how to man-

age money? And yet when they are

adults they will be expected to know how
to use money as a tool in spending, sav-

ing, earning, giving, and borrowing. It

is as if we never let them use a pen or

pencil while they were growing up, and

then all of a sudden expected them to

know how to write legibly.

What kind of money experi-

ences can parents provide?

1. Making and following a plan for

giving a child money will bring better

results than hit-or-miss hand-outs. An
allowance that grows as the child's needs

grow is one device. Beginning with the
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very small amounts a 6- or 7-year-old

child needs, it can be increased with the

child's growing ability to make inde-

pendent decisions. By the middle teens

many children under such an arrange-

ment are buying many of their own
clothes. Needless to say, such practice

keeps a child down to earth, and gives

him a real understanding of the need

for sensible planning.

Too often parents give an allowance

and then dictate how a child shall spend

it. Actually, such dictation defeats their

purpose. If a child is told he must save

3 cents out of every dime, or that he can

spend only 5 cents a week on candy, he

has no chance to use his own judgment.

If we direct every bit of his spending, it

remains our money, in which case there's

little point in calling it his allowance.

Talking over with him questions that

come up is another matter. We can

point out that if he saves a little of each

week's dime or quarter he can buy some-

thing he really wants at the end of the

month. We can remind him that when

he's invited to other children's parties,

he'll want to be able to give them birth-
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day presents. Our children nowadays

are so well aware of the plight of children

in other parts of the world that giving

out of ones funds has become very much
a part of their thinking. When it in-

volves self-denial it will have more mean-

ing than when it's just a matter of hand-

ing on the money they asked their father

for.

"But they won't spend wisely"

Of course they won't! They'll throw

their money away on flimsy toys at first,

buy too much candy, be "broke" long be-

fore the end of the week. Children learn

by trial and error, and the errors help, as

well as the successes. If Ruthie short-

sightedly spends her allowance, forgetting

the movie she especially wants to see on

Saturday, she'll actually learn something,

either by not being able to go, or by feel-

ing the pinch when she pays back what

her mother loans her.

Some parents would disapprove of a

loan under such circumstances. It is

something for each family to decide. But

why not let an 8- or 9-year-old begin

to learn something about borrowing?

Ruthie's experience now may help her

understand what's involved in the mort-

gage she and her husband may have to

put on the first house they buy!

Taking the consequences of rashness

is one way children learn. It may be

hard for Jack's father not to give him the

money to repair the window, broken be-

cause he didn't listen to a request to play

ball farther from the house. But facing

an obligation may be a lesson Jack needs

very much.

2. A child should never be punished

by having his allowance taken away. By
doing this we make the mistake of seem-

ing to pay him for good behavior.

Money should not be tied up with dis-

cipline in any way, unless through en-

tirely natural consequences, as when Jack

has to pay for the window he broke. But

in this case it is the event that disciplines

the child, not his parents.

It is a great temptation sometimes,

when a child spends money foolishly, to

attempt to control his spending by cutting

off his allowance. To do so simply puts

off the learning that will have to come
sooner or later through mistakes. It may
seem that his mistakes aren't teaching him

anything; but here, as with other learn-

ing, we'll be disappointed if we expect

results too quickly.

3. The allowance should be planned

with a child's expanding needs in mind.

A little experimenting may have to go on

at first, and of course additions will have

to be made as children take on more re-

sponsibilities. An 8- or 9-year-old can be

expected to think ahead enough to figure

out how often he will need a haircut

(though he'll need reminding about sav-

ing up the money for it); and an 11-year-

old can take on the responsibility for car-

fare and lunches. It's not so much what

an allowance covers that matters as it is

that the child should be having a greater

chance each year to exercise judgment

and foresight.

Some of our children's friends will have

more spending money than they have,

some less. This is something they will

meet with all through life, so early ex-

perience in learning to make what they

have go as far as possible will be all to

the good. Some adults are forever be-

moaning the fact that they can't "do as

much" for their friends as the friends do

for them. Real friendship isn't on a basis

of "returns" for gifts or invitations or

what not. Children should be taught

that it is not so much what they can spend

on their friends as what they give in the

way of loyalty, sympathy, and shared en-

joyment that counts.

4. Learning about money should in-

clude becoming acquainted with family
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finances. The family that doesn't discuss

the source of its money and how it's to be

divided is probably a relic of the old days

in which father held the purse strings.

Nowadays he's pretty apt to hand them

over to mother. She has more time for

shopping than he does—or likes to better,

whether it's for clothes or food.

That women do a very large share of

the family buying is suggested by the im-

mense amount of advertising addressed

to them. But inquiry into family prac-

tices shows that parents tend to give boys

far more worth-while experiences in man-

aging money than girls. By age-old tra-

dition boys are more <^ften told about

family resources and hear financial prob-

lems discussed more.

There are just as many ways open for

preparing girls to know how to spend,

save, lend, and borrow. Thoughtful ef-

fort put into such teaching would be one

means by which girls could get practice

on problems that will face them when
they marry. Think of the needless

wrangling over money that endangers the

success of thousands of marriages

—

wrangling largely growing out of the

ignorance of the marriage partners as to

how to manage their money.

Girls of 10 or 12 can plan meals that

are not only well balanced but also eco-

nomical. They find it fun to be given

money to cover a whole day's meals, pro-

vided an appreciative family praises the

selections made. Shopping with mother,

helping to judge the relative value of ma-

terials, and being given a voice in de-

cisions about curtains, table linen, and

clothes are valuable and enjoyable experi-

ences. Study of mail-order catalogs and

newspaper advertisements may be the

basis for learning about comparative

values and prices.

If 50-50 partnerships in marriage

yield the best results—as studies indi-

cate—why won't 50-50 partnership be-

tween parents and their children lead

their children into the same kind of satis-

factory adult relationships? A father

who lists for the children's benefit the

taxes, rent and insurance he has to pay

in a year and what he has to put aside to

get the new car they all want, has the

sympathetic understanding of his chil-

dren. They are much more likely to

appreciate their share of the family in-

come if they understand where it comes

from and where it goes to.

It gives children a sense of one-ness

and family solidarity to be treated as

responsible members of the group, who
have a stake in everything that affects

their parents.

If we think of the money we earn as

belonging to the whole family, rather

than as something doled out by us, every-

one's feelings about it will be likely to

be more wholesome. Money has come to

mean so much in our lives only because

fewer and fewer transactions can take

place without it. In earlier days, even

the younger members contributed to the

family's livelihood. Boys tended the

sheep from whose wool the girls knitted

socks. The mother could feel a real part-

nership with her husband when she wove

the flax he raised into sheets, or made
soap and candles. Gradually we changed

over to making money, instead of the

things we now buy for money. This

means we have to find other ways of

giving all the family a feeling that they

are still partners in the venture of family

living.

5. Learning to save and to budget is

an important part of money experience.

Saving for things that are far in the

future has no meaning to young children.

Their goals must be close up, where

they can reach them soon. To save for

3 weeks to buy a present for his mother

seems just as tremendous an undertaking

to a 6-year-old as saving in high school
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for college expenses seems to an adoles-

cent. Failure to understand that little

children cannot look very far ahead has

discouraged many parents in their efforts

to teach their children to save. Only as

children mature are they able to set their

sights on distant goals.

To be able to earn
raises a child's morale

6. Learning by earning is a very im-

portant part of children's experience. In

our society children very early feel the

urge to do things for which they get paid.

The emphasis put on this kind of re-

ward for accomplishment is contagious,

and children catch it as they do measles.

It's difficult to take into account this

very real need of children, and at the

same time keep them from being too

money - conscious. Some parents are

afraid to pay children for performing

duties about the house; they hate, and

rightly, to put services on a money basis

that they feel should be given as a part of

cooperative living.

If the family is really a unit, with every

member having his share of responsibility,

love, and security, there should be such

a spirit of mutual helpfulness as to make

any worry about such a possibility need-

less. Offering a child a nickel in order

to get him to run an errand willingly is

quite different from paying him for doing

something outside his everyday jobs.

In every home there are "extra" things

to do, things that have to be done sea-

sonally, or that come irregularly, that

give children chances to make a little

money. The 8- or 9-year-old may have

as his regular duties such things as bring-

ing in the milk bottles and picking up

his toys. But along comes a special need

for money. "Can't I earn some?" he asks.

Perhaps his mother has been putting off

shining up her aluminum pans for lack

of time. How about paying the child for

this, or one of these many other things

which we seldom get around to?

Children get a great lift out of having

something to show for their efforts at an

age when there are few if any ways open

to them to earn money outside their

homes. A little later, boys and girls can

earn by taking care of neighbors' children,

having newspaper routes, or, in the coun-

try, by raising a calf or chickens. But

almost as early as children begin to have

any use for money they also begin to

want to earn some. The ingenious par-

ent will think of many ways of giving

children the thrill of earning little sums

without endangering the child's willing

cooperation when he is not paid for tasks.

Much will depend on the neighborhood

in which a child lives as to how early he

may begin to earn money by running er-

rands, or mowing lawns. Children of 12

are not strong or mature enough to under-

take a newspaper route, but they are

sometimes allowed to do so.

Every parent should do all he can to

see that the spirit, as well as the letter,

of child-labor laws is lived up to in his

community. These laws help to protect

children from situations they are not ma-

ture enough to cope with, and from being

robbed of time needed for school, play,

and family life.

Special problems

1. An irregular income, varying

greatly because of seasonal work or for

other reasons sometimes makes allow-

ances for children difficult to manage.

Some families with irregular incomes

say that they cannot set an amount which

they can always have on hand to give

out each week or month, according to

the age of the child. Few children are

so stupid as not to realize that their par-

ents can't give them what they haven't

got; the pinch of having the allowance

reduced now and then is good prepara-
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tion for the times in adult life when a

higher cost of living or a salary reduction

makes it necessary to reduce spending.

An irregular allowance may be used

as a device for teaching saving. The fact

that it is not often used in this way points

out how poor the training of many adults

in the use of money has been.

A wider application of a minimum
yearly wage would make it easier for

many families to give their children good

practice in using money. Uncertainty

and fear of want sometimes develops feel-

ings of insecurity in children and helps

create penny-pinching and stingy habits,

or the equally regrettable spending

"while we have it."

2. Too much emphasis can be placed

on money, of course. Children can be-

come too concerned with whether or not

they are getting "their share" if there is

too much talk about dividing the family

income evenly. The more casual and

matter-of-fact the attitude of the parents

the less likely a child is to center his

attention on himself.

3. Even while very young, children

have very different attitudes toward

money. One child may have many ideas

as to how to spend what he gets, and be

interested in saving only as it leads toward

getting some much desired object. An-

other may seem to have very few cravings,

and will take great pride in saving his

money in order to have it hoarded up

to talk about. Jane may be so stingy

that she gives money toward a birthday

present for her brother grudgingly, while

her brother may be so generous that he

seldom has a piece of candy left for

himself.

A child who is unwilling to share or

give shows by his actions that his rela-

tions with others are not comfortable.

Gradually, he should be outgrowing the

infantile self-centeredness that puts him-

self and his own interests first on all oc-

casions. A school-age child who has no

real appreciation of other people's wants

has probably been catered to too much.

Another possible reason for a child's

appearing "selfish" is that he is very in-

secure. He hangs on to his money be-

cause he dimly senses this is one means

by which people gain personal security.

The more friendless a person is, child or

adult, the more likely he is to depend

upon possessions to give him comfort.

Money is such an important symbol of

safety that even a child may get some

comfort from possessing it. In such a

case, some way must be found of making

the child feel there's solid ground under

him of understanding and love.

The opposite behavior, of giving too

lavishly, really suggests a kind of insecu-

rity, too. Offhand, it seems like a pleas-

ing trait, but examined more closely, it

sometimes turns out to be a child's effort

to buy other people's liking. One won-

ders in such cases about the amount and

quality of affection the youngster is get-

ting at home.
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Developing wholesome sex attitudes

"Let sleeping dogs lie" is often the atti-

tude of parents when it comes to consid-

ering the sex education needs of the school

child. "Time enough later on," we fool

ourselves by saying. We push into the

background something that we don't like

to admit is really a concern right along.

Planning is necessary

More and more, though, thoughtful

parents are undertaking wholeheartedly

their obligation to make the matter of sex

behavior, feelings, and understanding a

part of their planned guidance of their

children from the earliest years. They

realize that failure to weave in this thread

may weaken the whole fabric of their

child's future life. By school age, a

child's curiosity about his body, and about

where babies come from has either been

answered satisfactorily enough for the

moment, or it has been crammed down

into the realm of tabooed subjects.

Let's hope the first is true; but, in either

case, the widening interests of the school-

age child give us a good chance to do a

quiet, natural job of satisfying his present

needs and preparing him for the big

changes of the teen age. If we are our-

selves unsure or emotionally tense, our

first step is to free ourselves of foolish

fears or inhibitions.

This can be done. Parents have the

strongest possible motive for learning to

do so—their children's welfare. A mo-

tive or goal always makes learning easier,

whether it's learning to sew, or typewrite,

or swim. Illiterate men in the army

learned to read and write in from 4 to 8

weeks, under pressure of their longing to

keep in touch with their families. We
can learn new, or more liberal, attitudes

toward sex, because of a similar powerful

motive—desire to be able to communicate

freely with our children.

There are many good, simple books that

can not only give us the necessary back-

ground of facts, but also help us to lift a

veil and peer back into our own child-

hood. They help us to see how we came

to entertain the feelings, good, bad, or in-

different, that we have attached to sex.

Reading and study help, but discussion

with others helps even more to free us

and make us unafraid.

Do we know our children?

First we may need information about

what is going on in the child, who on

the surface seems fairly indifferent to sex

during these years. We may not see

much evidence of sex interest, or activity

that can be called sex activity, except as

boys and girls tend to draw apart, and

mingle less than before with the opposite

sex. If very little interest is displayed, it

is partly because children are quick to see

that some things are not freely and openly

discussed or done. For example, the

practice of having separate toilets for boys

and girls makes it obvious even to begin-

ning school children that excretion is not

only something private, but something

each sex excludes the other from observ-

ing. By the time children go to school,

their parents usually have begun to have

boys and girls dress in different rooms,

and the earlier habit of letting them take

their baths together has been dropped.

These, and dozens of other ways of be-

having, so commonplace that we accept

them without a thought, are such a part

of a child's training in his home and his

particular cultural group that he builds

up sex awareness as he does a general

feeling about sunshine and rain. His
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awareness can be wholesome and natural,

like his enjoyment of sunshine, or tinged

with disagreeable meaning. A "gloomy

day feeling" about sex is not anything we

want to encourage.

Information isn't all

We must not make the mistake of

thinking that information is all a child

needs. Really, that is probably the lesser

part of our job. Although accurate and

definite knowledge is highly desirable, the

feelings a child builds up, the interpreta-

tion of the information he gets, will de-

termine how he puts that information to

use. Children get a good deal of sex-

related information at school in all kinds

of subjects. Our job is to see that their

attitudes toward this whole matter re-

main wholesome.

We inject our feelings into our children,

willy-nilly. If we hated and feared

arithmetic in childhood, we'll have a dif-

ferent attitude toward Joan's struggles

with long division than if we enjoyed it.

So with sex. If we have feelings of dis-

gust or fear about sex, we'll find those

feelings creeping into our children's

lives. This makes it of first importance

for us to be sure that sex is a wholesome,

constructive force in our own lives.

If a child's two parents have a good

relationship based on real sympathy and

understanding of each other's needs

—

sexual and otherwise—their unconscious

influence will be the main food on which

the child's adjustment feeds. Their

frankness, their naturalness, their love

for each other, will be the soil from which

his attitudes and feelings spring.

Of course there are some basic facts that

a child needs to be acquainted with, that

we parents must give him, if he is to avoid

being confused and troubled by misin-

formation such as we ourselves probably

met with in childhood.

He needs to know how his body works,

to understand the marvelous mechanism

of his muscles, lungs, and heart and what

happens to the food he eats. If he's

given facts about how his body is nour-

ished he can take the body wastes for

granted and without disgust as being the

unused elements of the food he eats and

the water he drinks. He needs to know

the names of the various parts of his

body, their purpose, and a little bit about

how they perform, from his intricate

brain, through his digestive organs and

genital system, down to the bony struc-

ture of his feet. He needs to know that

there are hidden glands in his body,*

glands that don't open to the outside like

his tear ducts, but manufacture and pass

on their secretions inside the body at ap-

propriate times, bringing about changes

not only in his appearance but in his

feelings, too.

He needs to know the reasons back of

both the written and unwritten rules gov-

erning sex behavior: why marriage and

family life is necessary for the protection

and welfare of each oncoming generation;

how and why it has come about that in

our way of life, mating taking place as

soon as sexual maturity is reached in the

teens is considered undesirable; that only

by putting off mating until the parents

have become well enough established to

give proper care to their children can

children's safety and well-being be as-

sured. (Actually, our society's strong

disapproval of sex experience before mar-

riage provokes some of the deep conflicts

and feelings of guilt that work against

good sexual adjustment throughout life.

This is a problem we have closed our

eyes to, instead of trying to solve.)

He needs to have the powerfulness of

the sex urge that arises in adolescence ex-

plained; to understand how this strong

drive is in itself neither good nor bad, but

simply a necessity to the continuance of

the race. Boys and girls need to learn
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how primitive sex behavior, from being

originally a purely physical manifestation,

has come to be associated in successful

marriage with all that is highest and best

in us. It is important for them to know

that this has come about through the de-

velopment of family life, and the devotion

which the partners, first drawn together,

perhaps, through the awakening of sex

interest, come to feel for each other.

Only by the building up of affection and

shared interests and experiences has this

become possible.

Especially as the time draws near

when they will become mature sexually,

at puberty, boys and girls need a clear,

straightforward explanation of the ways

they are going to change physically, and

of how those bodily changes are going to

be accompanied by emotional changes.

Thousands of youngsters suffer every

year from not being given even the

vaguest sort of help: the girl who is not

prepared for menstruation, or for the

changed interests she begins to feel; the

boy whose voice begins to change, who
surreptitiously tries his hand at shaving,

and who worries needlessly about noc-

turnal emissions.

Maturation rates are different

Girls need explanations even earlier

than boys for they mature earlier. (See

physical growth, p. no.) Often this

doubles their puzzlement: they feel out

of step, because they seem older than

the boys of their age, and yet they are

probably being surrounded by an in-
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creased amount of protection by their

parents. Unless they are given an under-

standing of the meaning of menstruation

they may be shocked and frightened at

its first appearance. They need to know
beforehand that menstruation is merely

a device by which their body discards the

blood, disintegrating tissue, and other ma-

terials the uterus stores up in ifs lining to

nourish the egg which is released each

month by the ovaries. That when, dur-

ing the child-bearing years this egg is not

fertilized by meeting with a sperm cell,

it passes out of the body along with the

blood that has lined the uterus in prepa-

ration for the possible nesting there of

the egg. When this plain and common-

sense explanation of menstruation is

given, it can be accepted as a natural and

normal function.

Girls need an explanation of the

changes that are to come about in boys,

too—just as boys need to know how girls

mature. To learn of their own earlier

maturation helps girls to see why they

are often attracted to older boys, rather

than to those of their own age. It helps

to make plain to them their part in social

life between the sexes to know that the

male is more aggressive in sex behavior

than the female, and that their behavior

will have a lot to do with what they may
expect from boys.

Once a boy has reached school age, it is

often assumed that his father is a more

suitable person to turn to for help than

his mother. Fathers should be on such

friendly terms with their sons as to make
embarrassment or reserve unnecessary at

any age. But some men seek to escape

the responsibility for giving their sons sex

information. Unless, or until, a father

feels prepared to do so in an easy, natural

way he probably should not attempt to

handle his son's questions.

Because, in our way of life, mothers are

usually closer to their young children

through their day-in and day-out con-

tacts, a boy's mother is perhaps more often

the person who has given him answers all

along, and to whom he has turned first

for everything from a skinned knee to an

explanation of death.

But she, never having been a boy, can-

not possibly.enter into his feelings the way
his father can. Also if a child comes to

rely solely on his mother, a valuable

chance is lost for father-and-son contacts,

and understanding. Boys need more, not

fewer, such bonds. The ideal thing, of

course, is for mother and father to be so

in tune with each other and with their

children that they can share this responsi-

bility like any other; that whenever the

occasion arises, discussion of this subject

is as natural as talk about where coal

comes from, or what causes the frost on

a window.

As the physical and psychological

changes associated with puberty begin to

come about, though, there is a very real

reason why a boy's father can handle

questions better than his mother.

One of the most noticeable things about

the youngster at such a time, boy or girl,

is the new awareness of sex. The first

way this may impress itself upon us is by

our children's increasing modesty. They

begin to insist on more privacy. The boy

no longer wants his mother to come in

and scrub his back when he takes a bath.

The whole matter of sex is becoming in-

fused with emotion. A boy's mother is

no longer just his mother—she is a

woman, too. There is a rising conscious-

ness that the old love relationship between

mother and son must alter, now that he

is on his way to becoming a man.

Does it seem unnecessary to discuss here

a situation that will not force its way into

our attention until the teens? Though

we are discussing children of 12 and un-

der, what we will be up against later

really has a very important bearing now.
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We don't need to put a stumbling block

in bur path. We can avoid doing so if

we give children adequate preparation

before the stage is reached when sex takes

on a highly personal and emotional color.

When such confidence and understanding

exist in the preadolescent years, a child

expects and is readier to meet the coming

of puberty.

How the school can help

There still are parents who hate to face

the fact that their children are going to

grow up; who try to get out of hearing of

the approaching sound of teen-age prob-

lems. But help must come from some-

where if the adolescent years are to be the

pleasant time they should be.

There must be someone to give it. If

parents feel unable to do the job as it

should be done, then it is up to them to

see that the school (the only other agency

that reaches all children) takes over some

of this responsibility, and handles it ac-

cording to the most approved methods.

"A talk" to boys or girls by a physician, or

someone pulled in because a serious need

is suddenly felt, won't answer the purpose.

Little can be said for such a separate and

isolated "talk," even with the best of in-

tentions on the part of all concerned. It

lifts the subject out of its context of every-

day life, and spotlights it, with resulting

overemphasis. Both too little, and too

much is said. For one child, such an ap-

proach may be mildly amusing; another

may have his curiosity stimulated. It is

next to impossible to give in a single lec-

ture information that will be useful to

children from the great variety of back-

grounds and of the degrees of maturity

found in a single school grade.

If parents feel that sex education should

be included in school guidance, they

should find out what the most desirable

methods are. To insert a course into the

curriculum is not the answer. But with

the cooperation of intelligent and per-

sonally well-adjusted teachers, the school

can carry on a broad and pervasive pro-

gram, where every single subject, from

mathematics to art, contributes to an

all-around interpretation of what sex

means in our lives.

Does it sound far-fetched to say that

mathematics can make a contribution?

The right teacher can make it clear as

daylight that figures and money are a

part of family relations; that the con-

flicting needs of different family mem-
bers, sometimes based on sex attitudes,

are often responsible for misunderstand-

ings about family budgeting and the fair

distribution of money.

English classes can contribute through

discussion of characters in stories and

novels; social studies, by talking over the

reasons for laws relating to children and

marriage; biology can give background

physical facts.

When both parents and schools arrive

at the point where they are prepared to

help children on their way to the goal

of mental and emotional health through

building wholesome sex attitudes we will

have fewer tragedies in adult life.
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Growth in middle childhood

Between early childhood and adoles-

cence comes middle childhood, a time

when physical growth jogs along at a

pretty even pace, without the rapid gains

that came earlier and will come again

later. It is a period when parents can

breathe a sigh of relief, too, for it is a

relatively safe and healthy period. The

time when the childhood diseases are

most dangerous is past. Colds, broken

arms and legs, and infections are bother-

some, but parents put in fewer anxious

days and nights over sickness than they

did when their children were younger.

Even the accident rate for this age group

is strikingly lower than for others. It

is less than half as high as for the under

5's and those between the ages of 15 and

24. (See health care, p. 111.) This

"breathing spell" between the rapid

growth periods of childhood and ado-

lescence enables parents to get off on the

right foot before the coming of the teens

brings a whole new range of concerns.

It is a time when a child is all set for

a great deal of learning. His mind is on

the stretch. He can grasp many kinds

of new ideas. He is very able physi-

cally. His muscles are well controlled,

so that he can become skilled in a great

variety of physical activities, such as

swimming, milking a cow, playing a

musical instrument, or batting a ball.

What is going on with respect to

growth and how does it affect our han-

dling of the child? For one thing, body

build differences that may have been

hidden by chubbiness while children were

little begin to show up. Characteristic

family tendencies toward broadness and

stockiness or slenderness with accompany-

ing long bones now become apparent.

Height and weight

In judging children's growth we must

consider the great differences in children's

types. So much depends upon biological

and family background that it is useless

to compare a child with another of his

age, to see if he is growing properly. In-

stead, we need to compare him with him-

self, at an earlier period, or with other

children who resemble him in general

body type. There are slender, narrowly

built children, and broader, thicker chil-

dren; children who are small-boned and

children who are large-boned. There

are those who will always be "big for their

age," others will always seem small,

though this lack of conformity is right for

them. Children who are tall when young

keep right on being tall for their age,

with temporary exceptions.

Growth in weight does not follow as

regular a pattern as in height, because of

the many things that influence it, such as

illnesses, the presence or absence of nour-

ishing foods, and of emotional conditions

that affect a child's well-being. Because

these are things over which his parents

have a good deal of control, a child's gains

in weight should be watched more closely

than his gains in height. What he eats

while he is growing will be used first for

his immediate energy needs, and next for

growth in length, for his bony develop-

ment. What he adds in flesh will be an

individual matter of his having the right

foods and other conditions, like happi-

ness, that contribute to good nutrition.

The kind of weight a child puts on is

important; a child may look compara-

tively thin, but have excellently developed

muscles. Another may be fat without be-

ing well-nourished. In general, children
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add about five pounds a year in weight

during this period.

Girls are, from birth up to about the

age of 9 or io, both shorter and lighter

than boys. From about io to 14 or 15,

however, this is reversed, as girls begin

their preadolescent spurt in height and

weight earlier than boys. Then the boys

get ahead again, and stay there.

At every age girls are more mature than

boys. Their teeth appear earlier, their

organs mature more rapidly, and the en-

docrine changes that make them into

adolescents start earlier. By age 12 they

are about 2 years ahead of boys in gen-

eral development. The effects these dif-

ferences have on social adjustment are

discussed elsewhere (see p. 102).

Body proportions

The parts of the body do not grow

evenly and regularly. Each has its own
growth pattern. Some parts are much
larger in proportion than others, from the

earliest years. At 6, the head is about as

large as it ever will be. At this time it

makes up about one-sixth of the entire

body length, while in adulthood its pro-

portion is one eighth of the body length,

the difference in proportion being made
up mostly by the greater growth of the

legs. The trunk of the body is long in

proportion to the arms and legs. The
latter, especially the legs, have a lot of

growing to do, as they are relatively short

in early life.

The nervous system, of which the brain

makes up the largest part, grows very

rapidly at first, slows down decidedly by

the age of 6, and is about completed by

the end of the period we are concerned

with. Just the opposite is true of the

genital organs, which grow very little

during the years from 6 to 12, but begin

to speed up rapidly during the teens.

Only one part of the body is strikingly

more developed now than later, the
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lymph glands, which gradually subside

during adolescense. This partly explains

the great frequency of enlarged tonsils

and adenoids in early and middle child-

hood.

Muscles, bones, and teeth

Children's muscles are developing

rapidly during the school years. Evi-

dence of this is the popularity of

strength-testing feats, and the skills that

take bodily endurance. By the age of 12,

well over a third of the body weight is

due to muscle tissue.

The bony growth of children is very

interesting, although it is so well hidden

that we seldom give much thought to it.

The development of bones that underlies

changes in size is brought about by a

gradual shift from soft, cartilaginous

tissues to firm and hard, or ossified, struc-

tures. The bones both support and pro-

tect. They form the framework of the

body, and are bound together by the

muscles. Bones grow both in thickness

and at the ends, where cartilage is being

gradually added and calcification, or hard-

ening, goes on. A child's body contains

more separate bones than an adult's, for

bones fuse together as growth proceeds.

The greater softness of children's bones

means that their bodies are more flexible

than adults', which has both advantages

and disadvantages. Children can make

movements impossible to grown-ups, but

the lack of firmness in their bones means

that care must be taken to see that pres-

sure does not cause deformed bones. The

reason we hear so much about provid-

ing well-shaped shoes that are large

enough to allow room for the growth

of the feet is because a child's foot bones

may be permanently harmed by being

crowded into short or narrow shoes that

distort the bones. Even the pressure due

to short stockings is bad. Those children
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are fortunate who live where they can

go barefoot safely.

For the same reason good posture is

of immense importance. Children and

young adolescents should not do manual

work that means using the same set of

muscles for long periods. Many of the

jobs that children do, like transplanting

and weeding, cramp and strain the body.

They prevent its free use as a whole, so

necessary while bone growth is going on.

Poor habits of sitting while reading or

studying, with the shoulders bent; bad

ways of standing, so that one hip or

shoulder is higher than the other; sleep-

ing slumped into awkward positions be-

cause of a poor mattress or bedspring, all

these things should be prevented. Chil-

dren's beds should be selected with great

care. They should have firm mattresses

and good springs. Children should never

sleep on make-shift beds, or use old ones

relegated to the children's rooms because

they are not good enough for adults.

Extreme fatigue has a very bad effect

on body posture; a child's need of fre-
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quent rest, change of position, and exer-

cise of the whole body is plain to be

seen. The "activity program" in modern

schools is an attempt to meet these needs

among others.

To understand what is going on in the

child's bones we need only look at X-ray

pictures of the way the bones change

from year to year. From having in in-

fancy no bones in the wrist hard enough

to show up by X-ray, a child develops a

large number of bones by the age of 9,

and how these harden and fuse together

as he becomes more mature. The same

process is going on in other parts of the

body, as well.

The development of the bony part of

the child's body is closely connected with

his general physiological maturity, which

mean that of all his organs. Not until

children reach the "right" age of skeletal

development do they become sexually

mature. Thus, a girl who menstruates

early, by 11 or 12, will also be found to

have reached a greater "skeletal age"

than the majority of girls of her chrono-

logical age. Children who are large and

well-developed are likely also to be well-

advanced in their bony development.

The teeth are, of course, part of the

bony structure of the body, and are im-

portant both to a child's health and his

appearance. We need a great deal more

knowledge about the teeth, and how to

keep them from decaying. However, if

we did as well as we know how to do,

at the present stage of our knowledge,

we would be able to boast of progress far

beyond what we are making.

We have long known the importance

of the six-year molars, but we still let

these four teeth become diseased or de-

cayed in the mouths of thousands upon

thousands of children because we have

not all realized that these are not "baby"

but permanent teeth. They often come

in before any of the baby teeth fall out,
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and their importance in the jaw as

the guides that determine the position

of the later-coming teeth goes unnoticed.

Even the teeth that drop out, and so are

called "deciduous," are important enough

to warrant being carefully cared for and

filled. If they decay and are pulled long

before the new teeth push to the surface

of the jaw, these latter teeth may not come

in straight because the shape of the jaw

has been affected.

As the permanent teeth are forming

in the jaw long before they erupt, the

child's diet must contain plenty of good

building material, especially phosphorus

and calcium, and the vitamins (see nutri-

tion, p. 113). Because the phosphorus

and calcium in foods cannot be utilized

by the body unless vitamin D is also pres-

ent, the use of fish liver oil should be

continued during the growing years.

Foods that give much exercise to the jaws,

that have to be well chewed, are helpful

to jaw development. It is almost impos-

sible to find tooth decay among the older

Eskimos on the Pribilof Islands, and very

easy to find it among their children, who
have been introduced to our soft, ready-

prepared foods and sweets.

There are great individual differences

in children as to the age when their per-

manent teeth erupt. Also, girls' come

earlier than boys'. By the age of 8 or 9,

most children have 10 or 11 permanent

teeth. By the time they are 10 and 11

they acquire 14 to 16 of their second

teeth. But by the age of 12, most chil-

dren have their full set of teeth, with the

exception of the wisdom teeth that appear

in .very late adolescence. If there is a

tendency for the teeth to be crowded

(impacted) the wisdom teeth may cause

trouble when they come in.

When the upper and lower jaws do

not grow evenly, so-called "malocclusion"

or poor fitting together of the upper and

lower teeth may happen. There are oc-
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casional cases where the teeth are so

irregular that chewing is interfered with,

which in turn affects nutrition. If either

the lower or upper jaw tends to stick out

because the lower teeth overlap the upper

in front or the upper teeth protrude too

far beyond the lower, the child should

be examined frequently by a dentist

specially trained in this field, known as

orthodontia. Sometimes the condition

will correct itself as the child grows; in

other cases it may be necessary to have

special treatment in order that a child's

appearance may be improved. Before

the jaw has become completely calcified

this is a fairly easy procedure; later on,

little or nothing can be done.

The contours of the face change quite

appreciably during adolescence, when
the features take on their adult propor-

tions. Then the nose may not be so

prominent or the forehead so rounded.

Many a child who has disapproved of his

profile finds it changing for the better.

But when a child between 6 and 12 has a

chin that recedes noticeably, or lips that

cannot be closed because of protruding

teeth, no pains should be spared to make
him feel happier about his appearance,

even though this may mean rather long-

drawn-out orthodontia. If it is an ex-

pense his family can't afford, effort should

be made to find a clinic that does such

work free. The discomfort and the con-

spicuousness of braces, are in many cases

offset by the child's feeling that the end

results will be worth while.

Although some children with the best

of diets have poor teeth, it is still worth

while to provide foods that are known
tooth-builders. To some extent, good
and poor teeth seem to run in families.

Until more is known, we cannot insure

a child's having good teeth by feeding

him the "right" foods, having him brush

his teeth, and go to a dentist regularly.

But these things undoubtedly help.

Special features of growth

Because girls go through their preado-

lescent spurt in growth earlier than boys,

many of the girls begin to approach their

full height by the age of 12 or 13, the

twelfth year being the period during

which most girls gain the most in both

weight and height. Among the first

parts of the body to reach adult size are

the hands and feet. The girl of 13 may
be startled to find herself having to buy

shoes that are as large as or even larger

than her mother's. She will take com-

fort in knowing that her body will "grow

up" to her hands and feet. Many an

older boy and girl would have been saved

a lot of distress if some one had taken

pains to explain to them the unevenness

of growth that makes them feel awkward
and conspicuous. A 12-year-old girl who
is taller than any of the boys in her room

at school needs to be reassured that in 2

or 3 years' time she will not seem so tall,

because they will have caught up to her.

Boys and girls who go through a stage

of being extra plump need to be told that

this will pass, and that a few years hence

they may be among the more slender of

their age group.

When a child is unusually tall and

promises always to be so, he may be made

to feel pride in his height by a tactful

build-up of the advantages of being tall.

The father of one very tall girl always

took pains to point out any tall woman
they saw who dressed tastefully and car-

ried herself well. The girl, impressed by

her father's admiration for tall women,

was glad she was going to be one.

Of course many a girl who reaches her

full height early will not seem tall later

on, when the slower-maturing girls catch

up to her. It is well to remember this,

and reassure the girl who for a while out-

strips her classmates, who are near her

in age.
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Although smallness goes with the fem-

ininity often thought of as an asset in

women, girls who are short hate to have

their smallness remarked on. It would

be a good idea for both parents and teach-

ers to keep from making personal re-

marks about children's variations in either

height or weight. The small-for-his-age

boy may be worried for fear he will al-

ways be short. This is not likely to be a

matter of much concern in the 6 to 12

group, because so few boys will yet have

begun to grow fast. But there will be an

occasional small boy who, judging by

family tendencies, will probably remain

relatively small, whatever his age. In

view of the many ways in which some

short men try to make up for being de-

cidedly below the average in height, it is

just as well to think about this boy's

problem well ahead of time, and try to see

that he has many sources of satisfaction to

offset this limiting feature. Just as it

makes a child self-conscious to have con-

stant comments made on how much he

has grown, so it brings on worry and

feelings of inadequacy to be reminded of

his small size. If he has skills or gifts

that he can be proud of he will have less

time to spend bemoaning his shortness.

In most cases, of course, even boys who
have been small through their elementary

school years make such quick strides in

growth in the teens that by the time they

are 16 or 17 they have forgotten that they

ever were worried about their height.

However, this is one of the big secret fears

of many young boys.

Prepubertal changes

Few boys show signs of approaching

puberty by the age of 12, but quite a

number of girls will give evidence of

coming sexual maturity. The develop-

ment of the breasts and calves of the legs

is one of the more obvious evidences. A
widening of the pelvis is going on, too,

preparing the girl for child-bearing later.

The tendency toward a slightly earlier

age of menstruation, observed nowadays,

is presumed to be related to the better

nutrition of children in recent years.

Sex differences in strength, endurance,

and motor ability are less marked from

6 to 12 than later, but girls are already

beginning to show that they are less

adapted to athletic types of activity. The
physical endurance of girls is less than

that of boys. They tire more easily, and

take longer to recover from the effects of

physical exertion like running. By the

age of 14 or 15 girls have reached the

limit of their gains in motor performance,

although there are great differences, of

course, between individual girls. A
"boyish" type of build has some influ-

ence on a girl's physical prowess.

The amount of encouragement and

practice children have strongly affects

their use of their bodies in activity. A
girl who is not urged to learn bodily skills

during middle childhood is less and less

likely to learn them as she gets older.

Not only does motor performance begin

to decline in the teens but social attitudes

do not stress athletic games and feats for

girls. But girls who have early become

enthusiastic about sports often go on to

remarkable achievement. Learning to

figure-skate, to play tennis or volley ball,

to ride or to swim must come at a time

when enthusiasm for physical activity is

high if girls are to make full use of their

physical powers.
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Keeping your child healthy

The grade-school years are a compara-

tively healthy period in a child's life, but

there are still enormous improvements to

be made in the care children get in these

years. We are constantly adding to our

knowledge about how to have well-nour-

ished children, but somehow we do not

manage to get this knowledge put into

practice very fast. Information about

how to prevent rickets, for example, has

greatly cut down the number of children

who have rickets, but the nutrition of our

children is still far from being good.

Nutrition is affected by every part of a

child's life: his food, his sleep, his activity,

his state of mind. A child cannot really

be said to be well-nourished unless all

these things are taken care of.

Malnutrition is one of the most

common and often one of the least easily

recognized obstacles to health. People

rarely think of irritability as being a

symptom of a poorly balanced or inade-

quate diet. Because fatigue is a feeling

everyone knows, we tend to pass it over

as of little consequence, when it may
point to a nutritional lack that could be.

remedied. Again, malnutrition is often

thought of as something that refers to food

lacks alone, because we associate "nour-

ishment" with food. Actually, a child

who is malnourished may be getting

plenty of good food, but not the active

outdoor play, or the sunlight, or the fun

out of life that puts his food to work for

him. Infection somewhere in his body

may be dragging a child down. Irregu-

larity of meals, so that a child "pieces" in

between, may be responsible in families

which are careless about when mealtimes

come. Late hours, or too little sleep,

may play a part in malnourishment. A
child whose life is on a hit-or-miss basis

may never be very hungry. Poor sleep-
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ing conditions may mean that although a

child is spending enough time in bed, he

is not getting a good quality of sleep,

because of poor ventilation, overcrowd-

ing, or noise. A school-age child may
have extremely poor eating habits because

too much attention is paid to his food

whims; perhaps he eats too much of cer-

tain things, like cookies or crackers, to

the exclusion of other very necessary ones.

Surveys of the breakfasts eaten by

school children reveal that a large num-
ber of them start off to school very poorly

fortified to begin the day's activities. A
good many eat no breakfast at all. Often

these same children have very poor

lunches. Whether lunch is carried from

home, or provided at school, the child

seldom gets enough of the foods of which

two or three servings a day are desirable,

such as Vegetables and fruits.

Because so many children eat lunch

away from home, dinner is often the only

really good meal of their day. They can

hardly make up in one meal, even if very

well planned, for the lacks of two others.

Starting the day right

Many failures to eat a good breakfast

can be blamed on hurry. Haste to get

off to school implies the child stayed in

bed until the very last minute which

pushes the blame back on the time he got

to bed the night before.

Sometimes the child's anxiety about

getting off to school on time points to

pressure that is put on him in school.

When a child must catch a bus, or meet

a car-pool, his mother must see that he

is up in time so that he does not feel too

hurried to eat a good breakfast.

Children in the early grades do not

have a clear idea of time. It will not

help to keep saying "Hurry, hurry!" but
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it will help to have a schedule laid out

for getting off to school on time. Plan-

ning the night before what is to be worn,

fixing lost buttons or rips, being sure that

caps, mittens, and school materials are in

their proper places will be a big help.

Scheduling turns at the bathroom or sink,

having breakfast ready on the table, and

remembering to allow time for tooth-

brushing and a bowel movement after

breakfast are seemingly trivial but im-

portant steps in the morning activities.

If, when care is taken to see that plenty

of time is allowed for all the necessary de-

tails, the child still seems nervous and ill

at ease, his mother ought to consult with

his teacher to make sure that too much
emphasis is not being placed on his not

being tardy. Worry has no place in the

life of a child.

The habits of the older members of the

family have much to do with children's

attitudes about meals. If late-rising

makes the whole family feel rushed, so

that everyone eats breakfast on the run,

children will follow this same pattern.

Many children of the 6-to-i2 group

spend the whole school day away from

home. Even where there is a well-

planned school lunch, and this is an essen-

tial, many children may spend part of

their lunch money foolishly at a corner

grocery or drug store. Candy and soft

drinks, if indulged in at the expense of

more desirable foods, can do much to up-

set a carefully planned home diet. This

is not to say that all buying of such things

need be forbidden; school children are so

active that they can take care of some

extra energy-producing material.

Not until children are in their teens do

they begin to feel any real interest in

health, and then it is because it affects

their appearance rather than for its own
sake. But much earlier habit can begin

to play a part, and this is where parents

come in. They have the very best oppor-

tunity to set up good health habits in

their children by always providing suit-

able foods. Few habits are stronger than

those connected with food. Parents have

a pretty free hand in setting up eating

patterns in their own families; they mostly

have themselves to blame if they fail to

bring about wholesome eating habits.

When lunch is provided at school, some

attention must be paid to guiding chil-

dren's choice of foods. They can be en-

couraged to take the plate lunch, if one is

provided; or if not, to take a vegetable, as

well as a main dish and dessert. Mothers

who take an interest in the school lunch

can often make changes for the better

in the type of foods provided; by observ-

ing children's choices they can learn how
color, texture, and the attractiveness with

which food is served influence children's

selection. By asking a child what he had

at noon we can avoid serving the same

vegetable that night, perhaps, and, at the

same time, keep track unobtrusively of

whether he is eating wisely at school.

One way to prevent children from crav-

ing sweets at unsuitable times is to make
sure that they are supplied at home at

mealtimes with raisins, figs, dates, apples,

.fruit juices, and other things that renew

their energy.

Food needs

While school-age children can eat the

general family diet, with the exception of

tea and coffee, their mothers need to keep

an eye out to see that they do not eat too

much of some kinds of food, and too little

of others.

Most children like the foods that are

good for them: bread and butter, milk,

fruit, vegetables, and meat. But in case a

child has become finicky about his eating,

school entrance is a good time to make a

fresh start. His school, in its health teach-

ing, will reinforce our efforts—in the be-

ginning grades children are very much
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impressed by what teacher says. One
little boy came home accusing his mother

of not serving as many vegetables daily as

his teacher said were necessary. For days

he suspiciously counted to make sure his

mother was living up to what he had

learned she ought to provide.

If at this period desirable eating habits

don't get to be a matter of course, it will

be harder and harder to establish them.

As time goes on the child will eat away

from home more often so it is essential

that we know he can be depended on to

eat a sufficient variety and suitable

amounts of foods for both energy and

body building.

If a period of rapid growth sets in be-

fore the age of 12, as it so often does in

the case of girls, it may be necessary to

check up to see that added growth needs

are being taken care of. A girl at this

age is prone to eat extra cookies, candy, or

ice-cream sodas when she's hungry. As

these take care of extra energy needs only,

they must not crowd out those more

necessary foods for which the need goes

up sharply at this time.

Following are foods that contribute to

children's needs by supplying energy and

providing materials for body building

and maintenance. They are called "The
Basic Seven Food Groups."

Daily food needs

Each of the seven should be included in

every day's meals.

Group 1:

Dark green, leafy, and deep yellow

vegetables

—

Such as broccoli, kale, green peppers,

turnip and other greens, carrots,

sweetpotatoes, winter squash.

Raw, cooked, frozen, canned.

One or more servings daily.

Group 2:

Citrus fruit, tomatoes, raw cabbage and

other high vitamin C foods

—

Such as oranges, grapefruit, lemons,

limes, tomatoes, muskmelons, pine-

apples, strawberries; raw cabbage,

green peppers, and turnips. (If

fruits are hard to get, use more,

especially raw, from groups 1 and

30
One or more servings daily.

Group 3:

Potatoes and other vegetables and
fruit

—

Such as potatoes, beets, celery, corn,

eggplant, lettuce, mushrooms, ruta-

bagas, summer squash; apples, apri-

cots, peaches, pears, rhubarb, prunes,

raisins, dates, figs, and other fruits

and berries.

Raw, cooked, frozen, canned, dried.

Two or more servings daily.

Group 4:

Milk, cheese, ice cream.

Milk—whole, skim, evaporated, con-

densed, dried, buttermilk.

Three to 4 cups daily.

The following portions contain as

much calcium as a cup of milk:

1 ounce cheddar cheese, 4 ounces

cream cheese, 12 ounces cottage

cheese, 2 or 3 large dips of ice

cream.

Group 5:

Meat, poultry, fish, eggs, dried beans

and peas, nuts.

One serving of meat or fish daily if

possible.

Four or more eggs a week.

Two or more servings a week of nuts,

peanut butter, or dried beans or peas.
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Group 6:

Bread and cereals.

Whole grain or enriched and restored

every day.

Group 7:

Butter or fortified margarine daily.

Energy foods (such as rice, jams and

jellies, cakes, candy, bacon and salad

oils) may be used in addition to the

7 basic foods, but should not be used

in place of them.

Reasons for continuing the use of fish-

liver oil through these years are given

on p. 108.

School-age children are constandy on

the go. They often need extra food be-

tween meals. If a child's appetite for

his meals is hearty, and he eats the neces-

sary variety, he should be his own judge

of the amount of extra food he needs.

The main point to remember about

between-meal eating is that it should be

regular, not just "piecing" any time a

child feels like it. A lunch of sand-

wiches and milk or fruit eaten right after

school, or in the middle of the morning

should not keep a child from being

hungry for his next meal. Without a

reminder from his mother, a child may
wait until too close to the next meal hour

to make lunching desirable.

Underweight and overweight

The child whose parents have been told

by their doctor that he needs to put on

weight may not be able to eat any larger

amounts of food than he has been eating.

He needs more of the highly concen-

trated foods, such as eggs (if he tolerates

them well), cream, and butter. Evapo-

rated milk, used in cooking without being

diluted, adds to the nourishment in soups

or puddings. More butter or margarine

on his bread, more cream on his cereal

may be used.

The fats, starches, and milk in his diet

can be increased only if they agree with

him; they should not be added too rap-

idly, nor should they crowd out valuable

foods like vegetables and fruits.

Often the underweight child needs ex-

tra rest just as much as he needs extra

food. He may be a child who is over-

active and easily overstimulated. More
careful supervision of his play may help.

Providing interesting, quiet occupations

will keep him from feeling so thwarted if

he must cut down on active, romping

play. If he must rest before meals and

go to bed earlier than his playmates, he

may be furnished with books or quiet

table games or a radio in his room.

The long, lean type of child is some-

times assumed to be underweight when
he is really in good physical condition.

No attempt should be made to reduce

the weight of a child except upon the

advice of a competent physician. If a

diet is suggested, great care should be

taken to see that it includes enough bulk

(supplied by vegetables and fruits) and

the essential vitamins and minerals that

keep the body in good repair. Unlike

the underweight child, who needs more

fats and starchy foods, the overweight

child may need careful supervision to see

that he does not overdo such items as

butter, cream, cake, and candy.

A fat child's problem will not always

be solved by attention to his diet. Some
children overeat because, in the absence

of other satisfactions, they have a craving

for pleasure, and eating is an easy way

to get some. A child who is ignored by

other children, whose home life is un-

happy, or who for any other reason feels

wretched may turn to greedy gobbling of

food, as another turns to daydreams.

Overweight caused by lack of glandu-

lar balance is another matter. The

physician who takes care of the child will

try to determine whether the cause is

physical or psychological.
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Good conditions for eating

To get the most benefit from their food

children need to eat under pleasant con-

ditions. They need to be relaxed and at

ease if digestion is to be good. Because

the school-age child is typically in a rush,

it is often a good idea to set a definite

length of time which must be spent at

the table, say 15 or 20 minutes at least.

If this is a rule the urge to bolt his food

and run back to play or school will be

less, and nagging can be avoided.

The conscientious child is often wor-

ried for fear he may be late to school,

which makes it important to have lunch,

as well as breakfast, served in time so

that the child will not feel hurried.

Since excitement of any kind—anger,

fear, or any intense emotion—hinders

digestion, parents should strive for a

pleasant atmosphere at meals. Meals are

not the time to tal\ about a child's faults

or to bring up disagreeable topics.

Harping on table manners may have an

opposite effect to the desired one. If the

table is neatly prepared, the food appetiz-

ingly served, and the parents' own table

manners good, children will gradually, by

imitation, learn a great deal about pleas-

ing manners.

A few families still consider that the

adults' conversation is all that matters at

the family meals; others go to the extreme

of letting children be the center of atten-

tion. If children are to learn to talk well

they need to have a part in what goes on;

but they need also to learn how to listen,

and not to continually interrupt. They

will be helped in learning how to be

hospitable, and they will enjoy their meals

more if their friends occasionally share

them.

Care of the teeth

The state of a child's teeth is easier to

determine than that of his nutrition, for

defects in teeth can be seen.

The percentage of school-age children

having dental caries or decay goes up
steadily through the elementary-school

years, running up into 80 and 90 percent

in different communities by age 12.

The provision of a well-balanced diet,

with plenty of the so-called protective

foods, is probably the best means of pre-

vention within parents' control. Because

there seems to be a connection between

sound teeth and the presence of fluorine

in the soil where foods are grown, experi-

ments are being made in applying fluorine

to the teeth of children who live in regions

lacking this element.

Even when school examinations show
that children's teeth are in poor condition,

parents are often slow to have defects

taken care of. Some of this failure is be-

cause parents are unable to pay for dental

work, but a large share of it is simply

neglect. It reflects the ignorance among
parents themselves of the importance of a

healthy mouth to over-all good health.

The sixth-year molars (so-called be-

cause they usually appear in that year)

are especially liable to decay, and need

very careful watching. Few adults have

perfect sixth-year molars, which is silent

evidence of neglect during childhood.

This neglect is often the result of very

early food lacks, due to parents' failure to

know that these four molars are perma-

nent teeth, and have been present in the

child's jaw since before birth.

Since perhaps only 1 out of 10 school

children pays any attention at all to the

connection between health and good

habits of eating, exercise, and rest, it is

up to parents to supervise closely their

children's habits in this period. Even

though children may \now that eating

candy between meals is undesirable, they

can't be depended on not to indulge.

Health teaching in school needs to be

bolstered up by whatever means parents

can devise at home. Visual education
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seems to work better than talking about

health needs, and parents might very well

make more use of pictures, charts, and

any other way they can to let their chil-

dren see for themselves why healthy teeth

are so important.

Parents would think a long while be-

fore they would deliberately do anything

to prevent their children from having the

best of health in adult life. And yet that

is almost exactly what they do when they

don't make two visits a year to the dentist

or a dental clinic.

The child's hearing

The kind of hearing a child will have

in adult life depends to some extent upon

the care his ears get in childhood. It is

not possible later on to make up for any

neglect that occurred while the child was

little, and early recognition of any exist-

ing trouble may help to keep hearing from

becoming steadily worse.

Almost every kind of deafness seen in

adults is found in children between 8

and 14 years old, with this difference: in

children the impairment of hearing is just

beginning, and it may be possible to pre-

vent its progress.

Prevention of any hearing loss, of

course, is better still. This means that

great care should be taken when children

have diseases such as measles, one very

frequently associated with ear infections.

Running ears, which if neglected may re-

sult in deafness, are often caused by

chronic, or long continuing, infection in

the tonsils and adenoids. Pain in the

ear should never be "home treated" but

a doctor or clinic should be visited.

Colds—the main cause of absences from

grade school—are one of the worst of-

fenders in bringing about earache and the

ear trouble that follows. The pity of it is

that we take "colds" so casually. "It's

just a cold" will never be the attitude of

the mother who is truly interested in pro-

moting her child's health, with special

thought for his hearing.

One of the serious and immediate re-

sults of impaired hearing is the slowing

up in school that is likely to result. One
study showed that half of those children

who are hard-of-hearing may be expected

to be a grade behind, if they have not

learned lip reading. Early discovery of

any loss of hearing could keep this from

happening.

The child's eyesight

Even though a child has had regular

care by a physician up to the time he en-

ters school, the chances are great that he

has not had his vision tested or his

hearing; relatively few physicians make

a practice of doing this. Many schools

now routinely test children's eyes, but

with so many children to examine it is not

always possible to do more than pick out

those children whose eyes have rather

obvious defects.

If a child holds his book close to his

face; if he tips his head to odd angles

when working; if he has sties frequently,

or any discharge or redness about the

eyes; if he squints; if he seems to have

difficulty seeing things at any distance,

his parents should have his eyes examined

by a competent ophthalmologist—a physi-

cian who is an eye specialist.

Children sometimes are well along in

the grades before anyone notices that their

eyesight is poor. The child himself, of

course, has no way of knowing that his

eyes are not like other people's, and so

may struggle along, though very much
handicapped. His parents are the ones

who should be on the alert to rule out any

such happening. They should give spe-

cial thought to this when their child goes

to school, and begins to use his eyes for

close work more than he has before. Be-

ing on the lookout will make possible the

early finding and correction of such
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things as near- or far-sightedness, astig-

matism, or crossed eyes.

When study of a child's eyes reveals

that he must wear glasses, parents should

follow the eye doctor's recommendations

closely as to how often follow-up examina-

tions and change of glasses are needed.

Because children's eyes are changing and

developing rapidly, often new glasses are

needed every year.

Importance of sleep and rest

By the time children go to school they

are usually sleeping about 1 1 hours out of

the 24. From this time on, their constant

cry is to be allowed to stay up later.

While there can be a very gradual de-

crease for the next few years in the length

of time a child sleeps, no hard-and-fast

rules can be given as to the exact amount

needed at any given age, because each

child's requirements are different. Just

as some children thrive on less food than

others, so children differ very decidedly

in the amount of sleep necessary to their

best health. A good general rule is to

see to it that a school-age child goes to

sleep early enough to awaken naturally

in the morning. A little experimentation

will determine whether being allowed up

an extra 15 or 20 minutes at night means

"dopey" irritability in the morning.

The older children grow the more

varied and demanding interests they have,

and the more independent they like to

feel. If they have a hand in working

out plans, they feel much less thwarted

than when rules are laid down—with no

back-talk, no discussion. But the last

word must remain with the parents in

matters of health. Twelve-year-old Mary
may be so conscientious about home
work that she wants to keep on with it

after the agreed-upon hour for bedtime.

Better than allowing her to talk us into

letting her stay up till 10 "just this once"

(which it never turns out to be) is a firm

but sympathetic "no," and then later a

conference with the teacher or teachers

(after consulting with Mary) to find out

just how much time she is expected to

spend on home work. If a junior high-

school child is over-burdened with home
work because teachers are making assign-

ments without consulting each other, as

occasionally happens, parent-school sift-

ing out of the matter is the answer.

Whenever the prepubescent growth

spurt sets in, which may very well happen

before the teens in the case of girls, more
rest and sleep are necessary. Growth
makes great demands upon the body,

which can be met only by ample sleep

and food that contributes to body build-

ing. The easy tears and fits of temper

that mothers frequently complain of in

their daughters at the approach of ado-

lescence are just as likely to be connected

with unsatisfied sleep or food needs, as

with glandular changes.

Interferences with sleep

Two of the things that give us and our

children much pleasure nowadays also

cause some of our biggest headaches.

The radio and the movies contribute im-

mensely to our lives, but they also offer

some perplexing health problems.

We know that children should have

a chance to calm down at the end of

the day, and yet that is just the time

that they want to listen to the radio or

go to a movie. Is it harmful to let them ?

Careful study has shown that even

after very mildly exciting movies, chil-

dren's sleep is disturbed. The more thrill-

ing the movie the greater the effect on

the sleep. The disturbance is not just

for a single night, but can be noted for

2 or 3 weeks. Children of the 6 to 12

ages are more affected by scenes of danger,

and as they like hair-raising movies rather

than romantic ones, these are the ones

they'll pick out, if given a choice.
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It stands to reason that the movies chil-

dren see should be carefully selected. One

reason is that they remember things that

impress them on the screen so much

longer than grown-ups do. They take

seriously what slips off our minds in a

twinkling. Sensitive children, who tend

to have bad dreams or fears as a result

of what they see on the screen, should, of

course, be limited to pictures that are not

frightening.

Even for children who seem to take

excitement in their stride, week-night

movies—even the "early show"—are not

advisable during the school year. For

nervous children an occasional daytime

movie, of a mild type, is all that can be

recommended. Lists of suitable movies

are given each month in magazines on

family life.

The radio is harder to deal with than

the movie. The parent who says, "It can

always be turned off!" is forgetting that

for a school-age child, to be doing, hear-

ing, and seeing the same things his friends

are is very important. His carefully pro-

tected health is of little use to him if he is

"different" from his mates.

However, children whose parents have

been firm and consistent from the begin-

ning of their training come to accept a

sensible bedtime matter-of-factly. Let-

ting a child stay up a little later occasion-

ally for a program he very much wants to

hear, or when "special" company comes,

will keep him from feeling that his par-

ents enjoy putting obstacles between him

and his pleasures.

Accident prevention

More school-age children die every year

from accidents than from appendicitis,

heart disease, and pneumonia (the next

most frequent causes of death) put to-

gether. As we all know, children of

these ages are exposed to many more risks

than more closely watched over younger

children. Apparently we are doing a

very poor job of teaching them how to

avoid danger, when deaths from accidents

are so high.

First in number come deaths from

motor-vehicle accidents. Far below this,

but next in order, come deaths by drown-

ing, with many more boys being drowned

than girls. Other causes of fatal acci-

dents among children are burns, confla-

gration, injury by fall, and, among the

older children, injury by firearms.

In the years 1939, 1940, and 1941 al-

most 20,000 such deaths occurred among
children 5 to 14 years of age. In one

year alone (1938), 50,000 children were

permanently disabled by accidents. We
have succeeded in greatly cutting down
deaths from acute infectious disease and

from tuberculosis, but have hardly re-

duced the fatalities from accidents at all.

(See Childhood Mortality from Accidents,

Children's Bureau Publication 311, 1945.)

What can parents do to cut down this

unnecessary death toll?

1. They can take steps to see that their

children have safer places to play. In

some cities, for example, parents have

insisted upon the roping off of certain

streets for sliding, so there is no danger of

sleds colliding with cars. Parents can

work for more playgrounds, where chil-

dren can run, climb, and jump in safety.

They can make their own yards attrac-

tive by putting up parallel bars and

swings, letting children build shacks,

play basketball and croquet.

2. They can do a better job of teach-

ing children to obey traffic rules. (This

is something the average adult is very lax

about himself.) Example and practice

help more than harping on dangers.

3. They can see that their children

learn how to swim (almost every city YM
and YWCA give lessons); that they un-

derstand such things as the danger of div-

ing in shallow water, and learn how to
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give lifesaving aid. They can work for

good supervision of swimming pools and

lake shores.

4. They can teach the proper use of

guns. This is an obligation some parents

don't take seriously. They may refuse to

let their children have a BB gun, in the

mistaken notion that this will prevent ac-

cidents. Forbidding a boy to use a gun

doesn't lessen his eagerness to do so. He
will probably have opportunities—away

from home .and away from careful in-

struction—to handle guns. The tempta-

tion is great, and the risk of accident in-

creases with the child's unfamiliarity with

dangerous weapons.

A better plan is for a father to see to

it that his boys—and girls too, if they

want to—have practice in handling guns

under his careful guidance. Begin when
the child is little by teaching him never

to point even a toy gun at a person.

Fathers can teach markmanship under

safe conditions; how to carry a gun; how
to get under or over a fence with one;

how to get into and out of a boat safely

while hunting. They can give an unfail-

ing example of the importance of not

leaving a loaded gun lying around.

5. They can teach children to be

thoughtful and alert and to exercise

judgment. That so many more boys

than girls lose their lives in motor-

vehicle accidents, by drowning and by

shooting, highlights the far greater free-

dom that boys are allowed—without re-

gard for the danger involved. Boys

seem naturally somewhat more active and
daring than girls; but this tendency is

only part of the picture. Because they

are active, bold, daring, it seems taken for

granted that boys can take care of them-

selves. In the modern world dangers

have increased without any increase what-

ever in our ability to look out for our-

selves. Guns, heavy trucks, electricity,

motorcycles are only a few of the danger-

ous things that are commonplace in our

lives. They make it imperative for par-

ents to teach children to keep a sharp

look-out, and to give them opportunities

for learning motor skills, and to use good
judgment. The answer to the dangers of

bicycle riding is not to refuse to let a

child have a bicycle, but to see that he
has a chance to learn to ride under safe

conditions. We can extend his privileges

about where he may ride as he gives evi-

dence of taking precautions.

It would be a mistake to make children

fearful or overcautious, which may be

the result if parents hedge their children

around with too much protection. Keep-
ing children from doing things is not the

answer in accident prevention; rather,

they should have practical safe experience

in doing many things, so that warnings
will have meaning. Eight-year-olds need

to learn to iron and bake under a watch-

ful (but not critical) eye. Ten-year-olds

can begin to have lessons in how to jack

up a car safely.

At the 6-year-old level, or even later,

many a child causes a great fire hazard

by playing with matches. They can

hardly—nor should they—be kept out

of his way now as they were when he was
younger. Telling a child not to play with

matches may work very well with one

child, for some children are very readily

managed or easily impressed. In an-

other child the strength of his desire may
be greater than his ability to resist. Even
if we wanted to do so, we would hardly

think up a punishment that would surely

keep every child from experimenting

with fire. Children can't possibly have

an idea of the danger of such play. We
can satisfy their curiosity and give them
safe experience by letting them use

matches under our guidance and under

certain conditions.
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When should a child be
kept home from school?

Even though a child shows only slight

signs of being under the weather, home

is the place for him if he has any of the

symptoms listed below.

A running nose, red or running eyes,

sneezing or coughing, a rash or a sore

throat are signals that tell us a child is

coming down with a cold, or with one

of the infectious diseases such as measles

01 whooping cough. And yet where

school funds are paid on a basis of aver-

age daily attendance children with seem-

ingly slight ailments are not encouraged

to stay at home

!

A cold or any of the so-called children's

diseases is highly contagious during the

early stages, so keeping a child at home

safeguards both himself and others. If

the early symptoms are not neglected, the

time a child has to be away from school

may be short. If the child turns out to

have an infectious disease, rest in bed

from the very start may prevent compli-

cations which are more serious than the

disease itself.

Sometimes symptoms are less noticeable

than those given above, but are equally

important. Listlessness, tiredness, ir-

ritability, or any departure from a child's

usual behavior; paleness; a feverish ap-

pearance; swelling about the neck, are

all causes for keeping a child at home.

Painful symptoms like earache or run-

ning ears, vomiting, diarrhea, or headache

are so obvious that they can hardly fail

to be thought of as good reasons for a

child's being put to bed instead of being

sent to school. It should be kept in mind

that vomiting, often thought of as being

due to something a child has eaten, is

even more often connected with disease,

such as scarlet fever or influenza.

Illness as an excuse

Occasionally minor illnesses are made
so pleasant by the extra attentions his

mother gives—special foods, special toys

trotted out for the occasion—that a child

pleads sick when he wants to escape some-

thing he dreads at school. If there is any

suspicion that such an attempt is being

made, a child's stay in bed should not

be the occasion of a lot of fussing and

attention. A few hours will tell whether

something is really the matter, or whether

he is trying to get his mother's sympathy

because he couldn't get any elsewhere.

"If you're sick enough to stay at home

you're sick enough to be in bed," can

be the attitude, and this will give us time

to observe whether the illness is real or

feigned. A well child seldom wants to

stay in bed long if it is not made

attractive.

The sick child

Parents of school-age children less often

have the terrifying experiences with ill-

ness that they go through with very young

children. No longer is there the help-

less panicky feeling that comes when a

little child's temperature shoots up alarm-

ingly, but he is able to give only a very

vague answer as to where he feels bad.
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Too, a mother has learned to know her

child and his symptoms by this age period.

She knows whether his usual reaction to

a cold is severe; she has learned what foods

he can take best after a digestive upset;

she can often tell by his behavior when

it will be better for him to take a good

rest in bed than to try to carry on as usual.

It is also easier to get an older child to

do the necessary things when he is sick.

He can see the reason for taking a lot of

fluids, or a disagreeable medicine, and

he can also accupy himself more hap-

pily during his convalescence, because he

can read, and do many things with his

hands.

Symptoms of illness

It is, of course, just as important to

have a doctor's services for a child now as

when he was younger, but there will prob-

ably be many fewer occasions on which
he has to be called. Some of the symp-

toms when, to be on the safe side, you

will want to call your doctor are these:

1. Fever of 102° or above, or persistent

temperature over ioo°.

2. Vomiting that is severe or occurs

over and over.

3. A sore throat.

4. Persistent pain in any part of the

body. Earache, severe headache, or pains

in the stomach, abdomen, chest, or joints

may indicate serious disease, infection, or

injury.

5. Stiffness of the neck or back.

6. A breaking out or rash on the child's

skin.

Before the doctor comes

If you talk to the 'doctor by phone, tell

him as exactly as you can what is wrong,

and follow carefully any instructions he

gives you.

Until he comes, there are a few things

you can do.

1. Put the child to bed in a quiet place

where he can rest or fall asleep.

2. Keep other children away from him.

3. If he is vomiting, stop all food but

offer water frequently. If he continues to

vomit, stop giving even water. After the

vomiting subsides, try giving him a few

sips of water, ginger ale, or sweetened

weak tea. He may have' finely cracked

ice to suck.

4. If the child is neither vomiting nor

having diarrhea, give him liquids—water,

fruit juices, milk, or broth—as much as

he wishes. Never try to make a sic\

child eat.

5. If he has a high fever and is restless,

give him a cool sponge bath to make him
more comfortable.

6. Take his temperature every 4 hours

and keep a record of it on paper.

7. Save a sample of the child's urine for

the doctor.

8. Do not give any medicine unless di-

rected by the doctor.

Care of a sick child

Until the doctor is sure that the child

has no communicable disease, keep his

handkerchiefs, towels, washcloths, dishes,

and toilet utensils separate and sterilize

them with boiling water before washing

them. Especially boil his handkerchiefs,

or, better still, use paper handkerchiefs

or tissues which, after use, should be put

into a paper bag and burned.

Keep a large apron or a smock in the

sick room and wear it while taking care

of the child. Before leaving the room,

take off the apron and hang it up inside

the door. Be sure to change the apron

every day.

Wash your hands well with soap and

water after caring for the sick child.

If the bathroom is not near the sick room,

keep a basin of water and a cake of soap

on a table just inside the door and wash
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your hands just before leaving the room.

Avoid spreading disease. One sick

person in the family is enough. A sick

child, even one who has a simple cold,

should be kept in bed.

When a child is acutely ill, and espe-

cially when he has a high temperature,

he is usually very good about staying in

bed. He is drowsy and is likely to sleep

off and on most of the time. He prefers

not to be disturbed in any way and is not

interested in toys or play. During this

period the sick child should not be

bothered by any unnecessary attention.

Beyond carrying out the doctor's orders,

nothing should be done to him which

might be disturbing.

The child who is getting well is, how-

ever, a wholly different matter. Many

mothers find that keeping a convalescent

child in bed is often hard to do. Chil-

dren have such remarkable powers of re-

covery that, once over an acute illness,

they soon feel fine and begin to clamor

to get up before it is safe for them to be

out of bed.

A child who has had fever should be

kept in bed at least 24 hours after his

temperature has reached and stayed nor-

mal (98.6° to 99.6 ). If he has had fever

for more than 2 or 3 days, he should stay

in bed for 2 or 3 days after his tempera-

ture has become normal. If this precau-

tion is always taken, the serious after-

effects of many diseases can be avoided.

Cleanliness

Keep a sick child's body clean. Give

him a warm sponge bath once or twice

a day. Take care that he is not chilled

during the bath; he should not be com-

pletely uncovered unless the room is

warm.

Elimination

If a sick child is not taking much food,

his bowels may not move so frequently

as usual. If there has been no bowel

movement for 48 hours or if the child

seems to have pain in the abdomen, an

enema of warm water may be given. (See

p. 125.) Never give a laxative without

a doctor's advice. It is sometimes very

dangerous to give a laxative, especially if

there is pain or swelling of the abdomen.

If the child urinates less frequently

than usual, more water should be given

to him to drink unless he is vomiting.

A sick child seldom wants to eat or is

able to digest as much food as when he is

well. In illnesses that do not upset di-

gestion the child may have a simple diet,

containing foods such as milk, fruit juices,

cereal, egg, toast, vegetables, and simple

desserts, unless the doctor orders a spe-

cial diet.

A sick child needs water, especially if

his temperature is high. Water should

be offered to him as often as every hour

that he is awake. Unless there is a di-

gestive upset, fruit juices also may be

given freely. If a child is vomiting, it

is sometimes necessary to stop giving

water for a time, but it should be started

again in small amounts as soon as he can

keep it down. Often a child can retain

cracked ice or small amounts of ginger

ale before he can keep water down.

Taking the temperature

Every mother should learn how to take

a child's temperature. It is a good idea

to buy a thermometer and learn how to

use it when the child is well. Children

of 6 and over can have their temperature

taken by mouth, but may need remind-

ing not to bite the thermometer.

Before taking the temperature, shake

the thermometer down sharply to be sure

that the mercury is well below the "nor-

mal" mark. Leave it in the child's mouth

for 2 minutes by the clock. Write down

the degree of temperature and the time

of day it was taken.
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Colds

A child with a cold should be kept away

from ijther children. A number of contagious

diseases besides colds begin with sore throat

or a runny nose, and any child with either

symptom should be put in a room by himself,

away from other children.

Rest in bed is an essential part of the treat-

ment of any cold and will probably hasten the

child's recovery.

The coughing accompanying a cold may often

be relieved by letting a child breathe air with

steam in it. This may be done by placing him

in a small room in which water is boiling or a

bathroom with hot water running. Doing this

several times a day, and just before he goes to

bed, may make a child more comfortable.

Do not put nose drops, or anything else, into

a child's nose without the advice of a doctor.

If a child's nose is running, a little cold cream

or camphor ice smeared under the nose may help

to keep the skin from being inflamed.

Teach children to cover the mouth and nose

when coughing or sneezing and never to use an-

other person's handkerchief.

Enlarged or diseased tonsils and ade-

noids

Chronic infection in the tonsils and adenoids

is often the cause of colds, sore throats, earaches,

running ears, or swollen glands.

Tonsils which are merely enlarged should not

be removed if they are not infected and do not

interfere with breathing or swallowing. The

same holds true for adenoids. Tonsils and ade-

noids that are frequently or chronically infected,

however, need to be removed.

Unless the doctor advises it, do not consider

having your child's tonsils or adenoids taken

out. Many children never have to have this

done.

Sore throat

Some children, especially the younger ones,

may have an inflamed throat without complain-

ing about it. When a throat is inflamed, it is

red and may be swollen. White spots or patches

in the throat may mean an acute infection of

some kind. This may be a simple tonsillitis, or

a more serious condition, such as diphtheria or

septic sore throat.

Whenever a child has fever or vomits or sud-

denly refuses food, look at his throat. If it looks

inflamed or has patches on it, send for the doctor

at once.

Swollen glands

The glands that may become inflamed when

children have colds or sore throats are small

lumps of tissue just under* the jaw on both sides

of the neck. They often become swollen when

a child has an infection in the mouth, nose,

throat, or ears. Any swollen glands should be

reported to the doctor.

Pneumonia

Pneumonia is a serious disease. It may develop

after a cold, measles, whooping cough, or other

infection, or it may begin suddenly (primary or

acute lobar pneumonia).

The symptoms of pneumonia are fever, cough,

and rapid, difficult breathing.

If pneumonia is suspected in a child, a doctor

should be called at once. Early treatment with

"sulfa" drugs or penicillin in pneumonia is truly

lifesaving. These drugs, of course, are always

given only under your doctor's order.

Laryngitis

If hoarseness in a child lasts more than a few

hours he probably has laryngitis—a condition

sometimes due to diphtheria. It may accompany

or follow a sore throat. A child who has noisy,

labored breathing in addition to hoarseness and

loss of voice, and seems increasingly sick should

be seen by a doctor as soon as possible. Exhaus-

tion and weakness are very serious signs.

If a child has been given diphtheria toxoid

when he entered school, or more recently, he

will probably have been protected from

diphtheria.

Influenza or "grippe"

Epidemic influenza may be very serious in a

child, although usually less so than in adults.

The early symptoms of influenza are some-

what like those of a common cold. High fever,

vague pains, and marked weakness help to dis-

tinguish influenza from a cold.

Pneumonia is the most common and serious

complication of influenza. For this reason a

child who develops influenza or "grippe" should

be seen by a doctor.

Eye disorders

Red or inflamed eyes with watery discharge

may be due to inflammation or irritation, to a

cinder or dust, or to hay fever.

It is a safe temporary measure for the mother

to apply either warm or cold wet compresses in

order to relieve swelling and discomfort.
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Any speck of dirt that is not washed out soon

by the watering of the eye should be removed

by a doctor. Any injury of the deiicate mem-
branes of the eye is a. serious matter.

Discharge of pus from the eyes is a sign of

infection, which may be very contagious. Eye

infection, if neglected, may lead to permanent

injury and blindness. Painful or discharging

eyes should be treated by a doctor.

If a child has a squint or if his eyes do not

focus properly, a doctor should be consulted with

regard to exercise for the eye muscles or other

treatment. It has been found recently that, in

some cases, operation on eye muscles in early

childhood is the best way to remedy these defects.

Eyestrain may show itself by redness of the

eyelids, by blinking, or by general irritability.

Poor sight may be unnoticed by parents, and

some children who are thought to be clumsy or

dull in school may have serious eye defects. The

possibility of poor vision should be considered

if a child has these symptoms.

Styes

A stye or pimple on the edge of the eyelid

is caused by an infection entering at the base

of an eyelash. The infection is usually intro-

duced by rubbing the eyes, and when a stye

forms, the irritation makes a child even more

likely to put his hand to his eye. Placing a

hot, moist compress on the eye several times a

day may help him to keep from rubbing it.

Another stye is likely to follow if the infection is

spread by rubbing.

Pinkeye

In pinkeye, inflammation makes the eyes look

red and runny. It is very contagious, and there-

fore easily spread among school children. It

looks more serious than it is. Moist, hot appli-

cations, and sponging the eyes with boric acid

solution may help to relieve the irritation. It is

highly important for the towels and wash-

cloths used by a child suffering from pinkeye

to be kept separate from those in use by other

members of the family.

Ear disorders

An earache or a running ear usually develops

during a cold or some other illness. Never try

to treat a painful or discharging ear without a

doctor's advice. Warm, wet compresses or a

well-wrapped hotwater bag may relieve the pain.

Deafness, mastoiditis (inflammation of the

mastoid bone), or even meningitis may result

from neglected ear infections.

Mastoiditis, which used to be common fol-

lowing ear infections, seldom is seen now if

such infections are treated with the newer drugs.

Skin diseases

The common skin eruptions of childhood

are:

Impetigo contagiosa.—A very contagious skin

disease appearing as blisters which become yellow,

crusted sores, most often on the face and hands,

spreading from one part of the skin to another

and from one child to another.

Scabies or itch.—A contagious, itching skin

eruption occurring on the body and hands and

feet, which spreads by contact from one person

to another.

Ringworm.—A contagious skin eruption,

which appears first as a red patch, healing in the

center and spreading at the edges. It may itch.

It frequently affects the scalp and in time tends

to make the hair break off.

Boils and pimples.—Small abscesses in the

skin. These may be spread by scratching or

rubbing, so that often several may appear in

succession. Any inflamed place on the skin

should be kept clean and should never be picked

or squeezed.

Any one of these conditions should be cared

for under the direction of a doctor.

Clothing, bedding, towels, and other things

that have been used by anyone with a con-

tagious skin eruption should be boiled or thor-

oughly sunned before being used again, as rein-

fections often occur through such articles.

Worms
The common worms seen in childhood are

roundworms, which are as large as the ordinary

earthworm and easy to recognize, and pinworms,

which are white, threadlike, and less than one-

half inch long. They may be seen whipping

about ifi a freshly passed stool. Worm medicines

must never be given without a doctor's advice.

If they are powerful enough to kill worms, they

may easily harm a child unless given in just the

right dose and under the proper conditions.

In getting rid of pinworms, the importance

of cleanliness cannot be emphasized too much.

Since, even with worm medicine, children can

reinfect themselves by scratching, it is absolutely

necessary to keep their hands clean and their

nails short. At night they should wear cotton

pajamas and cotton gloves. To prevent spread-

ing worms to the other children, all clothing

and bed clothing of the child who has them

should be kept separate and boiled before being

washed. It is especially important to scrub and
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Sterilize the toilet seat frequently.

Many mothers have the mistaken idea that

any child who is nervous, picks at his nose, or

grinds his teeth at night has worms. Worms
are rarely the cause of such symptoms.

In regions of the country where hookworms

are common, if a child shows any symptoms of

this disease (paleness, retarded growth, digestive

upsets, and itching feet), examinations of his

stool should be made. If worms or eggs are

found, treatment should be given at once by a

physician.

Lice {pediculosis)

Head lice are sometimes found on a child's

scalp and hair. The bites of these insects may
cause itching. Sores may result, and the glands

at the back of the neck may become swollen.

Ten percent DDT powder (in 90 percent

inert talc) should be dusted into the hair and
scalp, care being taken to keep the powder out

of the eyes by protecting them with gauze

squares. The entire head should be wrapped

in a scarf or clean towel. After several hours,

preferably at bedtime, the scarf should be re-

moved. The next morning the hair should be

carefully combed with a fine-tooth comb to get

rid of the nits and dead lice. On the seventh

day following treatment, the hair should be

washed with soap and warm water and allowed

to dry, after which the DDT powder should be

reapplied in the same manner as before. On the

fourteenth day the hair should be given a final

shampoo. Although two courses of treatment

are usually sufficient, it may be necessary to re-

peat this treatment. Other children or people

in the family may reinfect one another, so that

all heads should be carefully examined and

treated if nits or lice are found. Brushes and

combs should be thoroughly cleaned by scrubbing

with soap and water and boiling after they are

used for treatment. Any hat that has been worn
by a child with lice should be sterilized by

spraying with 5 percent DDT solution.

Vomiting

Vomiting may be caused by indigestion, by
fatigue, or by overexcitement; it may be the sign

of some general bodily disturbance or infection;

it may be due to some inflammation or stoppage

of the digestive tract, or, rarely, to eating some
food to which the child is sensitive. It may be

the first sign of a communicable disease. If a

child vomits more than once, he should be put

to bed. If he seems sick or feverish or if the

vomiting continues, the doctor should be sent

for, because the loss of body fluids from persistent

vomiting, especially when accompanied by diar-

rhea, may rapidly reduce a child to a critical

condition.

A child who has eaten heavily when he was

tired, or when he was crying, angry, frightened,

or overexcited, may be unable to digest his food,

and vomiting is the body's way of getting rid of

this undigested material. Such vomiting is not

serious, for once the stomach is empty, the trouble

is usually over.

Occasionally vomiting becomes a habit. This

may result from such a condition as whooping

cough, or it may start with no obvious cause.

Such habitual vomiting is difficult to handle and

should, therefore, be treated by a physician.

Constipation

When a child whose bowels are usually regular

goes for a day with no movement or with a very

small, hard movement, nothing need be done

unless he seems sick. He will probably have a

large movement the next day.

If a child has pain in the abdomen, nausea,

or vomiting and also constipation, this combina-

tion of symptoms may point to a serious condi-

tion. A small enema may be given but never

any medicine or laxative of any kind. If relief

is not prompt, a doctor should be called at once.

Children who are on a good diet, drink plenty

of water, and have good, regular health habits

rarely become constipated. Teach your children

to report to you if their bowels fail to move for

more than 1 day at a time. If constipation occurs

often consult your doctor.

Chickenpox

Chickenpox is seldom serious, and complica-

tions are rare. It is an entirely different disease

from smallpox. It is easily spread by contact

with material from a skin eruption or from sores

in the nose and mouth of someone with the dis-

ease. About 2 weeks pass between contact and

appearance of the disease.

The first symptoms may be fever, followed by

an eruption within 24 to 36 hours, but often

there is no sign of the disease until the rash ap-

pears. The rash begins as small red spots, which

become small blisters—first filled with clear fluid

and later with pus. Some children have only

two or three spots altogether but usually crops

of these come out over a period of 3 to 4 days.

As they burst, scabs form. The rash itches, but

scratching tends to produce scars and children

should be cautioned not to scratch themselves.

A paste of baking soda and water will give some

relief from the itching. Mitts worn at night may

help to keep a child from scratching in his sleep.
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Diphtheria

Diphtheria is spread when the discharges from

the nose and throat of a person who has the dis-

ease or is a carrier of the disease reach the nose

or throat of a well person. Sometimes infected

throat discharges get into a milk supply; such

milk is a source of infection to all who drink it.

It takes 2 to 5 days after exposure for the disease

to develop. The first symptoms are sore throat,

hoarseness, croup, and fever. A grayish mem-
brane may develop in the throat. The fever is

usually not high and generally the child looks

much sicker than his temperature would indicate.

Headache and vomiting may be present.

A doctor should always be called if diphtheria

is suspected, because the earlier antitoxin is given,

the more effective it is. Diphtheria is a serious

disease, and complications are frequent and seri-

ous if treatment is delayed.

Diphtheria can be prevented by injections -of

toxoid in infancy. Children who have been im-

munized in infancy should have another injection

of toxoid when then enter school. The doctor

may consider this unnecessary if the Schick test

is negative at this time.

Very few persons get diphtheria more than

once.

Measles

Measles is not as serious in older children as

in young children. Measles is very contagious.

It is spread by discharges from the nose and

mouth of an infected person that reach the nose

and mouth of the well child. The disease usually

develops io to 14 days after exposure, although

measles has been known to develop in as short

a time as 7 days after exposure, or as long as 21

days. Early symptoms are fever, cough, watery

eyes, runny nose, and general fatigue. The rash,

which is red, irregular, and bumpy, appears 3

to 4 days after the beginning of the symptoms

—

first around the neck and ears, then on the rest

of the body, including the face. Small, bluish

spots (Koplik's spots) occur on the inside of the

lips and cheeks before the rash appears. The

disease can be given to others from the time

the first symptoms appear until about a week

after the appearance of the rash.

Complications such as ear infection and pneu-

monia develop in some children after measles.

Much can be done to prevent these complications

by following the doctor's advice carefully and

keeping the child in bed long enough.

If a mother knows that her child has been

exposed to measles, she should take him to a

doctor.

One attack usually makes the child resistant

to later attacks. Some people, however, have

measles more than once.

German measles

German, or "3-day," measles is not a serious

disease. Complications following it are rare, but

it is very contagious.

The rash, which may look like either a measles

or a scarlet-fever rash (except that it is usually

less red), appears within the first 24 to 36 hours

of illness. The rash is often the first, and may
|

be the only, fign of illness. The glands at the

base of the skull, however, are generally enlarged.

There is no specific treatment for German
measles, but a doctor should see the child to

verify the diagnosis.

Mumps
Mumps is not a serious disease. It can, how-

ever, have serious complications, which fortu-

nately are rare.

The symptoms of mumps are fever and pain

and swelling of the gland (parotid) just below

and in front of the ear on one or both sides.

There may also be pain on chewing and

swallowing.

A doctor should be called to see a child sus-

pected of mumps to decide whether the child has

this disease or swollen glands, as the treatment

of the two diseases is not the same.

Whooping cough

Whooping cough is a less serious disease in

later childhood than in infancy. It is spread by

discharges from the throat of a person sick with

the disease. Whooping cough begins slowly and

gradually. It starts with a cough like the one

that accompanies many common colds. This

cough usually lasts about 2 weeks before the

whooping begins. Whooping cough is conta-

gious during this early period before the appear-

ance of the whoop. Since the diagnosis is diffi-

cult during this stage, often the disease is not

recognized, and many children spread the infec-

tion before it is known that they have it. If

there is whooping cough in the neighborhood,

a mother should be on the alert for the develop-

ment of even a slight cough in her child. A
school -age child may, if care is not taken, bring

home the disease to younger children in the

family for whom it is more serious.

If a mother has any reason to suspect that her

child has whooping cough she should call the

doctor.
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Scarlet fever

Scarlet fever may be either mild or quite

severe. Whether mild or severe, it is contagious

for other children. It is spread by discharges

or droplets from the nose and throat of an in-

fected person or carrier. It can also be spread

by milk which has been contaminated with the

discharge or germs from an infected person or

carrier.

The symptoms of scarlet fever appear 2 to 7

days after exposure to the disease. It usually

begins suddenly with nausea, vomiting, fever,

and sore throat followed by the rash, which gen-

erally appears on the second or third day. The
rash comes out first on the neck and chest, spreads

over the entire body, except the face and scalp,

and consists of pin-point red spots on a reddish

background.

A doctor should be called at once if a child

is suspected of having scarlet fever. The doctor

will know how to treat the child to help prevent

serious complications. He will also take meas-

ures to safeguard the other members of the family

and the community from the spread of the dis-

ease. "Sulfa" drugs, convalescent serum, and

scarlet-fever antitoxin are given in certain cases.

Poliomyelitis {infantile paralysis)

Of the children who get infantile paralysis,

or poliomyelitis, only 10 to 50 percent become

paralyzed in the acute stage of the disease.

Fortunately, the number of those seriously or

permanently crippled is small and recovery from

paralysis is possible up to a year or so after the

attack. Very few persons get infantile paralysis

more than once.

Among the early symptoms of the disease are

moderate fever, headache, occasional vomiting,

drowsiness, and fretfulness. Stiffness or pain in

the back or the back of the neck is especially

typical. Paralysis, if it occurs, follows a few

hours to a few days later. Occasionally paralysis

appears without any previous symptoms.

A doctor should be called at once if these

symptoms appear and infantile paralysis is sus-

pected. There is no specific treatment for the

disease, but proper medical and good nursing

care in the early stages are highly important.

Meningitis

Meningitis is a very serious infectious disease.

It can be caused by many germs, but the germ
that causes most epidemics of so-called spinal

meningitis is the meningococcus. The early

symptoms of meningitis are abrupt onset of

fever, headache, vomiting, and stiffness of the

neck. Vomiting tends to be forceful (projectile).

Sore throat and a rash may be present.

It is imperative that a doctor be called imme-
diately if a child shows these symptoms, because

the earlier treatment is begun the greater the

chance for recovery. Not all varieties of menin-
gitis can be cured, but there are new methods of

treatment that have made this disease far less to

be feared than it once was.

Vaginitis

Vaginal discharge may occur in little girls.

It may follow an acute infection or be due to lack

of cleanliness. It may, however, also be due to

gonococcus infection, which is contagious and is

a serious condition. Any child with a vaginal

discharge should be examined by a doctor. In

particular, the discharge should be examined to

determine whether it is the result of a gonococcus

infection. If promptly and thoroughly treated,

this disease can be completely, cured by the newer

methods of treatment.

Rheumatic fever

Rheumatic fever is a disease which usually

begins in childhood. It most commonly occurs

in the school-age child, and tends to come back

again and again. The cause of it is not known,
but infections with the streptococcus often lead

to repeated attacks of rheumatic fever.

The early symptoms of rheumatic fever tend

to be like the early symptoms of many other dis-

eases of childhood—loss of appetite, failure to

gain weight, rapid pulse, and pain (often vague

and fleeting) in joints and muscles. Pain and

swelling of first one joint and then another, usu-

ally with high fever, are more definite signs of

rheumatic infection.

Chorea, popularly known as St. Vitus' dance,

is another form of rheumatic fever. Awkward,

jerky movements of the face, arms, and legs

—

noticeable when the child tries to feed himself,

dress himself, or pick up objects—and unex-

plained crying spells are symptoms that may
mean the child has chorea.

If a child develops symptoms which suggest

rheumatic fever, a doctor should be consulted

at once.

After an attack of rheumatic fever a child may

be left with some scarring of the heart, which

is known as rheumatic heart disease. Rheumatic

heart disease does not usually prevent a child

from leading a normal life, provided the period

of rest in bed is strictly adhered to while he is

recovering from an attack.
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Contrary to a rather widespread belief, children

with rheumatic heart disease do not "drop dead."

This mistaken idea has arisen from a popular

confusion between heart disease of the rheumatic

type in children and heart disease of an entirely

different nature in adults.

It is important to find out whether a child has

rheumatic heart disease, because if he has, he is

likely to have another attack of rheumatic fever,

and measures should be taken to prevent this.

The diagnosis of rheumatic heart disease cannot

usually be made by physical examination alone,

since a large number of perfectly normal chil-

dren have "heart murmurs." In order to decide

whether a murmur indicates heart disease or not,

the doctor will want a complete medical history,

a complete physical examination, and laboratory

examinations, such as X-ray, fluoroscopic exami-

nations, and electrocardiogram.

Tuberculosis

.

Tuberculosis in childhood may affect almost

any part of the body. It may affect the lungs,

but it most commonly affects the glands—espe-

cially those inside the chest and abdomen—and

the joints- and bones. Tuberculosis may also

cause inflammation of the lining of the chest

(pleurisy), the covering of the brain (menin-

gitis), the lining of the abdomen (peritonitis),

the membranes of the eye (conjunctivitis), and

the skin.

Tuberculosis is acquired most often by contact

with someone who has it, by drinking raw milk

from tuberculous cows, or by eating milk prod-

ucts made from such raw milk.

Some of the symptoms common to all types of

tuberculosis are: Loss in weight or failure to

gain weight, unexplained fever, enlarged glands,

pallor, and fatigue. Unlike adults, children with

tuberculosis rarely have a cough as a symptom.

A child should never live in the same house-

hold with anyone who has tuberculosis. All

children who have come in contact with such

a person should be examined by a doctor and

have a tuberculin test. Those with positive tuber-

culin reactions should also have an X-ray of the

chest; those with negative reactions should have

the test repeated periodically.

Young children who get tuberculosis have a

good chance for recovery, provided the diagnosis

of the disease is made early. For this reason, if

a child has any of the symptoms of tuberculosis

listed or if he has been in contact with a person

known or suspected to have tuberculosis, he

should be taken to a doctor at once for thorough

examination. X-rays, and testing.

Anemia

Anemia is a condition in which the child's

blood has less red coloring matter than it has

under normal conditions. If a child habitually

looks pale, the doctor should be consulted; he

will probably make a test of the blood to find out

whether the child has anemia.

There are several reasons why a child may

have anemia.

i. He may have had a severe illness in which

some of his blood was used up. A general

building up after the illness will cure this type

of anemia.

2. He may have had a wound that bled a

great deal. If the loss has been very great, it

may be necessary to give him a transfusion of

someone else's blood. If the loss has not been

too great, he will recover from the anemia with-

out a transfusion.

Asthma, hay fever, and hives

Some children when exposed to substances to

which they are sensitive develop symptoms like

asthma, hay fever, or hives.

Asthma is a condition in which the child has

such difficulty in breathing that he wheezes.

Asthma may be very mild, but sometimes it is

so severe that the child is unable to lie down
and must sleep propped up or in a chair. There

is usually a severe cought with an asthmatic

attack, but unless infection is present also, there

is seldom any fever. Asthma may result from

eating some food to which the child is sensitive,

as egg, or it may result from contact with some

fine substance which he breathes in, as house

dust, feathers, or animal hair. Sometimes asthma

is associated with colds or other infections.

Hay fever is characterized by sneezing, itching

eyes, and swelling of the membranes of the nose.

It can be produced by any of the substances which

cause asthma but is more commonly caused by

pollen of weeds and grasses.

Hives are itching, raised areas on the skin

which look like large mosquito bites. They come

out suddenly and often disappear quickly and

are most commonly due to some food to which

the child is sensitive.

A child with any form of chronic allergy (sen-

sitiveness to certain foods, pollens, and so forth)

should be under the care of a physician, who by

means of tests, trial diets, or changes in the

home, will try to find out what the child is

sensitive to. Each case is different and needs

to be treated individually. In some cases it is

not difficult to find the offending substance and
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remove it so that he has complete relief. In

other cases the child is sensitive to so many
things that the particular offenders cannot be

found. If the child has severe and repeated

attacks, it may be worth while to go to great

effort to find and remove the cause. If it is

necessary to deprive a child of any article of food

over a considerable length of time, however, a

satisfactory substitute should be found. No child

should be deprived of the essential foods for

growth. It should be remembered that allergic

conditions are seldam fatal and that many chil-

dren outgrow them.

Children who have received sera (usually horse

serum) for treatment or prevention of disease

may become sensitive to substances in them so

that if they are* given the same kind of serum

again they develop symptoms of asthma, hay

fever, or hives. If it is necessary for your child

to receive a serum, do not forget to tell the

doctor about any injection that he has had before.

The usual materials used for' injection to prevent

diphtheria and whooping cough do not contain

horse serum.

In some cases, the question arises as to whether

a change of climate may not benefit, other meth-

ods of treatment having failed.

The United States Public Health Service makes

several suggestions to those contemplating such

a move. First, keep in mind that "no two cases

of asthma are exactly alike," and that a location

that has benefitted someone else may not in the

present case give relief.

Second, "don't make a drastic change of lo-

cation for asthma without the guidance of

your physician, and, if possible, one or more

specialists."

Third, "make any change of climate on a

trial basis for a year or two. Although most

people suffering from asthma and sinusitis react

well to the dry, warm climate of the Southwest,

some get worse in the very dry air."

Twitching and other habit spasms

Twitching of the face, blinking of the eyes,

making faces, and other odd repeated movements

are called habit spasms or tics. They may be

signs of general fatigue or, occasionally, of some

physical irritation, but more frequently they in-

dicate the inability of the child to adjust himself

to some emotional or nervous strain of which

neither child nor parent is aware. Stuttering

and stammering are habit spasms, occasionally

due to imitation but usually to some nervous

strain. When a child shows symptoms of this

type, he should be taken to a doctor. If the

underlying cause is to be found, it is important

to discuss with the doctor the problems of the

family life as well as the child's routine.

Kidney disease

Kidney disease in children may take several

forms. The two most common of these are

acute nephritis and pyelitis.

Acute nephritis is an inflammation of the

kidneys, which may follow a sore throat, scarlet

fever, or other infection. Occasionally, however,

acute nephritis may appear in a child who pre-

viously has seemed well. The urine is usually

scanty and dark-colored and it may be slightly

or even quite bloody. The child may not seem

very sick; but as the disease can be serious, a

doctor should be called if a child shows these

symptoms.

Pyelitis is an infection of the kidneys in which

pus is present in the urine. The symptoms of

this disease are often vague. The child may have

fever or headache and seem sick but complain

of no pain, or he may have to urinate frequently

and complain of pain on urination. Pyelitis is

more common among girls.

Since neither of these diseases can be diag-

.nosed without examination of the child's urine,

the mother should always save a sample for the

doctor whenever a' child is sick.

The doctor may try sulfa drugs or streptomycin

in treating these diseases, as they have been of

benefit in many cases.

Diabetes mellitus

Children, as well as adults, may suffer from

diabetes mellitus. In this disease the body is

unable to use the sugars and starches of the diet,

and sugar is excreted in the urine. Formerly it

was almost always fatal in childhood. Now
with the use of insulin and diets carefully pre-

scribed by a doctor, the disease may be so con-

trolled that a child can continue to grow and live

a normal and happy life.

If a child begins to drink unusually large

amounts of water, urinates freely in very large

amounts, or has a very hearty appetite and yet

loses weight, take him to the doctor at once, as

these may be the early symptoms of diabetes.

Carry a specimen of urine with you for

examination.

Appendicitis

If appendicitis is diagnosed promptly and

operation" is performed early, complete recovery

is the rule. It is only when the condition is

not diagnosed early enough and operation is

delayed that appendicitis becomes dangerous.

The early symptoms of appendicitis are nausea,
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fever, which may be only slight, pain in the ab-

domen, and sometimes vomiting. The pain may
seem to be in the region of the stomach or it may
be in the right side (rarely the left side). A
child with these symptoms should be seen by

a doctor immediately. Any child with persistent

abdominal pain which lasts more than a short

time, even in the absence of other symptoms,

should be seen by a doctor. A laxative should

never be given to a child with abdominal pains.

Accidents

All but very minor cuts, burns, and other injuries should be treated by a doctor,

in the home, office, or hospital. If you have taken a course in first aid, put into

practice what you have been taught. Remember, however, that first aid is only

first aid. In all but very slight injuries or minor accidents, have your child seen by

a doctor at the earliest possible moment.

Cuts
DO

If small, wash out well with soap and water

and apply sterile bandage, or clean, freshly

ironed piece of cloth.

If large, cover with sterile gauze, press,

gauze firmly over wound to control bleed-

ing, and hold in place until the doctor

comes.

DON'T

If small, don't use strong antiseptics. Fresh

tincture of iodine (half strength) or alcohol

may be used if desired. Soap and water is

an excellent antiseptic.

If large, don't do anything except cover with

sterile gauze, control bleeding, and let the

doctor do the rest.

Puncture wounds

i. If not bleeding freely, try to encourage bleed-

ing by pressing again and again just above

wound, and, in the case of a finger or toe,

by squeezing or "milking" it.
*

2. Be sure to ask the doctor in every case if he

thinks tetanus antitoxin advisable.

Don't ever try to close a puncture wound
with bandage, adhesive, or anything else.

A sterile gauze pad may be placed loosely

over wound until the doctor comes.

Don't forget to tell the doctor if your child

has had any kind of serum before.

Bleeding

1. If from a blood vessel in the arm or leg,

apply pressure to the proper pressure point.

If pressure points are not known, apply a

tight band or tourniquet to the upper arm or

upper leg, as the case may be. Get the

doctor immediately.

2. If from some other part of the body, place

thick sterile gauze pad or clean towel over

bleeding point and apply strong pressure.

Get the doctor immediately.

Never leave a tourniquet or band in place

longer than 15 minutes at a time. After 15

minutes, remove for 2 minutes and then

replace tourniquet, if necessary.

Burns

1. If mild, apply simple non-oily burn ointment

or paste made of baking soda and water on

a clean, freshly ironed cloth.

2. If severe and widespread, wrap child in clean

sheet first, then blankets, and take to hospital

or doctor.

1. Don't use oil or oily substances on any burn.

Do not use absorbent cotton.

2. Never underestimate a burn. Especially

never underestimate sunburn.
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Broken limbs

DO
To prevent movement of the part apply a

home-made splint. The simplest method is

to splint the part with a pillow. To apply,

slide a large pillow under the limb, making

sure that pillow is long enough to include

the joint at each end of the broken bone.

Then fold sides of pillow up over limb and

make firm by tying strips of cloth or bandage

around the pillow at 3- to 4-inch intervals.

If bone fragment has broken through skin,

cover bone and wound with sterile gauze

dressing. Apply pillow «plint and take the

child to the doctor immediately.

DON'T
Don't let child walk on leg or use arm if

fracture is suspected.

Never apply a splint or bandage tightly.

To allow for swelling of the part, provide

plenty of padding between limb and splint.

Never try to "set" a compound fracture

(one in which bone is exposed) and do not

apply antiseptics or try to do anything to the

wound. Simply cover it with a sterile dress-

ing and let the doctor do the rest.

Poisoning

1. Bring about repeated vomiting by giving 1. Above all, don't lose your head.

large amounts of warm soapsuds.

2. If vomiting does not occur after 3 to 4 glass-

fuls of soapsuds have been taken, cause

vomiting by tickling the back of throat with

finger. Then give more soapsuds and do

the same thing again. Keep on until the

fluid that is vomited is as clean as it was

when swallowed. Get the child to hospital

or doctor immediately.

Dog bite

1. Hold the wound under running water and

wash it thoroughly. Dry it with clean gauze

and cover it with gauze dressing. Since the

doctor will probably want to cauterize the

wound, do not use antiseptics before he ar-

rives. The doctor will decide whether or not

Pasteur treatment is to be given.

Nosebleed

Never waste precious time trying to look up
the proper antidote for a particular poison.

If you can bring about vomiting quickly,

you will greatly reduce the danger. The
doctor will give the proper antidote.

1. Don't let a well-meaning person shoot the

dog. The dog should be caught and kept

under observation, to find out whether or

not it has rabies.

Apply cold, wet cloths over the child's nose

and the back of his neck. If this is not

effective, pack his nostrils with strips of

gauze or bandage, being sure that at least an

inch of the pack is left hanging outside the

nose. If bleeding still continues, call a

doctor.

1. Never put a child's head in such a position

that the blood will back up and go down
his throat and thus not be seen.
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Your community's services

for your children

Perhaps your only close contact with

"community services" for children, up to

the time your child went to school, was

the well-child clinics, or the town play-

ground. Those who have such services

sometimes take them for granted, while

those who lack them have little idea how
to go about securing them.

Health, education, social welfare, rec-

reation—these are the responsibility of all

of us who want to see the children of

America growing up under the best pos-

sible conditions.

You, yourself, may live in a community

which provides excellent health super-

vision, and has good schools and play-

grounds. You may live in or near

enough to a progressive center so that

you can take advantage of child-guidance

clinics and other aids to mental health.

But few communities have all the

needed services. And as long as any

child is suffering from lacks and depriva-

tions, all other children suffer too. Not

until the needs of all our Nation's chil-

dren are met can our own children. grow

up to assume their rights and duties as

citizens unhampered by the drag of back-

ward communities.

If you live in a community where good

services are provided you will, as you be-

come more intimately acquainted with

children's needs, see ways in which you

can work to help make them better. If

you live where the needs of children have

gone largely unrecognized, you can be

even more helpful. In whatever groups

you belong to—churches, clubs, parent-

teacher associations—you can promote

the idea of establishing needed services.

Remember, you and your friends and
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neighbors are the community. And be-

cause the women of a community become

intimately aware of children's needs in a

way many men have little chance to do,

they are often the ones with whom the

responsibility lies to sell the idea of the

value of services to children.

Once you have interested one group,

and have its backing, it becomes a matter

of calling together other interested groups

for an "organizing" meeting. If the

need you have uncovered is for better

health services, your local or county de-

partment of health should be consulted

early, as well as the local physicians. If

it is better provision for dependent or neg-

lected children that you are seeking, the

help of the local or county child-welfare

board should also be sought. Whatever

project you have in mind, your board of

education should be contacted.

Are the following services all provided

in your community ? If not, which is the

one most needed, that requires your im-

mediate and concentrated effort?

These are your concerns. They are

vital to your children's well-being.

Basic to a good community program

is a full-time local public health service,

with adequate funds and qualified staff.

Such a service provides:

1. Supervision of the health and de-

velopment of children, with medical care

when needed. Its aims are carried out

by (i) regular examinations of each child

by a physician, who advises the parents as

to special needs, and the correction of

problems; (2) immunization against pre-

ventable diseases; (3) the services of

public health nurses, as well as those

of nutritionists, dentists, and social work-
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ers; (4) child-guidance and psychiatric

services.

2. Education of school children, and

their parents as well, in methods of con-

serving physical and mental health.

Essential to the social welfare of chil-

dren are agencies, public and private, that

have three aims:

1. To give good care, treatment, and

training to children in need of the pro-

tection of the State (such as the blind, the

deaf, the mentally deficient, and depend-

ent or neglected children).

2. To make available case-work and

counselling services for children and their

families in their own homes, and social

services to aid the schools in preventing

behavior problems. Likewise, to make
mental-hygiene or child-guidance clinics

accessible to parents, schools, courts, and

children's agencies. Social agencies

should also have responsibility for the care

of children who must be cared for out-

side their own homes; this means the pro-

vision of the various types of resources

needed for foster care, for treatment and

training of physically handicapped chil-

dren, and for constructive treatment of

children who are delinquent.

3. To supply day care that is educa-

tional rather than custodial. Adequately

staffed and equipped centers for the day-

time care of children over 2, and for be-

fore- and after-school care of school chil-

dren should be provided for the children

of mothers whose work takes them out-

side their own homes.

A satisfactory school program makes

use of the best available knowledge of the

nature of childhood, of its active, ever-

changing and growing needs. It recog-

nizes the great individual differences be-

tween children, and tries to supply the

kind" of educational experiences for each

child that will lead to the fullest possible

use of his abilities. In doing this it will

provide vocational guidance, as well as

help in meeting children's emotional and

social needs.

In addition to these basic services,

there are other directions in which your

energies may need to be expended, such

as:

Strengthening the existing resources

for children,

Controlling harmful influences in the

community, and

Exerting efforts toward better preven-

tion and control of delinquency.

There are many sources from which

you may get help for your children. If

the great need in your community is for

a well-child clinic, the Children's Bureau

bulletin on "The Child Health Confer-

ence" will tell you how to go about get-

ting one. If you believe that day care is

the pressing need where you live, send for

the Children's Bureau "Standards for

Day Care of Children of Working Moth-

ers" and begin to inform yourself as to

the essentials of such care.

The most important thing to remember
is that all interested groups should be

brought into the planning early, and that

the help of all local and State agencies

concerned should be sought at the outset.

The help of local newspapers, radio sta-

tions, movie houses, and all other means
of making your community conscious of

its needs, and how to meet them, will be

invaluable.
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Ability, 46-49.

Absence from school, 120.

Accidents:

first aid for, 130-13 1.

prevention of, 11 8-1 19.

Adenoids, 123.

Adjustment, social, 23-30.

Adolescence; see Puberty.

Adoption, 82-83.

Affection; see Love.

Age differences; see Individual differ-

ences.

Aggression, 26, 55, 73, 78-79.

Allergies, 128.

Allowance, 37, 81, 95-99.

Anemia, 128.

Anger, 64-65:

flare-ups of, 39.

Anxiety, 14-16, 111-112:

of parents, 25, 35, 83.

Appendicitis, 129.

Appetite, 114.

Approval:

by adults, 13-14.

by other children, 63, 77.

Arguing, 65-66.

Asthma, 128-129.

Attitudes:

of child, 55.

of parents, 10, 16, 21, 45, 74, 101.

revealed in play, 31.

toward sex, 38.

Awkwardness, 15, 68.

Basic 7 food groups, 113-114.

Bedtime; see Sleep.

Bedwetting, 69-70.

Behavior problems, 62-71, 73.

Belief in self, 13, 26, 72.

Belonging, 26-27.

Birth order, 77.

Bleeding, 130.

Body proportions, 106.

Boils, 124.

Bones:

broken, 131.

growth of, 106-108.

Books; see Reading.

Bowel movements, 122.

Breakfast, importance of good, 111-112.

Budgeting; see Allowance.

Bullying, 25-26.

Burns, 130.

Calcium, 108.

Camps, 29-31:

appraisal of, 30-31.

Candy, 108, 112-113.

Care of sick child, 121-122.

Cerebral palsy, 89.

Character, 21-23.

Cheating, 14, 21, 67.

Chicken-pox, 125.

Child guidance clinics, 55-56.

Chorea, 127.

City life, 6, 44.

Clinics: see Child guidance.

Clothes, 4, 44.

Clubs, 27-28.

Colds, 123.

Collecting, 4, 92-93.

Comics, 54, 90-91.

Community:

relationships, 24.

services to children, 132-133.

Companionship:

with father, 17.

with parents, 10, 23, 35.

with brothers and sisters, 4, 28.

with other children, 26, 35-36.

Comparison, avoidance of, 56, 77.

Competition, 49-67.

Compromises, 66.
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Conflict:

between parents, 74-75.

Conformity:

insistence on, 11-12, 69.

to group, 26.

Constipation, 125.

Convalescence, 122.

Conversation, 47, 56, 68, 115.

Cooperation:

of home and'school, 19, 49-62.

between parents and children, 7, 43.

Country life, 8, 32, 44.

Courtesy; see Manners.

Crippled children, 89.

Curiosity, 35.

Cuts, 130.

Dancing, as self-expression, 60.

Dawdling, 66.

Daydreaming, 13, 72, 75-76.

DDT powder, 125.

Deafness, 116, 124.

Death:

of pet, 37-38.

Delinquency, 45.

Democratic living, 8-9, 42-43.

Dentist, visits to, 116.

Development; see Growth.

Diabetes mellitus, 129.

Differences; see Individual differences.

Diphtheria, 126.

Discipline, 12-15.

Diseases of children, 123-130.

Divorce, 86-87.

Doctor:

what to do before doctor comes, 120.

when to call, 121.

Dog-bite, 131.

Dramatics, 59.

Dreams, 118.

Earning, 98.

Earache, 124.

Ears, 54, 116, 123; see also Hearing.

Eating:

between meals, 114.

conditions for, 115.

Emotions:

development and control, 28-29, 71-82.

in relation to radio, 94.

in relation to reading, 55.

in slow child, 88.

Enuresis; see Bed-wetting.

Epilepsy, 89.

Escape mechanisms, 75.

Excuses, 75.

Eyes, 123-124.

Eyesight, 116-117:

and reading difficulties, 54.

Face, changes in, 109.

Family:

breakdown, 36-37.

celebrations, 17.

changing, 6-7.

childless, 6.

democratic, 8-9, 42-43.

life, 6-9, 23, 40-42.

size, 6.

traditions and customs, 1,18, 27, 42.

Farm life; see Country life.

Father, 8, 17, 29, 103.

Fatigue, 70, 107.

Fear, 14-16, 21, 70-82:

connected with self, 72-73.

Feeblemindedness, 88.

Feelings of inferiority, 76-77.

Feet, growth of, 109.

Fever, 121.

Fighting, 25-26, 63.

Fish liver oil; see Vitamin D.

Fluorine, 115.

Foods, 112-114:

basic 7 groups, 113-114.

choice of, 112.

daily needs, 113-114.

Friends, 18, 24, 28-29, 64.

Fruits; see Foods.

Fun; see Play.

Games, 2, 4, 32; see also Play.

Gang, 27-28.
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Genitals:

growth of, 1 06.

handling of, 16.

playing with, 38.

Glands:

of internal secretion, 101.

swollen, 123.

Grandparents, 18, 85-86.

"Grippe"; see Influenza.

Group activities, 3, 5, 7, 9, II, 13, 15;

27-28; 34-35.

Growth

:

physical, 105-110, 117.

stages in, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,13, : 5-

Habits:

eating, 113.

nervous, 129.

sleeping, 117-118.

study, 60-61, 117.

Handedness; see Left-handedness.

Handicaps:

mental, 87-88.

physical, 89.

Hay fever, 128-129.

Headache, as symptom, 120, 121, 127.

Health, 111-119.

Hearing, 116:

reading difficulties and, 54.

Heart disease, rheumatic, 127-128.

Height, 105-106:

attainment of adult, 109-110.

Hives, 128-129.

Hobbies, 48, 89-95.

Homesickness, 30.

Home duties; see Work.

Homework, 60-61, 117.

Honesty, 21, 79.

Hookworm, 125.

Housing, 17.

Illness, 120-130:

as excuse, 14, 129.

requiring isolation, 121-122.

symptoms of, 121.

Imagination, 72.

Immaturity, 12, 25.

Impetigo, 124.

Inadequacy, feelings of; see Inferiority.

Independence, 20, 40, 42, 63, 73.

Individual differences, 28, 35, 39:

in personality, 39-40.

in play interests, 28, 32, 35.

related to age and sex, 5, 25, 27-29,

32-34, 106, 1 09-1 10.

See also Height and weight.

Infantile paralysis; see Poliomyelitis.

Inferiority, 76-77.

Influences on behavior:

of happy surroundings, 16.

of parents, 17, 21, 26, 29.

outside, 8, 17, 21-22.

Influenza, 123.

Initiative, 11, 12.

"In-laws," 85.

Intelligence:

definition, 46.

growth of, 3, 5, 7, 9, 1 1, 13, 15, 46-49.

limited, 87-88.

mental superiority, 52.

parental contributions, 47-49.

Interests:

creative, 48-49.

play, 31-38.

reading, 89-92.

short-lived, 36-37.

Intolerance:

of other sex, 5.

of minority groups, 19.

Itch, 124.

Jealousy, 28, 63-64.

Kidney disease, 129.

Laryngitis, 123.

Laxatives, 122.

Leadership, 24.

Leisure; see Play.

Lice, 125.

Limbs, broken, 131.
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Love

:

effects of parents', 10, 13, 29.

growth of, 28-29.

of parents, 85.

of pets, 37.

Lunch:

after-school, 114.

school, 111-112.

Lying, 79-80.

Malnutrition, 111.

Manners, 21, 67-69:

teaching of, 68-69.

Marriage, 85, 97, 101-102.

Mastoiditis, 124.

Masturbation, 77-78.

Matches, playing with, 119.

Maturation, 34, 59, 102-104.

Meals; see Foods.

Measles, 126.

Meat; see Foods.

Meningitis, 127.

Menstruation, 34, 103, no.

Mental ability; see Intelligence.

Milk; see Foods as source of infection, 126.

Minority groups, 19, 22.

Modesty:

appearance of, 100.

Molars, 6th year, 115.

Money, 81, 95-99.

Moral development; see Character.

Movies, 8, 72:

effect on sleep, 117.

Moving, 18-19.

Mumps, 126.

Muscles, growth of, 106.

Music, 59-60.

Nagging, 37, 43, 46, 56:

by critical comments, 20.

Nail-biting, 70.

Nature, interest in, 2.

Nervous habits, 69, 78.

Nightmares; see Dreams.

Nosebleed, 131.

Numbers:

learning to use, 56.

Nutrition; see Foods.

Obedience, 20, 43.

Only child:

see Birth order.

Over-aggression; see Aggression.

Over-protection, 25, 119.

Over-stimulation, 71.

Overweight, 114.

Parenthood, attitudes toward, 10-23.

Parents:

age of, 25.

ambitions of, 12, 21, 49.

divorced, 86-87.

personality of, 10.

Penicillin, 123.

Persistence, 36-37.

Personality:

differences, 39.

of parents, 10.

Pets, 37-38.

Physical development; see Growth.

Piano lessons, 36, 60.

Pink-eye, 124.

Play, 28, 31-38:

meaning of, 31-32.

opportunities for, 35-36.

safe, 118.

team, 34-35.

Pneumonia, 123.

Poisoning, 131.

Poliomyelitis, 127.

Politeness, 67-69:

teaching of, 68-69.

Popularity, 16, 26.

Posture, 107.

Praise, 43, 4^:

of slow child, 88.

Prejudice, 19, 22.

Privacy, need for, 16, 103.

Problems, behavior, 62-71, 73.

Promotions, 52.

Property rights, teaching of, 81.

Psychiatrist, 70.

Psychologist, 70, 88.

Puberty, 102, no.
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Punishment, 12-14, 17:

by denial of privileges, 12-13.

by disapproval, 13.

by withdrawing allowance, 96.

for masturbation, 78.

for sex play, 38.

Quarreling, 28, 63-65.

Radio:

listening, 93-95, 118.

fears in connection with, 72.

Rationalization, 75.

Reading:

interests, 89-92.

learning to read, 52-56.

parents' help in, 53-54.

readiness for, 52-53.

reading aloud, 47-48.

reading difficulties
; 54-55.

Recreation, commercial, 7.

Relatives, 83-86.

Religion, interest in, 15.

Reminding, need of, 37, 43.

Respect, for children, 20, 24, 40, 76.

Responsibility, 42-45, 73.

for household tasks, 44-45.

for younger children, 44.

Rest; see Sleep.

Retardation, mental, 87-88.

Rewards, 14.

Rheumatic fever, 89, 127.

Ringworm, 124.

Rudeness, 63.

Running away, 81-82.

Rural life; see Country life.

Safety education, 118-119.

St. Vitus' dance, 127.

Saving, 97.

Scabies, 124.

Scarlet fever, 127.

School, 49-62:

cooperation with, 50-52.

parent-teacher relations, 51.

promotion, 52.

teachers, 51-53, 58.

visits, 50-51.

School—Continued

when child should be kept at home,
120.

Self-expression, 58-59.

Selfishness, 29, 99.

Services, children's, 132-133.

Sex:

differences; see Individual differences.

education, 100-105.

pets and sex education, 38.

play, 38.

spiritual side of, 38.

Sharing, 42, 64, 99.

Shyness, 24, 26, 62, 74.

Sickness, 120-130:

care in, 121-130.

Sight, 1 1 6-1 17.

Sixth-year molars; see Molars.

Skills, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 1 1, 13, 15, 32, 48.

Skin diseases, 124.

Sleep, 4, 117-118:

importance of, 117.

interferences with, 117.

Social adjustment, 3, 5, 7, 9, n, 13, 15,

23-31:

pressures, 15-16.

Social studies, 50, 57-58.

Social welfare services, 133.

Sore throat, 123.

Spastics; see Cerebral palsy.

Speech habits, 54.

Spelling, 59.

Sports; see Play.

Squabbles; see Quarrels.

Stability, of family life, 17-19.

Stages of growth; see Growth.

Stealing, 80-81.

Stepparents, 83-85.

Stinginess, 99.

Study; see Homework.

Stuttering, sex differences in, 73.

Styes, 124.

Subnormality; see Retardation.

Sulfa drugs, 123, 127, 129.

Sulking, 26, 66-67.

Swearing, 6^.
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Swimming, 30, 118-119.

Symptoms; see Illness.

Talking back, 67.

Tasks; see Work.

Tattling, 66-67.

Teachers, 51-53, 58.

Teasing, 63, 65, 77.

Teeth, 108-109, 115-116:

care of, 11 5-1 16.

effect of diet on, 115.

fluorine application, 115.

malocclusion of, 108-109.

straightening, 109.

time of eruption, 3, 5, 7, 1 1, 15, io£

Temper, 62.

Temperature:

how to take, 122.

rise in, 121-122.

Tension, 20, 69, 70.

Tests; see Intelligence.

Tetanus antitoxin, 130.

Thermometer; see Temperature.

Tics, 129.

Timidity; see Shyness.

Tolerance; see Intolerance.

Tomboys, 33-34.

Tonsils, 123.

Tools, working with, 92.

Traffic, teaching rules of, 118.

Truthfulness, 79.

Tuberculosis, 128.

Twitching, 129.

Typing, 2, 56.

Underweight, 114.

Unpopularity, 24, 75.

Vaginitis, 127.

Vegetables; see Foods.

Vitamin C, 113.

Vitamin D, 108, 114.

Vocabulary, adding to, 56, 58.

Vomiting, 125.

Weight, 105-106.

Whining, 66.

Whooping cough, 126.

Work, 6-7, 98.

Worms, 124-125.

Worry, 14-16, 70, 73-74.

Wounds, puncture, 130.

Writing:

learning, 56.

left-handed children and, 54.

printing and, 56.

reversals, 54-55.

use of typewriter, 56.

X-ray:

for tuberculosis, 128.

of bones, 108.
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Some other Bureau bulletins on child care

PRENATAL CARE. Children's Bureau Publication 4. Rev. 1942. 58 pp.

INFANT CARE. Children's Bureau Publication 8. Rev. 1945. 126 pp.

YOUR CHILD FROM ONE TO SIX. Children's Bureau Publication 8. Rev. 1945.

147 pp.

GUIDING THE ADOLESCENT. Children's Bureau Publication 225. Rev. 1946.

83 pp.

BREAST FEEDING. Children's Bureau Folder 8. 1947. 21 pp.

FOODS YOUR CHILDREN NEED. C hildren's Bureau Folder 14. 1947. 16 pp.

FOR THE CHILDREN'S BOOKSHELF. A booklist for parents. Children's

Bureau Publication 304. Rev. 1946. 40 pp.

SO YOU'RE EXPECTING A BABY. Children's Bureau Folder r. 1947. 29 pp.

You can get a single copy of any of these publications free by writing to the Children's

Bureau.

All photographs (except photograph on p: 44) taken from the Children's Bureau by

Esther Bubley; photograph on p. 44 taken for the Children's Bureau by Philip Bonn.
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